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PREFACE

This collection of Examples in the Calculus, which was made by

the late Mr. C. S. Jackson, should have been published in 1917.

Mr. Jackson's sudden and regrettable death in October 1916 caused

the publication to be delayed till after the War. The book is

hampered by having to be put through the press by other hands

than the author's.

A great many of those examples which can be classed as problems

were constructed by Mr. Jackson himself in connection with his

work at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, and the many
public examinations in which he took part. Many of them are

very neat applications of the Calculus to practical problems, and

it is hoped that these will prove particularly useful to teachers

who require, in their work, a number of examples which are not

mere Algebraical manipulations. Many books on the Calculus

treat the subject chiefly as an extension of Algebra and Analytical

Geometry. This collection should be a useful supplement to

such books.

A great deal of trouble has been taken to ensure accuracy in

the Answers. Mr. A. M. Grundy has helped me very much in this

matter, and most of the examples have been worked independently

by us both.

W. M. ROBERTS.

Royal Military Academy,

Woolwich, February, 192 1.
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PART I

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

1. DifiFerentiation.

Differentiate with respect to a;

:

1. x^ - 3a;. 2. 7^ -^. 3. x + -.
3 X

4. {X + I)2(a; - 1)3. 5. x sin x. v 6.
^^ "*" ^

7. x{x^ - 1). 8. x\x - 1). 9.

10. VI +x. 11. Vl - a;2. 12.

13. ^-J:^. 14. ^

a;2-

a; +

r
1

a; - 1*

Vi + X

a - hx * Vl + ^
2. Differentiate with respect to x :

I. y =x cos Ja;. 2. 2/ = sin (^"^j.

r

I

3. V = , • • 4. -v = sin a: - 4 sin^ x.
^ 1 + a;

^ ^

5. , = ^^L±2^. 6. , = 1 - r.3.

x

7. y = xjL:i^. 8. 2/ = (1 + a;2)3.

V I + a;

9. 2/ = ^Vl - ^^- 10. 2/ = ^ sin 3a; +i sin 6x.

13.;=sin^(M).

X
14. Differentiate with respect to a;, showing that the result

xan X

i_ J. ' j.-r J-
Sin 2a; - 2a;

may be put in the form ^ . „ .

•^ ^ 2 sm^ X

J.C. A
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15. If 2/ = tan x, ~ is essentially positive. Criticise the inference

that therefore y continually increases as x increases.

16. Obtain two new formulae by differentiating with respect to

X the equations

1 - a;«+i

(i) \ + X + x'^ + ... + x'^ = —. :—

.

\ - X

(ii) sin 3a; = 3 sin a: - 4 sin^ x.

17. The expression 3(a + a;)* - 7(a + a:)^ + 12 is arranged in

powers of x, so that

3(a + a:)* - 7(a + a:)^ + 12 = A + Bx + Ca;2 + Da;^ + Ea:*^

Differentiate this equation with respect to x ; in the result put

a; = ; and thus find B in terms of a.

Proceed to find A, C, D, E in terms of a.

3. Tangents and Slopes.

1. What is the slope of the tangent to \0y = x^ at the point where
a; = 10 ?

2. If xy and x-^y^ are the coordinates of two points on the curve

y = 7^, show that — lies between Zx^ and ^x^.
X-t — X

Deduce the slope of the tangent at the point (1, 8).

3. If P is a point on the curve y = x^ and the tangent at P
meets Oa; in Q and Oy in R, express OQ in terms of the x coordinate

of P, and show that PR = 3PQ.

4. Sketch the graph oi y = 7^ - x for values of x, ranging from
- 2 to 1 (unit 1 inch). Find the angle at which the curve cutsOa:
at the point a; = 1. Draw the tangent at this point, and measure
the coordinates of the point at which this tangent meets the curve
again.

Verify by calculation.

5. Write down or find (without proof from first principles) ex-

pressions for the incHnation to the axis of a; of a tangent to the curve
whose equation is

(i) y = a;3.

(ii) y = a;2(l - x^).

Sketch the graphs of these equations. Find, and mark on the
sketch, points at which the curves have the same gradient for the
same value of x.

[Accurately plotted graphs are not required.]

6. The equation of a parabola is

2/ = 17 + 11a; - 3a;2.

€ive an expression for the increase in y when x increases by
unity.
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Deduce a convenient method of tabulating a series of values of y
for the values 0, 1, 2 ... of a;.

Find the equation of the tangent at the point where x = 1-5.

7. Find the equation of the tangent at the point 2, 3, to the curve

y = x^ - Ix + ^.

Find the coordinates of the point in which this tangent meets the

curve again.

8. Find the slope at any point P of the curve whose equation is

2/ = 3x2 - 2a;3.

Sketch the shape of the curve.

Find the coordinates of a point, the tangent at which passes

through the origin 0.

4. 1. What infeience can be drawn, as to whether y increases or

decreases as x increases, from the fact that -^ is positive for all

values of x. Illustrate by drawing figures.

2. Differentiate (i) sin - cos 0,

(u) -^—5,
sm0

with respect to 0, and deduce from your results that

J
sin0

continually increases as ranges from to tt.

3. Find, or write down, the differential coefficients with respect

to X of cos X and of cos 2x. When will a small change in x produce
a greater change in cos x than in cos 2x ?

4. Show by means of the value of -—- that, in the curve

y = 2x^ - 3a;2 + 4,

as X increases from onwards the value of y at first decreases, but
subsequently begins to increase and continues to do so.

Show also that the slope of the curve may have any positive

value, but that certain negative values, for instance - 2, are not

possible.

5. OA and OX are two lines at right angles to each other and OA
is of length a. A straight hne through A meets OX on a point P.

With centre P, radius PC, draw an arc of a circle, cutting AP in a
point Q (between A and P). Draw QN perpendicular to AO.

Express the lengths NQ {x) and ON {y) in terms of a and the angle

OAP (0).

Find
^g, ^,, an4 hence ^, in terms of a and 0.
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6. Prove that x - sin cc cos x continually increases as x increases

from zero.

5. ^ as a Rate of Increase,
dx

1. Show that the rate of increase of the area of a circle of radius

T is 2Tcr per unit increase of r.

2. At what rate in cubic feet per second does the volume of a

spherical globule increase if the radius increases by -0001 foot per

second ?

3. If a sphere of inflammable material burns so that the radius

at t seconds after the start is r(l - f^)^ at what rate does the volume
of the sphere diminish ?

4. If the length I of a cyHnder increases by 4 feet per second and
the volume remains constant, at what rate does the radius r

diminish ?

Give the numerical results when Z = 10 feet, r = 'I foot.

At what rate is the total surface increasing or decreasing at this

instant ?

5. The area ofa rectangle, whose sides are x and «/, remains constant.

Give a formula for the rate at which y diminishes, if x increases

by V feet per second.

6. A man, 6 feet high, walks on level ground away from a lamp
10 feet high.

What is the length of the man's shadow when he is x feet from
the lamp ?

If the man's speed is v, what is the speed of the end of the shadow ?

7. A boy, seated 10 feet above the surface of water, drags a fish

along the surface. If the boy hauls in the Hne at a speed of 4 feet

per second, at what rate is the fish being dragged along the surface

when 30 feet of hne are out ?

8. If water flows into a trough of triangular section at the uniform

rate of 20 gallons per minute, give a formula for the rate at which
the area of the upper surface of the water in the trough is increasing

after t seconds. The trough is 6 feet long, the sides are inchned to

one another at 60°, and the ends are vertical.

[6-23 gallons occupy I cubicr foot.]

9. If 2/ = «*, what is J ?

Suppose a spherical bubble initially 1 inch radius to increase in

volume by 10 cubic inches each second. At what rate is its diameter

increasing at the end of i seconds ?

10. A cylinder of radius a, originally upright and full of water, is

tilted over very slowly at a uniform rate. Noting that the volume
of water already poured out at any time is half that of a certain
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cylinder, show that when the cyHnder has been tilted through 45°

water is flowing out twice as rapidly as at first.

11. A hemispherical bowl of radius 1 foot is partly filled with

water. It the depth of water is x, and y the radius of the water-

surface, express y in terms of x.

If water is poured in at such a rate that x increases uniformly at

1 foot per second, find a formula for the time-rate at which y in-

creases, and give the numerical result when x = -5 foot.

12. A sphere of material weighing w grams per c.c. is dissolved

at a uniform rate of h grams per second, remaining spherical. If

W is its weight, and r its radius at any time t, find

dW dW A dr

dt' W ^"""^
dt'

13. At a time t the temperature of a hot body is 0° above that of

surrounding objects. Assume that the time-rate at which the tem-
perature is falhng is directly proportional to 0. Express this

^. . . dd
assumption as an equation giving -j-.

dt

6. Easy Maxima and Minima.
1. Draw a straight line OA, 4 inches long.

A square PQRS has its centre at A and its sides, each of length

2Xf parallel and perpendicular to OA. PQ is the side nearest to O.
Find for what value of x the length of OP is a maximum or a mini-

mum, and whether the value you obtain corresponds to a maximum
or to a minimum.

2. Draw a square ABCD, diagonal 2 inches, and a fine parallel to

the diagonal BD, cutting AB in P and AD in Q. The triangle APQ
is folded about PQ ; and AP and AQ in their new positions cut BD
in L and M.
For what length of PQ is the area PQLM a maximum ?

3. Draw axes Ox, Oy and mark A (coordinates 0, a) and B (h, k).

Find a point C in Ox such that the sum of the squares of AC and BC
may be a minimum. Show, with brief explanation of method, that

your result does give the minimum value.

4. Draw a circle of radius 1 inch, mark a point A on the circum-
ference, and draw the tangent AT, any chord AP, and the perpen-
dicular PM on AT. CalHng the angle PAM 0, express the area of
the trikngle PAM in terms of 0.

For what value of is the area of the triangle a maximum ?

5. A piece of stout wire is bent into two equal circular rings

joined by a straight wire at right angles to both, thus forming the
skeleton outhne of a cylinder.

Show that if the volume of the complete cylinder is to be a maxi-
mum, the same length of wire should be used for each end and for

the straight piece.
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7. Velocity.

1. If a body moving in a straight line is s feet from its starting

point after t seconds, and if 5 = at^, find the average velocity Vo,!

during the interval between ^2 seconds from the start and ii seconds

from the start.

Find also the Hmit to which ^2,1 tends when ^g - h i^ made as

small as anyone pleases. This Hmit is called the velocity at time ti,

and IS ^.

2. If s = 16i^ find the average velocity during the intervals :

10 to 11 seconds

10 „ 10-1 „

10 „ 1001 ,,

10 „ 10001 „

10 „ 10000 1

What is the ' velocity at 10 seconds ' ? .

3. If X = at^, a and n being constants, what i^ -jr^

y), ct, and Iq being constants, what is the velocity

at time f.^
^0/

5. If a rod AB of length a shdes between two Hnes Ox, Oy at

right angles, what is OB when OA = xl
If A moves along Ox with velocity w, what is the velocity of B

along Oy ? Account for the - sign of the result.

6. If i; and v + Av are the velocities of a particle moving in a

straight line ; at the instants t and t + A^, what is the average

acceleration or gain of velocity per second ?

What is the acceleration at the instant t ?

differentiate with respect to t, and find the acceleration.

8. If t;2 = 2v(l +
^),

differentiate with respect to t, and find the acceleration.

8. 1. A man runs a given total distance in such a way that the

time t which he takes to run any part s of the distance is given by
the equation t = as^, a and n being constants and n greater than

unity. Compare his average velocity over the whole distance with

his velocity at the end.

Why cannot the above equation correctly represent the beginning

of the movement ?

2. Assume that the time t at which a projectile pierces a screen

distant s from the firing-point is given by the equation

t = a + bs + cs^,

where a, 6, c are constants.
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Find the velocity at the screens 5^ and ^2 and the average velocity

[between them.

3. A point in a certain mechanism moves so that its position at

[itime t is given by the coordinates x, y, where

TZt 2TZt
4 + a; = 3 cos -^ + cos -^

,

y = sm3.

Find the position, velocity, and acceleration of the point at the

instant t =2.
[Distances are in feet and time in seconds.]

4. In the case of a body moving in a straight line, explain briefly,

but clearly, the meaning of the phrase " the acceleration of the

body at time t" \ and how this acceleration is found from an
equation giving the velocity v in terms of t. Take v = a + ht^ to

illustrate your statement, a and 6 being constants.

dr
5. If r = a + 6 cos 0, where a and b are constants, find

dr
If, moreover, = kt, where k is a. constant, find -3-.

6. The cam shown in Fig. 1 revolves about 0, causing the rod

BC to move vertically between guides D, D, which are clear of the

cam.
The length OP and the angle AOP are connected by the equation

r = 4 + 3 cos inches.

The angle AOB is a right angle. Find the velocity of the rod

BC as P passes under it^ supposing the cam to revolve uniformly

n times per minute. Find also the acceleration of the rod, giving

the numerical result when = 60° and n = 60.

7. A variable point P on a rod OA, which rotates with uniform
angular velocity Q about 0, is constructed to describe the curve

whose equation with as pole is

r = a . (1 + cosO).

Obtain a formula for the velocity of P at any instant.

8. In a certain planing machine the distance x of the cutting edge

from the mid-point of its travel is given by

. TZt
X = a tan -7-

4
for values of t between - 1 and 1.

Give formulae for the velocity, and for the acceleration, of the

cutting edge, and show that the acceleration is proportional to the

product of X and the velocity.

9. A string passes over two fixed smooth pulleys with their centres

2J feet apart in the same horizontal line and has equal weights tied
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to its ends. A third equal weight C is attached mid-way between
the pulleys and released. Show that before the system comes
momentarily to rest 10 inches of string will pass over each pulley.

Find by differentiation the ratio of the velocities of the descending

and ascending weights when the ascending weights have risen a

distance x. Neglecting all friction, find with what velocity C passes

through the equihbrium position.

Fig. 1.

9. Dififerentiation of Logarithms.

In the Calculus, unless otherwise stated, it is understood that

logarithms are to the base e, where

e = 2-7182818285...

,

log, 10 = 2-3025851,

logioe = 0-4342945.

1. Differentiate with respect to a;

:

y = loge(l - x), y = log (e"' - e"*).

y = log sin 2x,

y = x{l + log,x).

y = log (0:2 +^2).

y = x^e ".

y = xe~^.

y = log tan (| +
|)
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In each case write down an integral whose value is y.

2. It is known that

—

.

= 32 cos X . cos 2x . cos ix . cos 8a; . cos IGx.
sin X

Take logarithms of both sides of this identity.

Differentiate the resulting equation with respect to x.

3. The curve whose equation is

y = a;e-^^

has been suggested as giving the powder pressures in the bore of a

gun. Trace this curve, taking m = 2, and find when ?/ is a maximum.

4. A pointer oscillates so that its angular deviation in radians, 0,

is given in terms of the time, ^, in seconds since the beginning of

the motion by the equation

8=2e"^sin^^.

Draw a graph to scale showing the movement for 12 seconds.

[9 points accurately plotted will suffice.] Find the maximum
amplitude of an oscillation, and the time of its occurrence. Find
also the time interval between successive maxima.

5. The equation of the curve which is known as the
* catenary of equal strength ' is

X -^
cos - = e "-' •

a
Take a = 10.

dtj
Find -^ and the angle which the tangent, at the point where

a: = 3, makes with Ox.

6. The length s of a wire stretched somewhat tightly between
two points in the same horizontal line, and sagging v feet at the
centre, is given by the equation

s = v(a2 4- iv^) + locr .
1 ,

2v ° a

2a being the horizontal distance between the points of support.

ds
Assuming this, find ^. If a = 100 feet and v = 5 feet, show

that paying out an inch more wire increases the sag at the centre

by 7 J inches nearly.

Examine the limit to which the expression for s tends when v is

indefinitely small.

7. It is known that

^ ^Q T sin 30 J ^1 ^ rt on 1 c<^s 30
2 cos 20 + 1 = -^—^ and that 2 cos 20 - 1 = ^.

sm cos
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Take logarithms of both sides of these identities and differentiate

the results with respect to 0.

8. Take logarithms (to the base e) of the equation defining logio^^,

namely, ^ ^ lO^og^occ^

Differentiate the resulting equation with respect to x.

10. Errors and Rates.

If y=m,
we know that Limit "^^ v^^ ^^^ is -/,

Ax dx

or, in other symbols.

Ay ^ fix + Ax) - fix) ^dy
^ ^

Ax Ax ' dx '

where e has the hmit zero.

Thus Ay = Ax^ -{- zAx,
dx

and if Ax may be considered small, s Ax is very much smaller.

Thus, approximately. Ay =Axj^.

That is, if x undergoes a small change of amount Ax, the corre-

dtj
sponding small change in y is ^ ^^ nearly. It is for this reason

1 dx
that ^ is termed the differential coefficient of ?/. It is the co-

dx
efficient by which we must multiply Ax to get Ay,

r V-

1. The formula p = k—j-g-

has been given for the thickness p of armour penetrable by a shot

of diameter d, weight w, and striking velocity v ; k being a constant.

Find -p, and the approximate additional percentage of penetration

obtained by an increase of 1 per cent, in v.

2. Assuming shot of different diameters to be geometrically

similar and of the same material, modify the formula of the pre-

ceding question so as to express p in terms of w and v.

3. The modulus of elasticity E of a wire is calculated from the

formula 4PL

where P the stretching force, L the length, d the diameter, and I

the elongation produced by P, are found experimentally.

Give a formula for the percentage error in E caused by small

errors AP, AL, Ad, and Al in the observed quantities.
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4. Draw a sketch of the curve y = f{x), and show on it a point

and lines representing Aic, A?/, and -~ ^x.

5. Find an approximate formula to give the change in 9 , 3

due to a small change in x.

\ - x^
Find the values of 9 , ^ when a: = 2 and when x = 2-015.

\ + x^

6. The hypotenuse, height, and base of a- right-angled triangle

are Xy y, and a. Find -^. If aj and a are given, under what circum-

stances will a small error in setting off x cause a large error in 2/ ?

Give a numerical illustration.

11. 1. Neglecting air resistance, the range R of a projectile fired

with velocity V and elevation a is given by

R = ^r- sin 2a,

which is evidently a maximum when 2a = 90° or a = 45°.

Calling this maximum range Rq, we have R = Rq sin 2a.

AR
Show that -^- = 2 cot 2a . Aa (Aa in radians)

= 2 cot 2a^^ nearly,

if a changes by m minutes.

If a = 15° and Rq = 300 feet, find AR for a change of 10' in a.

Calculate AR exactly from the equations

R = 300 sin 30", R + AR = 300 sin 30° 20'.

2. If y = a cos x, find, or write down, the value of ^, and show
that, with the usual notation,

— = - Aa: tan x nearly.
y

A traverse table gives the value of y for every 6' of angle for

certain values of a. Prove that for angles less than half the right

angle the value of y, taken directly from the table without inter-

polation as the value for the nearest angle in the table, will be

correct to a unit in the third significant figure.

d sin X
3. Find, or write down, the value of —-^—

.

A table of natural sines is required, with which an angle can be

found at sight to the nearest minute from its sine. Show that a

four-figure table will suffice up to about 70".

How far will a five-figure table suffice ?

[Circular measure of 1 minute = T^rVy nearly.]
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4. To draw an angle 0, part of a circle of radius 10 cm. is described,

and in this circle is placed a chord of such a length I as to subtend
radians at the centre, this length being found from a table of chords.

Express I in terms of 0, and find -^.

Find a formula giving approximately the error in minutes in the

angle due to a small error AZ cm. in setting off the length of the

chord. What is the numerical result if the angle is a right angle

and AZ = -05 cm. ?

5. The volume V of a certain given solid on a circular base is

computed from the formula

V =
'J

(3r2 + m,

where r is the measured radius of the base and h the measured
thickness at right angles to the base.

Find -7-, treating h as constant,

and -3^-, treating r as constant.

Deduce that a small error in measuring h causes a greater error

in V than an equal small error in measuring r.

6. Find —^— , either by differentiating -;

—

^ with respect to 0,

or otherwise.

An aeroplane is flying horizontally at 60 miles an hour at a height

of 3000 feet, in the vertical plane containing an observer O at

ground level. If the angle of elevation changes from to + A0
in a small time A<, find an approximate expression for A0. Show
that when the angle of elevation is 30° it alters by about 25' in one
second.

7. The angle CBA is calculated from obseivations of the distances

CA, CB, and the angle ACB. Show that if the distances are accu-

rate, but the angle slightly erroneous, the angle B will be most
accurately found when the triangle is right-angled.

dy
IILC UUWH LUC VcllUC Ui

In what unit is x measured ?

8. If 2/ = 100 sin x, find or write down the value of ^.

Explain concisely how the value of ^ shows whether the
dx

equation y = 100 sin x is suitable for finding y accurately from
measurements of x. Obtain a formula for the percentage error in

y corresponding to an error of 1 per cent, in x.

9. A uniform plank AB of weight W and length a, inclined at

an angle to the vertical, can turn in a vertical plane about one
endB.
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It is lowered by slacking away a rope ACP tied to the end A and
passing over a pulley C vertically above B.

If BC = BA, show that the length of rope between A and C
increases as the plank is lowered from inclination through a small

additional angle A0 by the amount a cos J0 . A0 approximately.

Hence, neglecting all frictional resistances, use the principle of

work to obtain a formula for the pull at P in terms of W and 0.

10. Work out the above question, supposing BC not equal to BA,
but of length b.

11. A uniform rod ACB, length 2a, weight W, is hinged by a

hght bar OC to a fixed point O. Initially the rod is horizontal,

and A is vertically below 0. If A can slide in a vertical groove,

find the vertical thrust P at A necessary to maintain equilibrium

when A is at a depth y below 0.

AC = 6, 00 = c.

12. Approximation to Roots of Equations.

1. It is evident that the equation a;^ + a; = 31 has a root which
is not much greater than 3.

Replace a; by 3 + h, and assume that the terms in h^ and h^ are

negligible in comparison with the others. A simple equation for h
is thus obtained.

What is the corresponding approximate value of the root of the

original equation ?

2. It is known that the equation

x^ -Ix = ^

has a root which does not differ much from 3. Assume that the

root is 3 + ^, and thus find a closer approximate value for it.

3. What is approximately the alteration in the value of ic^ due to

a small alteration in the value of a; ?

It is obvious that the equation

01^ - 6x^ = I

has a root which does not differ much from 5. By putting

a; = 5 + ^, or otherwise, determine a closer approximation to the

root.

4. It is known that a root of the equation

x^{l + x) = 6

does not differ much from 1-3.

Find an approximation correct to three decimal places.

5. When an approximate value of a root of an equation is known,
explain briefly how a closer approximation may be obtained.

During four consecutive years the deaths in a certain country
number a, ar, ar^, and ar^ respectively. The number of deaths in

the fourth year is 96 per cent, of the average of the yearly number
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of deaths for the three preceding years. Find an equation to

determine r.

Noting that r is rather less than 1, proceed to find a more closely

approximate value, endeavouring to obtain a result correct to three

significant figures.

6. A cubical cistern contains 800 cubic feet of water, so that its

inside edge is between 9 and 10 feet long.

Assuming that the edge is 9 + /^ feet, form an equation for h and
solve it approximately.

13. Newton's Method of approximating to the Roots of an
Equation.

The roots of the equation f{x) = would be obvious if we had a

graph of the equation y = f{x) ; for each (real) root is the x coordi-

nate of a point where the curve cuts Ox,

Fig. 2.

If the dotted line represents the (invisible) graph, we want the

value of OP.
We find a point A for which y^ though not actually zero, is small.

Let OM = a.

Then MA = /(a),

AM _ /^and TM =
tan ATM

using f(a) to denote the value of -^ at the point A.

We say that in general OT is a closer approximation to the true

root OP than OM is.

That is, if a is an approximate value of a root of the equation

f{x) = 0, then, in general, a ^ iifr is a closer approximation.
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1. Let N be any integer and a^ the nearest exact square.

s an approximation to -v

2(a2 + N)2 - (N - a2)2

N + a^
Show that —^ is an approximation to \/N-

2. Show that ^ / 2 . atn4a . (a^ + N)

is a still closer approximation.

3. A puzzle which from time to time appears in newspapers

is as follows :

A horse is tethered to a peg in the circumference of a circular

field of 100 feet radius by a rope of such length that the horse can

just graze over half the field. Find the length of the rope.

Fig. 3.

With the notation of the figure, area over which the horse can

graze

= sector AB, centre O + sector AB, centre 0-2 triangle AGO
= t'^x + a\Tz - 2x) - at sin x.

But r = 2a cos a;,

so da^ cos^ X . X + a^('iz - 2x) - 2a^ sin x cos x = -^,

or Tz + 4:X cos 2a; - 2 sin 2a: = 0.

Show that X = -95 radian gives an approximate solution.

4. A simple modification of Newton's method consists in repeat-

ing the approximation in the following way :

If ttj is the first approximation and a^^ + h = a2 the second,

take ttg - t ^x as the third, the divisor fia^) remaining nearly

constant. J ^^^^

Illustrate geometrically, and apply to the equation rc^ = 31.
1

6. If N = a*" + b, obtain approximations x^, x^ to N*", taking a

as the first rough approximation, i.e. solve the equation N - x*" = 0,

express x-^ in terms of N, r, a, and X2 in terms of N, r, x-^.
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6. Find when OT does not give a closer approximation.

7. Solve by Newton's method the equation a;* - 5a; - 5 = in

order to get a root near a; = 2.

14. Maxima, Minima.
nil

L We know already that if -^ = 0, y is in general either a maxi-

mum or a minimum.
By drawing the graph of ?/ = a;^(l - a:) 2, show that of the three

values of x for which the slope vanishes one corresponds to a maxi-

mum of 2/, one to a minimum, and one to neither a maximum nor a

minimum. ^-«

Note that in the mathematical sense maximum means * locally

greatest ' and minimum means ' locally least.'

2 If y^ <" + ^»" + 9)

X -.

.

find the values of x which make V^ = 0, and show by a sketch

of the graph that the minimum value of y is greater than the

maximum.
The previous examples show that it is necessary in any but the

simplest cases to have a test by which we can certainly distinguish

between a maximum value of y and a minimum.

3. Just before y reaches a maximum an increment in x produces
dii

an increment in y, so ^^ is +. Just after passing the maximum

an increment in x produces a decrease in v, so -^ is -

.

^ ^ ax
-J

Hence, in passing through a maximum value of ?/, ~ changes
from + to -. ^^

Show by similar reasoning what happens to -^ as 2/ passes through
a minimum. ^^

This test is very often the easiest to apply.

A tr • • dz .

4. If z mcreases as x mcreases, -r- is positive.

dy
^^

By caUing j-, z, show that in the neighbourhood of a maximum

value of y, j\ is negative, and that -j^ is positive in the neigh-

bourhood of a minimum.

15. 1. The equation of a curve is

, = .<i - g.

Find the coordinates of the point P at which ^ is a maxim.ij.iTi^



If a series of these curves are obtained by varying the value of a,

what is the locus of P ?

find /.
ax

Sketch the shape of the curve, and find the coordinates of the

points at which 2/ is a maximum or a minimum. An accurately

.plotted graph is not required.

3. A merchant has the monopoly of the sale of articles, each of
which costs him three shillings in all. Assuming that the number
sold varies inversely as the square of the selling price, find what
selling price will yield the greatest net total profit. Plot graphs
showing the relation between selling price, number sold annually,

and profits for selling prices varying from four to ten shillings per

article, assuming that there is an annual sale of 20,000 when the

price is four shillings.

4. A pig of-metal of given weight is cast in the form of a half

cylinder, i.e. with a rectangular base and semicircular ends. Find
the ratio of its diameter to its length when the total surface is a
minimum.

5. Find the maximum or minimum values of

2/ = 2 sin a; - sin 2x.

Sketch the curve for values of x ranging from to 27r. State how
you would, if required, prepare an accurate diagram on a large

scale.

6. If xy^ = a(a;2 + 2/^), find what value of x makes y a maximum
or a minimum.

16. 1. If ?/ = tan a; tan (- - x],

c ^dy \4 /
find -/.

ax

Find what value of x between and ^ makes y a maximum.

2. Soreau's formulae for the supporting thrust V and the hori-

zontal thrust H of the air on a plane surface making a small angle

a with the direction of motion are

H = kvHaoL^ + 6),

V = kv^cn,

where v is the velocity of the plane and k, a, b are constants. For
XT

what value of a is the ratio ^ a minimum ?

3. A rectangular piece of ground is to be completely shut in, both
at the sides and above, by netting ; 560 feet length of netting,

j.c. B
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4 feet wide, is available, and the netting is to be 4 feet high at

the sides. Find the greatest area which can be protected.

4. A chart is drawn on a rectangular sheet of paper, which in

time contracts uniformly by m per cent, in a direction parallel to

the long sides of the paper (representing N. and S.) and by n, per

cent, in a direction parallel to the short sides. If the true bearing

of the point P from the centre of the chart is and the bearing

measured from the chart is a, express tan (0 - a) in terms of m,

n, and a.

5. For what value of x is = 7^ a maximum ?
1 + lex

Deduce that the maximum error of the bearing a in the previous

question is about 17 minutes if m == 1 and n = 0.

6. A hollow cyhnder, open at both ends, is to be made out of a

given volume of metal, and the ratio of the outside and inside

diameters is to have a given value n. Determine the proportions

of the cylinder for a minimum total surface.

7. A boat is 3 miles due West of a point A on the coast. The
coasthne northwards of A runs North-East. The boat's speed on

a course 0° East of North is 8 cos miles per hour.

If the boat sails straight for a point on the shore x miles N. (and

therefore, of course, x miles East) of A, express the time of the run

in terms of x. For what value of x is the time a minimum ?

17. 1. A tank standing on the ground is kept full of water to a

depth a. Water issues horizontally from a small aperture at a

depth h below the surface, with velocity V2gh.

Find h in order that the water may strike the ground at the

greatest possible distance from the tank.

2. A conical rod, length h, weight W, tapering from diameter 2a

at the top to diameter a at the bottom, hangs vertically and carries

W
a weight -- suspended at its lower end. Give a formula for the

cross-sectional area at a height x above the lower end ; and for the

total weight below this section. Deduce that the average tension

per unit area of cross-section is a minimum when x is about -7 of h.

3. The total work per second expended in driving a certain

machine at speed u is A.u{v - u)^. Of this work a portion, Bw^, is

wasted in overcoming frictional resistances, and the remainder is

usefully applied.

If A, B, and v are constants, find the speed u for which the useful

work per second is a maximum.

4. Draw AB 8 centimetres and BC 6 centimetres long at right

angles to AB. Bisect AB in 0.

AB is the plan of a vertical wheel turning about a horizontal axis
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through the centre 0. A fixed pin C is in the same horizontal

plane as 0. A bar PC, fastened to a point P in the rim of the

wheel, always passes through C.

Give a formula for the tangent of the angle which CP makes
with the horizontal when P is at a horizontal distance x from O.

For what value of x is tan^G, and consequently 0, a maximum ?

5. A plane surface making a small angle a with the horizontal is

propelled horizontally with velocity V so that the air-thrust due to

the velocity tends to support the plane.

Assume that the supporting vertical air-thrust (which must equal

W the total weight) is kc/N^, and that the horizontal component of

the air-thrust is ka?Y^, h being a constant.

Assume that friction causes resistances equivalent to an additional

horizontal resistance ZV^ {I constant)

.

Write down an expression for the work done per second in pro-

pelhng the plane. Eliminate a from the expression, and find for

what speed the rate of working is a minimum : and what fraction

of the power is then expended in overcoming friction.

6. If 1/ is given in terms of x by an algebraic equation, express the

condition that xy may be a maximum or minimum, in the form of a

relation between x, y, and -^.
ax

A graph expresses the results of some experiments connecting y
(the total load lifted by some men on a tackle) with x (the vertical

height through which y is raised per second).

Show that the point P on the graph which corresponds to the

maximum rate of working is such that the portion of the tangent

at P which is intercepted between the axes is bisected at P.

7. The equation of a curve is

„10 - a;

y^
10 + X

Find -^, preferably by differentiating the equation as it stands

with respect to x.

Sketch the shape of the curve for values of x ranging from to 10.

For what approximate values of a; is ?/ a maximum or minimum ?

8. Find for what value of x the expression

(4 - xWl - x'^

(2 - x)^

has a maximum or minimum value. Determine whether the value

of the expression is a maximum or a minimum.

9. From a point A, 6 inches from the nearer of two parallel straight

lines 2 inches apart, two straight lines at right angles to one another

are drawn, AB meeting the nearer parallel in B, and AC meeting
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the remoter parallel in C. Find the angle either line makes with
the parallels when the sum of the distances AB and AC is a minimum.

10. Using the same axes, sketch graphs of the equations

2/ = 2 cos y

,

2/ = 3 cos -y-,

^ Tra; „ 2t:x
2/ = 2 cosy + 3 cos -y

,

X ranging from to 6 and all dimensions being in inches.

For what values of x is y a. maximum or minimum in the third

equation ?

XL AB is a vertical straight line, AC a horizontal straight Hne
rimning East, BD a horizontal straight hne running North.

AB = AC = 1 foot.

Equal distances CP, BQ are set off along CA and BD respectively.

Find the minimum length of PQ.

18. LA horizontal beam AB of given length c is supported at

one end A and is held in place by a tie-rod BC (in a vertical plane)

which connects B to some point C in a fixed wall AC, which slopes

back from A at an angle a with the horizontal.

If a weight W is to hang from B and the angle ABC is denoted
by 0, you may assume that the tension in the tie-rod is W cosec

and that the area of cross-section of the tie-rod is proportional to
this tension.

If the length and sectional area of the tie-rod are such that the
quantity of material in it is a minimum, find the angle 0.

2. Assume that the equation of the curve described by the jet of
water from a certain fire-engine is

x\l + m2)
V = mx ,^

100

where m denotes the gradient of the jet at the point of projection,

and X is measured horizontally. Find

dy
^, treatmg m as constant,

and —-, treating x as constant.

For what value of m will the jet reach the greatest height on a
wall distant 45 feet from the point of projection ? At what angle
will the jet in this case strike the wall ?

3. A gasometer is to contain a given volume of gas. It is in the
form of a cylinder closed at the top. The cost of the gasometer is
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£6 for each square foot of surface, and the cost of the ground on
which it stands is £a for each square foot in the area of the base

.

Find the ratio of the height to the radius of the base for the cheapest

possible result.

4. If 2/ = (a:2 - l){x^ - 49), find ^.

For what values of a: is i/ a maximum or a minimum ?

5. The equation of a curve is

100, = (^iM!.

Find an expression for the slope at any point, and find, by trial,

the minimum value of y a.s x ranges from to 10.

6. A rectangle whose perimeter is 12 inches revolves about an
axis parallel to one of its sides ; the axis is without the rectangle,

and distant 2| inches from the nearer side, so that a cylindrical

pipe or tube is formed. Find the sides of the rectangle if the volume
traced out by the rectangle is a maximum.

7. ABCD is a rectangle whose sides AB, BC are 7 inches and
1 inch long respectively. Through C a straight line is drawn,
meeting the diagonal BD in P and the side AB in Q.

If BQ = u, express the total area of the triangles BPQ and CPD
in terms of u, and find for what value of u the total area is a
maximum, giving the result to two places of decimals.

8. Draw with thick fines a rectangle ABCD and an equal rectangle

CDEF.
The fines of the figure represent walls 10 feet high and 10 feet

thick enclosing two rectangular water basins of total water area

15,000 square feet.

Find the extreme breadth and length for a minimum total volume
of waU.

19. 1. Draw a semicircle with its bounding diameter AB hori-

zontal, and a chord PQ parallel to AB. On PQ as diameter

describe a circle. For what position of PQ will the distance of

the highest point of this circle from AB be a maximum ?

2. A straight line is drawn on one face of a cube whose side is

4 inches, parallel to an edge of the cube and 1 inch from it.

Through this line are drawn two planes at right angles, cutting

away two triangular wedges from the cube. Find the angle of

inclination of one of these cutting planes to the face of the cube
if the area of the surface exposed by the removal of the wedges is a

minimum.
Prove that the result does correspond to a minimum.

3. A ship P is 5 sea-miles due N. of a ship Q. Q steams due E.

at 20 knots. P steams on a constant course at 16 knots, starting
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at the same time as Q, and crosses the track of Q after steaming

X sea-miles.

Find X, if the course of P is such that her distance from Q, at the

instant of crossing the track of Q, is a minimum.

4. Draw a semicircle on AB as diameter. From any point P on
the circumference draw PM perpendicular to AB. Let PAM =
and AB = 2a.

Express the sides and area of the triangle PAM in terms of a

and 0.

For what value of is the area of the triangle PAM a

maximum ?

5. A match-box, made of wood of negligible thickness, is 2 inches

long and consists of a box, open at the top, and a cover, open at

both ends, into which the box slides.

Take y as the depth and x as the breadth of both box and cover,

y
and find the ratio - if the box has a given volume, and* the quantity

X

of wood used for box and cover is a minimum.

6. A uniform lever ABC, 4 feet long, weighing 40 lbs., balances

about a horizontal axle through its centre B. To strengthen it a

strip AP of metal weighing 8 lbs. per foot is fastened along part

of the top. Calling AP x, express the distance from B of the centre

of gravit}^ of the lever and strip in terms of x, and find for what
value of X this distance is a maximum or minimum, giving the

numerical result to 2 places of decimals.

20. L Mark the points A(a, 0), B(0, 6), C(2a, 0), and P(0, k)

on a diagram [k less than b].

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection Q of AB and
PC. Express the area AQP as the difference between the triangles

CAP and CAQ. Find for what value of k the area AQP is a

maximum.

2. Draw a right angle AOB. Two ships P, Q start together

from C along OB with velocities v and 4:V respectively. If OA = a,

find an expression in terms of a, v, and t, for the tangent of the angle

PAQ subtended at A, at any time t after the start, by the distance

PQ between the ships.

Find for what value of t this angle is a maximum.

3. Draw axes Ox, Oy, and mark four points P, Q, R, S, coordinates

a, ; 0, a ;
- a, ; 0, - a respectively, forming a square : and

four points A, B, C, D, coordinates 1,1; -1,1; -1,-1; and
1, - 1, forming another square. In drawing the figure, take

5 inches to represent unity and about 2 inches for a.

ABCD is a square of cardboard from which the four triangles

APD, DSC, CRB, BQA, are cut away. The four corners A, B, C, D,
are then brought together, by folding about PQ, QR, RS, SP,
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forming a pyramid on a square base PQRS. Calculate the height,

and hence the volume of this pyramid in terms of a.

Check by putting a = ] in the result, and explain briefly how
this gives a check.

Find for what value of a the volume is a maximum.
4. An isosceles triangular wedge, of uniform material, vertical

angle 2a, height '15 inches, rests vertical angle downwards between
two parallel horizontal rails, whose vertical depth is negligible, and
whose near edges are 4 inches apart. The base of the wedge is

inclined at an angle of to the horizontal, and the triangular ends

are vertical.

Express the vertical distance of the centre of gravity of the wedge
above the plane of the rails in terms of and a.

Find the condition which determines whether this height is a

maximum or a minimum for variations of when 0=0.
5. ABCD is the horizontal top of a vertical rod, whose section is

a square of sides 2a.

KLMN are the middle points of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA of

the square ABCD. PQRS are points on the vertical edges of the

rod, such that AP = BQ = CR = DS = x.

The triangular corner PKN is cut off and rotated round KN, and
the other three equal corners treated in like manner so that the rod

becomes pointed, ABCD all coinciding at O, and PQRS at another

point.

V A

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Express the area of the triangle PKN in terms of a and x.

Give a formula for the increase in the surface area of the rod, and
find for what value of x this increase is a minimum.

6. The cell of a honey-bee. The cell in which the honey is stored

in the comb is that of a hexagonal prism (like certain pencils),

pointed at the ends by three plane cuts.

Thus the cell is bounded by twelve faces.

Consider a right hexagonal prism (Fig. 5), and let ABCDEF be

one hexagonal end.
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Cutting a corner of PABF off, and rotating it round FB, as in

the preceding examples, and making similar equal cuts QCBD,
REDF, and doing the same at the other end, a sohd is formed

whose volume is equal to that of the original prism.

Find (as in the preceding example) the length AP if the total

surface is a minimum.
A solution is given by Professor Edwards in his Differential

Calculus. A historical note on the problem will be found in Gregory's

Examples on the Differential Calculus, page 103. See also Mach's

Mechanics, 2nd ea. p. 453.

21. L A stream of uniform breadth is running with velocity v.

A man in a small boat in the middle of the stream can row in any
direction with velocity u relative to the stream, u being less than v.

In what direction should he rov/ to reach the shore after being

carried down as little as possible ?

2. AB, BO are two equal fine straight rods, length a, jointed at

B and laid flat on a table inside a circular hoop, centre 0, radius 2a,

also lying on the table, A and C being in contact with the hoop.

Show that when the area included between the hoop and the rods

IS a maximum, the distance OB ( - x) is given by the equation

ar* - 9a^x^ + 12a* = 0.(dx \
Hint. Take AOB = and obtain two expressions for -^.

j

3. OAB is a given isosceles triangle, right-angled at O, M is the

mid-point of AB. A parabola has its axis lying along CM and
touches OA and OB. Find its equation if the area of that portion

of it which is within the triangle OAB is a maximum.

4. Assuming (1) that the cost of a water main varies as the

square of d, the internal diameter, (2) that a given quantity of

water is to be steadily pumped through the main, (3) that the cost

of a unit of work is constant, (4) that the work expended in over-

coming friction varies as dv^, where v = velocity of water, prove

that, as regards annual expenditure, the most economical diameter

of main is that for which the interest on the cost of the main is

equal to the cost of the work wasted in overcoming friction.

How would the conclusion be modified if the cost of the main
was proportional to the sum of a constant term and a term varying

as the square of the diameter ?

5. Differentiate the equation

x^y^ + xy^ - 6xy + 5-76 =
as it stands with respect to x.

If 2/ is a maximum or a minimum, what is ;^ ? Deduce alge-

braically that the values ofx which make y a maximum or a minimum
are 2 and - f , and distinguish between them.
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6. Energy is transmitted electrically through a long wire to a

machine, the ratio of the amount wasted in transmission to the

amoimt delivered varying inversely as W, the weight of the wire.

Assuming the whole annual cost of interest and maintenance to

vary directly as W, and the cost of generating a unit of energy to

be constant, show that to supply a given amount of energy to the

machine, the most economical wire is such that

Annual cost of energy wasted
= Annual cost of interest and maintenance.

7. Two squadrons, 100 sea-miles apart, are to unite in 4 hours.

Assume that if they steam at u knots and v knots respectively, they

consume Au'^ and B?;" tons of coal per hour respectively. A, B, and
n being constants.

Show that, if the total coal consumed is a minimum, the coal

burnt per mile is the same for each squadron.

8. Two ships, 112 sea-miles apart, are ordered to unite in 4 hours.

They consume respectivelv 7^7^ and
Yari(\ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ P^^ ^^^^

you 1bou

when steaming at v knots. If they just unite in 4 hours and the

total number of tons of coal burned by both is a minimum, find

their respective speeds, and show that at these speeds each ship

burns the same quantity of coal per mile.

A knot is a speed of one sea-mile an hour.

9. Draw a semicircle, centre 0, and the bounding diameter AOB.
Through A and draw two parallels AP, OQ, meeting the circum-

ference in P and Q respectively.

Calling the angle QOB and the radius a, express the area AOQPA,
bounded by the arc PQ and the straight Hues AO, OQ, and PA, in

terms of a and 0.

For what value of is this area a maximum ?

10. In the equation ax^ + 2hxy + hy^ = \,

put y — r sm^, x = r cos 0,

and find what values of make r a maximum or a minimum.

11. A boat starts from a point 1 mile from a right-angled bend
in a narrow river at a speed of 6 miles an hour. In what direction

should a man at the starting point set off so as to reach a point in

the river beyond the bend as long as possible before the boat passes ?

The man can maintain a uniform speed of 5 miles an hour, and
the two portions of the river are straight.

12. OABC is a quadrilateral in which OA = AB = CB = a, and
the angle BOC is a right angle.

From an equation for determining the length x of OC when the

area of the quadrilateral is a maximum, show that x is about

•55a.
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22. LA yacht steams from A to C, calling half-way at B to

coal. If the whole voyage takes 98 hours under steam ; if the

coal consumed per hour varies as the cube of the speed ; and if

coal costs 13s. 6d. a ton at A and 32s. a ton at B ; find the number
of hours occupied in steaming from A to B and from B to C if the

total cost of the coal consumed is a minimum. Assume that the

run from B to C is made with coal taken in at B.

2. Draw OA north, OB east, each representing a distance of

30 miles.

There are twelve ships, three at 0, four at B, and five at A, and
they are to unite at some point P north-east of 0. Find this point

if the total distance steamed by all the ships is a minimum.
[Hint. Either take OPA = 0, or take P to be a; miles east of 0.]

Show how to solve this problem neatly by a graphical method of

trial.

3. Draw a square ABCD and produce the parallel sides AD, BO
both ways. Suppose the figure to represent a strip of material

which undergoes a shear parallel to BC so that the square becomes
a parallelogram ALMD of the same height as before. Let Q be

the new position of any point P in BC, and let

AB = a, BL = c, BP = LQ = x.

Express the ratio ( -~)

in terms of a, c, and x. For what value of x is this ratio a maximum
or minimum ?

Deduce that the original positions of the lines of greatest propor-

tional extension and compression are at right angles.

4. Find the minimum value of

2/ = (a2 + 62 + a;)3 - 21a^h%

and show that this minimum value is positive.

Show clearly which value of x gives the minimum of y.

5. ABCD is a long rectangular piece of card. The width AB is

10 cm. P is a point in BC, and the circle, centre A, radius AP, meets

AD in Q. Find the minimum area of the sector PAQ.

6. Assume that the section of the earth by a meridian plane is

the curve ^2 ^2—f-— = 1
a2^62

^'

a and 6 being constants.

Differentiate the equation s it stands with respect to x.

dii
Put a; = o cos Q, y = b sin 0, and thus express -^ in terms of

a, 6, and 0.
^^

If P is any point on the curve, the angle 9 between the normal

at P and the line OP from the earth's centre, is called the ** reduction
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of the latitude." Express tan 9 in terms of a, 6, and 0. For what
value of tan is tan 9 a maximum ?

r/ • . X , A -Dx tan A - tan B 1
Hint, tan (A - B) = y—7 t:^—^.^

1 + tan A tan B J

7. A road on a plane inclined at an angle i to the horizontal makes
an angle with the lines of greatest slope. The angle between the

plan of the road and the plans of the hues of greatest slope being x,

it is known that tan = cos i tan x.

Prove that the difference between and a; is a maximum when
+ a; is a right angle, and express the corresponding value of tan x

in terms of i.

8. A uniform rod APB of length 2a is placed in a fixed smooth
hemispherical bowl of radius r, so as to lean against the edge* of

the bowl at P, with one end A within it. Express the depth of the

middle point of the rod below the plane of the rim as a function of

the angle which the rod makes with the horizontal ; and assuming

that in the position of equiUbrium the depth of the centre of gravity

is a maximum, find the corresponding value of 0.

9. A constant volume, Q cubic feet, of water is to be pumped
per second through a water main of given length and of internal

radius r. Assume that the initial cost of instaUing the machinery

of the necessary horse-power varies as the cube of the velocity of

flow, and as r, while the initial cost of the main varies as r.

Find the ratio of the cost of the machinery to the cost of the main
for a minimum initial capital expenditure.

10. Find, or write down, an expression for the square of the dis-

tance of the point whose coordinates are 4, 3, from any point x, y
on the hne y = Ix - 10, and give the result in terms of x. CaUing

the result u, find what value of x makes u a minimum, and draw a

diagram showing the straight line and the point on it corresponding

to this minimum.

23. 1. Two equal cylinders of radius 1 inch are fixed with their

axes horizontal, parallel, and 4 inches apart.

A third solid cyHnder of uniform material, radius x inches, rests

on these two with its axis parallel to theirs. Disregarding friction,

find an equation to determine x so that the radial pressure on the

fixed cylinders may be a minimum. Show that x is between 1 and
l\ inches.

2. Sketch the curves whose equations are

(1) 0:2 + 2/2 = 0^2^

(2) ay = a^ - x\

and find for what value of x between and a the difference in the

values of 2/ is a maximum.
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Find the slope of the tangent to each curve for this value of x.

Explain how the equality of the results could be predicted

beforehand.

3. The graph of a straight line through the origin which makes
an angle with the axis of x is redrawn, doubling all x coordinates,

but leaving y coordinates unaltered. For what value of will the

angle between the new and old graphs of the straight line be a

maximum ?

4. Draw a horizontal straight line OA. With centre 0, radius

OA, draw a quadrant AB of a circle. Draw the tangent AC at A,

and a tangent CPD touching the arc at P and meeting OB produced
inD.

This diagram shows an end view of a quarter of a cylinder, radius

a, length 2a, enclosed in a case OACD, the hd CD of which touches

the curved surface of the cyhnder. Neglecting the thickness of the

material of the case, find when the total surface of the case is a

minimum.

5. A horizontal air-ship, 2a feet long, is at a horizontal distance

b feet from an observer and is at a height of x feet, lying directly

towards him. The distance b is taken to the ship's centre.

Express the tangents of the angles of elevation a and p of the

fore and aft ends of the ship in terms of a, 6, and x.

Hence express tan (a - p) in terms of a, 6, and x, and find for

what value of a; the angle subtended by the length of the ship is a
maximum or a minimum. Which is it ?

6. Draw a straight line ACB, a perpendicular BQ and a line CO.
A represents a lamp, CO the lower edge of a vertical rectangular

shutter, opening by turning round a vertical hinge through C.

A, B, C are at the same level.

If AB = a, AC = 6, CO = r, and the height of the shutter = k,

find the area of the shadow of the shutter on the wall BQ, and for

what distance of from C, measured parallel to AC, this area is a
maximum.

7. A vertical ladder is fixed to a wall, and a man standing any-
where on the ladder can hold the nozzle of a hose at a distance 6

from a parallel wall. Water flows from the hose with velocity

V2g{a - y) when the nozzle ofthe hose is at a height y from the ground.

Show that the greatest height which the water can reach on the

parallel wall is a - —

.

If the man always directs the nozzle at 45° to the horizontal

>

what is the greatest height that can be reached ?

8. A shot is fired with elevation cl + x and velocity V at an object

F distant r from the firing point 0, OP making an angle a with the

horizontal.
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It is known that, according to the parabohc theory,

sin (a + 2x) - sm a =
^^
—

.

If V^ = 2gr, show that when a; is a maximum sin a = J, and that

the maximum value of x is about 15° 45'.

9. A quarter of a so-called " oval " is drawn thus : OA, OB are

drawn at right angles, OA longer than OB. With centre a point

Ci on OA and radius CjA (say R), a circular arc AP is drawn. With
centre a point Cg on BO produced and radius CgB (say r) , a circular

arc BP is drawn, the two arcs having a common tangent at P.

If OA = a, OB = 6, express r in terms of a, b, and R, by means
of the triangle OCiCg, and find the condition that the difference

between R and r may be a minimum.
When this difference is a minimum, show that each arc subtends

an angle of 45'' at its centre.

10. An approximate construction for drawing a quadrant of an
eUipse of given semi-axes OA ( = a) and OB ( = 6) is as follows :

Through B, with centre in BO produced, is drawn an arc of radius

2a - b. Through A with centre on AO is drawn an arc of radius

36 - g

2 *

Show that these arcs have a common tangent at their point of

intersection P.

For a given value of x, what error in the y coordinate of a point

Q is committed by taking Q on the arc BP instead of on the elhpse ?

For what value of x is this error a maximum ?

11. A tent 8 feet high at the centre is cylindrical for a height of

S - X feet, and then conical for the remaining x feet, three thick-

nesses of canvas being used for the conical portion. The radius of

the base is 5 feet. For what value of x will the total amount of

canvas used be a minimum ?

12. The equation

sin a = sin d sin I + cos d cos I cos h

gives the sun's altitude a in terms of the hour angle h, the sun's N.
declination d, and the observer's latitude I.

Differentiate this equation with respect to h, treating d as con-

stant, but a and I as variables.

Deduce that if a ship is steaming north at 20 knots, so that the

latitude increases 20' hourly, then the sun's altitude will be a maxi-

, ^ 16 sin {I - d) . ^ . .mum about -——^ r mmutes before noon.
Tu cos cos I

24. Harder Questions on Tangents and Normals.

1 . Examine the nature of the locus represented by the equation
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If you trace the locus on squared paper, you may take

w=-l, h = k = I inch.

Find the equations of the tangent and normal to this locus at

the point hk.

2. Find at what point the curve, whose equation is

^ = ^^^'^(1)'

cuts the axis of x. What is the equation of the tangent at this

point ?

3. The equation of a curve is

y = {x - ^)^/x.

Find an expression for the ' gradient ' or ' slope ' at any point,

and the equation of the normal at the point where a; = 4 and y = 2.

1 1 ^y
4. If x^ + y^ = 5, find -^, and the angle which the tangent to

the curve at the point where x = S makes with Ox.

5. Find the angle which the tangent makes with the axis of x at

the point where a; = 7a in the curves whose equations are

(1) x^y = 245a3,

(2) 22/2 - a;2 = a^,

and show that these tangents are at right angles.

6. A tangent curve is plotted, taking 1 inch horizontal to repre-

sent 5° and 5 inches vertical to represent tan 45 or unity. What
is the circular measure of the angle represented by x inches ? At
what angle does the curve cut the axis of x at the origin ?

7. The equation (1 - a;)(l - 2x)^ = n{l + x)

arises in a calculation.

Sketch the graph of y = {I - x){l - 2x)^, and find the x coordi-

nates of the points on it at which the tangent is parallel to

y = n{l + x).

Indicate from the figure, without calculations, that the original

equation may have one root, or three roots, lying between and 1,

according to the value of n.

What is the greatest possible value of n, in order that the parallel

tangents may be possible ?

OilJ

find -p, and the angle which the tangent to the curve, whose equa-
dx

1

tion is y = ^—-—

„

at the point where a; »= 7, makes with Ox.
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Find also at what point the angle between the tangent and Ox
is a maximum, and at what point it is a minimum ; indicating

which is which on a sketch diagram, and accounting briefly for the

fact that the minimum is larger than the maximum.

9. If 2/ = Vl + Qx - Sx\ find £.

Deduce the equations of the tangents to the curve represented

by this equation which are parallel to Ox and to Oy.

Hence sketch the shape of the curve represented by the equation.

10. The coordinates of a point P are found by giving values to t

in the equations x = I + t - t^

y = t + t^ - t^

Find -=- and -^ and express -^ in terms of t. Show in an accurate
at at ' ax

diagram the points corresponding to ^ = 0, J and 1, and the tangents

at these points.

11. Find the angle which the tangent to
2 2 2

x^ + y^ = a^

at the point a cos^a, a sin^a makes with Ox.

12. A sine curve is plotted taking 1 inch horizontal to represent

10°, and 10 inches vertical to represent sin 90° or unity.

Find the angle which the tangent to the graph makes with the

horizontal axis at the point corresponding to 45°.

{a) by finding from your tables the slope of the chord joining

the points corresponding to 45° and to 45° V ;

(6) using the calculus.

Note that 1 inch horizontal represents ^ radians

;

1 inch vertical represents '1.
-^^

What is the equation connecting the xy coordinates of a point on

the curve ?

25. Errors.

1. A sphere of radius r has volume V.

Find -^ from first principles.

A uniform sphere, diameter 2yV inches, is turned down uniformly

to diameter 2^V- What is approximately the percentage by which

its weight is reduced ?

2. The formula for the moment of inertia, about a diameter, of a

hollow sphere of weight W, outside radius a, and radial thickness h, is

2W gS - (g - hf
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Assuming this, obtain, by the binomial theorem or otherwise, a

simpler formula, supposing (1) ^/« negligible and (2) h'^ja^ negligible,

and show that the percentage error of the first of these approximate

formulae is 100 - nearly.

3. If 2/ = tan z and z = :^, find -^.

In a horizontal sundial for latitude X when the shadow on the dial

makes an angle 0° with the N and S line, the local apparent time

is X hours after noon, where

tan (15a;)° = tan cosecX.

(LX
Assuming this, find -^.

Find the value of corresponding to 2 p.m. local apparent time

Jin latitude 60°, and the error in time if the angle is made i° too large.

^ 4. Find, or write down, the differential coefficient of sec with

respect to 0.

The hypotenuse r of a right-angled triangle is calculated from

measurements of the base and base angle 0.

Give a formula for the percentage error in r, due to a small error

A0 in the angle 0, when this error is expressed in minutes.

5. Find, or write down, the differential coefficient of cot with

respect to 0.

Draw a rectangle ABCD, making AB 6 inches, BC 2 inches, and
bisect AB in O. The figure represents a protractor in which an

angle BOP is shown by a mark P on the edge CD.
Suppose that, in setting off an angle, a mark is made -01 inch,

along the edge, from the correct spot. Give a formula for the

corresponding small error A0 in the angle 0.

If the same angle were set off with a semicircular protractor,

radius 3 inches, and the mark were made -01 inch along the arc

from the correct spot, show for what values of the error in the

angle would be smaller than before.

6. Find, or write down, the differential coefficient of tan with
respect to 0.

The base of a right-angled triangle is 1000 metres, the base angle

is measured, and the height calculated. Find in what circum-

stances an error of a quarter of a minute in the angle will cause an
error of a metre or more in the calculated height.

7. Draw a triangle ABC in which AB is horizontal and B nearly

a right angle. A represents an observer, and BC a post of known
length which is nearly vertical.

Express c in terms of a., A, and B.

Find ^, treating a and A as constants.
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Deduce from your results that if B is exactly a right angle

c = a cot A, and the error of the approximate formula c = a cot A
when B differs from a right angle by a very small angle AB. In
what unit is AB measured ?

8. If

dy
find —., and show that

Fmd also j~.

y = a(l - cos 0),

X = a(0 + sin 0),

dy ^/ = tan -.
dx 2

9. If a; = 7 sec - 3 tan 0,

For what value of will a small alteration in have practically

no influence on the value of a; ?

10. An ordinary rectangular protractor measures 6 inches by
2 inches. M is the mid-point of one long edge AB and P is a point

in the opposite edge, so that the angle AMP is 0. The edge MA is

placed correctly against a straight Hne, and the pencil is placed

correctly at P, but owing to the thickness of the lead the mark
made is -01 inch away from the protractor. Show that the error

of the angle laid off, expressed in minutes, is about 8-6 sin 20.

26. Velocity.

1. A rod of length 2a slides with its ends A and B on two fixed

grooves OA, OB at right angles. At a given instant OA = x,

WhatOB = y, BAO = nt, where n is constant
are the accelerations of A and B ?

H„dJ..d|.

P

Fig. 6.

I|||p:2. A shell may be assumed to move horizontally from A to B
with velocity 1800 f.s., and sound to travel at 1100 f.s. An
observer stands at 0. (See diagram.)

Z.OPN = 0. Z.OQN = + A0, where A0 is small.

Find the value of if the sound made by the shell as it passes

Q is heard at the same instant as the sound made by the shell as

it passes P.

j.c. c
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3. An aeroplane, flying horizontally due W. at a height of

3000 feet, would pass 3000 feet N. of^an observer. WTiat is the

angle of elevation when the bearing of the aeroplane is 9° N. of E. ?

If the velocity of the aeroplane is v feet per second, express

^ and 37 in terms of v and cp.

dt dt ^
,n

If 9 = 60° and v = 140, show that ^ = -OL
(to

4. One end A of the bounding diameter AB (length 2a) of a
semicircular plate is moved uniformly along a vertical slot Oy, so

that at time t the distance OA = vt, v being constant. The curved
rim sHdes on a fixed horizontal line Ox, the point of contact being M.

If OM = X, express x in terms of v, t, and a, and find the velocity

with which M is approaching 0.

5. A rod OA revolves in a vertical plane with uniform angular
velocity o about an axis through 0. A point P, movable along
the rod, is constrained by a cam to describe the curve

r = (3 - 2 cos e)a,

where OP = r and is the angle made by OP with the horizontal.

Find the velocity of P, either by means of its horizontal and
vertical components or otherwise, and show that the component
velocity of P along the rod is 2aco sin 0.

6. The figure is a rough diagram of an oscillating engine. The
cyhnder rocks on trunnions B. OA is the crank of length a.

If OB = na, AOB = 0, ABO = 9, express tan 9 in terms of n
and 0.

Find ^, assuming that the crank is turning uniformly at r revolu-

tions per minute.

A

Fig. 7.

7. A crank OA revolves round 0. The end B of the connecting
rod AB moves to and fro in a straight hne which passes through 0.
Take OA = a, AB = 6, AOB = 0, OB = x, and express x in terms

of a, b, and 0. Find ^.
a\j

Deduce that, if a is small compared with b, the velocity of B is

[a sm + 2I si^ 20
j -^ nearly.
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8. Peaucellier's linkage. AQBP is a rhombus formed of four

rods freely jointed to one another. Two equal rods, OA, OB, are

jointed to the opposite corners A, B of the rhombus, and can turn

about the fixed point 0. A rod OP is jointed to the point P and
to a fixed point C, the distance OP being equal to CO. The rod CP
oscillates with a uniform angular velocity through an angle on
either side of OC produced. Find the travel of the point Q, and its

velocity in passing through any given position.

Take OA = a, AP = b, CP = c.

9. Differentiate the equation

a^ = b^ + c^ - 26c cos A

with respect to A, treating a and c as constants.

Draw a triangle BAC, and produce AC to D. Let AD represent

the plan of a door, hinged at A, which is being shut into a position

along BA produced, by a rod BC turned round the fixed point B by
a spring and sliding on the door at C.

If the angular velocity of the door is o), find the velocity with
which the end C is sliding on the door at any instant.

10. Draw a rectangle ABCD with AB horizontal and above CD.
Produce BC to E, making CE equal to CD. Draw the diagonal AC.
ABCD is a block sliding in vertical guides ; AC is a groove cut

in the face of the block ; EC is part of a rocking lever, clear of the

block.

The lever turns about E and carries a stud C fitting into the groove.

If EC is rotated round E the stud slides in the groove and allows

the block to fall.

Find the velocity of the block when EC has turned through an
angle 0, the angular velocity of EC being w.

Take BC = 6, CD = a.

27. Miscellaneous Examples.

1. In any plane triangle, 6 sin A = a sin (A + C).

Differentiate this equation with respect to C, treating a and b as

constants, and express -^ in its simplest form.

• A ray of light falls along CA and is reflected by a mirror at A on
to a point B in a scale CB.
The angular deviation from the line AC of the normal to the

mirror, denoted by |0, is read off by the graduation on the scale

at B.

If CB = b tan 0, the point B is marked J0, so that the deviation

will be read correctly if C = 90°.

If the angle C is 90 - a, where a is small, give an approximate
formula for the error in taking J0 as the angular deviation of the

mirror.
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2. Assume that if two curves ioin ' fairly/ the values of -^ for
dx

each curve at the point of junction must be equal ; and also the

values of vl-

Find the condition that the curves

(i) y = V62 - x^ (to the left),

TZX
(ii) y = 6 cos— (to the right),

may join fairly at the point x = 0, y = b.

3. A weight is shaped so that horizontal sections are circular,

and their centres are on a vertical axis. It is required that the

shape of the weight may be such that if it is lowered into water the

volume of water displaced when a length x inches of the axis is

immersed shall be

Y^ cubic inches.

Write down two approximate expressions for the additional

volume immersed when the length of axis immersed becomes
X + ^x and Aic is ever so small.

Hence find the formula for r, the radius of the horizontal section

at a distance x along the axis, in terms of x.

4. The coordinates x, y oi a. point satisfy the equation

a
y = mx + —^.

Find the condition that the same values of x and y may still

satisfy the equation notwithstanding a small change in the value

of m. Express the condition as a relation between x, y, and a,

and illustrate geometrically.

5. Assume that sin = A0 + B03 + 00^ ... .

Determine the numerical values of A, B, and C by differentiating

this equation five times and putting 0=0.
In a circle of radius r an arc ACB subtends a small angle 20 radians

at the centre. Use the formula just obtained to express C^ the

chord AB, and Cg the chord of the half arc, in terms of r and 0.

8C — C
Deduce that the arc AB = —^—- nearly.

Obtain an approximate formula for the percentage error of this

result.

6. Assume that

= A sin + B sin30 + C sin50 ... .

Determine the coefficients A and B by differentiating three times

with respect to 0, and putting = 0, or otherwise.
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You may assume that the value of C is -^.

D'Ocagne's construction for setting off an arc of length 3a along

a circle of radius r, centre 0, is as follows : Draw a chord AB of

length 2a, produce AB to C making AC = 3a. Draw CP parallel

to BO meeting the circle in P.

AP is the required arc.

If AOB = 0, BOP = 9, show that

r sm 9 = a cos -

,

.

r sm ^ = a-

Hence test the correctness of the construction, finding a formula
for the approximate error.

frr- ,
9

T 1 . ,0 1 . ,0 "I\ExnU cos- = l --sm^- --sm^-....J

7. In a quadrilateral ABCD the sides AB and CD are each of
length I, and are incHned at a small angle 0. The line joining the
middle points ofAB and CD is of length li and is perpendicular to AB.

Give an accurate formula for the area of the quadrilateral and
also an approximate formula. Deduce the percentage error of the

approximate formula.

8. Show that if P^, Pg are the perimeters of regular polygons of
n sides inscribed and circumscribed to a circle of diameter unity,

then 2P + p
7c = —^^ ^ nearly, when n is large.

o

Obtain an approximate formula for the error made in computing
TT, by applying this rule to the case n = 12.

28. L Find -— if ay^ = x{x^ + y^), expressing the result in

terms of x and y.

2. Verify that if

x^ x^ x^
2/ - A - 22 + 2242 ~ 224252 + ••• »

then ^+i^ + 2,=0.
dx^ X ax

3. Find, or write down, the differential coefficients with respect

^^^^^
sin 2a;; x^/l - x^ ; and a: logio^;,

and show that if y = Ae-^^ cos {bx + B),

4. If sin e = 2 tan |,
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obtain a formula for the change in 6 due to a change of 1" in ic,

stating whether your result is absolutely or approximately correct.

5. If 2/
= ^

=»
^ Vl - 2ax + x^

show that ~ = (a - x)y^,

and find -^4 in terms of a and x.
dx^

Check the correctness of your result by putting a = I.

6. If tan X = 2 tan—^— , show that ^- = = ^ w-'
2 ' dx I + ^ cos^a;

7. Differentiate the equation

cos z = sin 5 sin X + cos d cos X cos ^ .... (1)

with respect to z, treating X and d as constant.

To an observer in latitude X, h is the hour angle and z the zenith

distance of a star of dechnation d.

Assume that, owing to refraction, a star beco'tnes visible when
actually 35' below the horizon.

Deduce a formula for the correction (due to refraction) to be

appHed to the time of rising of a star as calculated by putting

z = 90Mn (1).

8. In the equation

cos Z, = sin ^ sin X + cos d cos X cos h,

Z, d, and h are a star's zenith distance, declination, and hour angle

respectively, and X is the observer's latitude. Differentiate the

equation with respect to h, treating d as constant.

A ship in North latitude is steaming N. at 24 knots, so that its

latitude increases 24' per hour.

Disregarding the difference between a sidereal and a mean solar

hour, what is the numerical value of 37 ?
ari

Deduce that a star of dechnation d will theoretically attain its

minimum zenith distance to an observer on the ship at about

6(tan d - tan X) minutes of time after it has crossed the meridian.

9. The ' parallax in dechnation ' of a celestial body is the differ-

ence between the declination d found by observation in latitude X
and the declination as it would be observed from the earth's centre.

Assume that the azimuth A of the celestial body is unaffected by
parallax, but that the correction to be subtracted from the observed

zenith distance z is IIq sin z. [Hq a constant.]

Prove by differentiating the equation

sin d = cosz sin X + sin 2 cos X cos A
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with respect to z (treating A and X as constants), and substituting

for cos A from the original equation, that the parallax correction to

be subtracted from the observed dechnation is

IloCtan ^ cos 2 - sin X sec b).

29. Successive DifiFerentiation.

1. If 2/ = sin X, show that ~~^ may be expressed as sin fa; + — j.

2. Find the ?ith differential coefficient of - with respect to x.
X

What is the wth differential coefficient of log x with respect to ic ?

3. Noting that ^-^ = i^T-^ + —^1,^
a^ _ ^2 2aLa + X a - xA

find the nth differential coefficient of -« ^ with respect to x.
a^ - x^

X
4. Find the nth. differential coefficient of -^ ^ with respect

tox. ^ ~ ^

5.. If V = e^^ sin hx, what is ^ ?
dx

What does the result become if we put

a = r cos a,

6 = r sin a ?

6. Repeat the steps of Ex. 5, starting with y = e^^ cos bx.

7. What meaning would you attach to —=-^ ?

What value would the result of 5 indicate for ^ of
dx

y — e«^ sin hx ?

8. From the values of -~ in Exs. 5 and 6 form functions whose
dx

differential coefficients with respect to x are e^^ sin hx and t^^ cos hx

respectively.

9. Given that y = e^*^,

and that f| -3^ +2^=0,
dx^ dx ^

find the numerical values of m.

30. The Theorem of Leibnitz.

Denote -^
dx

u^U2, VjV2, etc

fifj d ij

Denote -^ by 2/1, j^ by 2/2> ^^c., and give similar meanings to
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1. If 2/ = xe^, find y^.

2. If 2/ = e* sin x, find y^.

3. Prove that ii y = x^u,

y^ = xHn + 2nxUn-i + n [n - \) u^-^

4. In the last example, if ti = 9, and u = sin x, find 2/9.

5. If y = X sin ria;, what is y^ ?

6. If 2/ = a; log cc, what is ^-^ ?

7. If 2/ = ^'^^
• "^j show that

8. If 2/ = i^^ log sin X, find 2/3.

31. Miscellaneous.

1. If y = u^ + u-^ and x = u + u~^y

express -^ in terms of x.

2. If 2/ = T—2"
5 for what range of values of a; is -^ positive ?

tan X (tx

S. Ii y = e-'^\ then

d'-y „ d-h, .)d»-^y _Q
dx- ^ ^'^

dx"-^
^ '^^'^ ^>dx«-^-^-

4. Transform the equation

where A and B are functions of x, by the substitution y = --

5. Transform the relation

d^ ^ n - I dy ^
dx^ nx dx

by putting »^ = «"
^ ^^

6. If 2/ = '^v and a; = -
, express -^ m terms of u, v, and -^.

lf^+^=0,whatisf^?
dx X du

d^y
7. If 2/

= sin'^x, express -7^ in terms of sin a;.

8. If 2/
= log (a2 + a;2)^ g^ow that

^ = f- l)n-i\n - 1 2a-'» cos w0 sin«e,
dx"" ^

'

where x = a cot 6, and find the wth differential coefficient of

a;log(a2 + x^).
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9. Investigate a rule for differentiating a determinant.

By showing that ;t- = 0, prove that

X -a/ X -a/ a; - a.^

X - a^

X -«/
X -<' X -a,^ X -<
X - «i X - ^2 X - a^ X - «4

1 1 1 1

is independent of a;.

32. Expansions.

1. If 71 is a positive integer, and we assume

(1 + x)"" = Aq + A^x + AgX^ ... + a;«,

prove that Aq = 1, and by repeatedly differentiating both sides

with respect to x, and then putting x = in the results obtained,

show that Ai = n, Ag = -^:j—^— , etc.

2. If we assume sin ic = Aq + A^a; + A^'^ ...

and perform the steps indicated in Question 1, show that we obtain

'^'^^ = * - HTTS + 1.2.3.4.5 - '

^^'-

3. Obtain a similar series for cos x.

4. If y = x^ is an approximation towards the accurate formula

y = x^ +
Tnnn' ^^^^ *^^ percentage error of the approximate

formula when ic = 10 and the percentage error of the approximate

formula for ~ and for vl-
ax dx^

5. The last example suggests roughly why we cannot feel that

the results of Examples 2 and 3 have been proved. The following

indicates the hnes of a satisfactory proof in the case oi y = smx.
If X and y are connected in such a way that y is equal to zero

dij
when X is zero, and as x increases -^ is always positive, what

inference can you draw as to the sign oi yl
Apply the result to show, by repeated differentiation, that when

X is positive,

sin a; - a; + -^ is always positive,

but sin a; - a; + -^ - ^r^ is always negative.
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6. In genera], if we assume

f(x) = Ao + Aix ... + A„a;^

prove, after the manner of Ex. 2, that 1 . 2 . 3 ... rA^ is equal to the

value of -^^ when x = 0. This value is usually denoted by/^(0).

Deduce Maclaurin's theorem, viz. that, in general,

f(x) =/(0) + xr(0)... + ^^"^3/^(0)....

Employ Maclaurin's theorem to find the general term in the
expansions of the following :

7. (1 + x)^. 8. log,(l + X}. 9. e^

10. Investigate an approximate formula for the error involved in

^ Vl + a; as equal to 1 + \x,

(1 + x)^ „ 1 + \x.

11. Compute the value of e from the first ten terms of the series.

12. Show that the remainder after n terms in the expansion of e,

viz. ,— + ... , is less than
1^

f-n + - + -„... K

i.e. less than

n

How many decimal places would you expect to obtain correctly

in the value of e from six terms in the expansion ?

33. 1. State Maclaurin's theorem, and apply it to find or write

down the first three terms in the expansion of log^ sin (a + x) in

ascending powers of x.

Looking at an ordinary table of logarithms of sines and cosines,

it will be found that the product of the increase in the log sine and
the decrease in the log cosine for a change of 1' in the angle is approxi-

mately 159 X 10-10.

Account for this from the expansions, and give the theoretical

vahie of the constant.

[Logio sin (a + ic) = log^sin (a + x) x -4343.]

2. Obtain by Maclaurin's theorem an approximate value of

R - VR*'* - x^ when x is small compared with R.

Illustrate the degree of accuracy of the approximation by taking

R = 100, X = 7.
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3. Expand sin-^a; in a series of ascending powers of x, and test the

correctness of the approximate formula

Zx

2 + Vl - a;2

4. Expand sin a; in a series of ascending powers of x.

Give an approximate expression for the error involved in replac-

sin or

ing -3 by unity, the angle x being small ; and show that if
X cos X

X = r—T the error is 6-5 x 10"^ nearly.

X

5. The formula W = -07656'^^^"° gives, on certain assumptions,

the weight W lbs. of a cubic foot of dry air at a height x feet

above sea-level.

Give a simpler formula, assuming that the square and higher

X
powers of may be disregarded.

6. Putting X = ^ r, show that

log (1 + a;) - log (1 - a;) = log (ti + 1) - log n,

and hence that

log(^ + 1) = log» + 2[2^ +
S (2;rTl? - ]

Show that the error in the formula

log (w + 1) = log n +

is less than -^ -j^ ^r^ + -^ ^rv ... .

3 L(2w + 1)3 i^n + 1)5 J

Given that logJO = 2-30258509, to how many decimal places can

loggll be correctly found by the latter formula ?

34. 1. Write down or find the first three terms in the expansions

of e* and of log^ (1 + x) in ascending powers of x.

Assume that a body starting from rest, and acted on by its own
weight and by a resistance varying as the square of the velocity

goes a distance s feet in t seconds, where
gt _gt

s = - »- log.—2—'

Vq being a constant.
^

By expanding in powers of — give two terms of an approximate

formula for s when Vq is exceedingly great, but not infinite.

Indicate a simple check of the correctness of the result.
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2. Show that

e^'^^' = ( - iy[{2xy - r(y~^l) {2xy-^ ...

+
r.(r-l)(r-2)(r_^_3)^2x)-...].

1 .2

3. To measure the length of a circular arc (of fairly large radius r)

a pair of dividers is opened to a convenient length, e.g. 1 centimetre,

and successive chords stepped off. If it is found that the arc just

contains n such chords, its length is taken to be n centimetres.

Show that, apart from any practical error of hand or eye, the

theoretical error of this method in measuring a quadrant is about

—K per cent.

4. Differentiate, as it stands, four times consecutively with

respect to x the equation

2/2 = 1 _ ^2 sin2 Xf

using the abbreviations t/i, y2, Vs, Va ^or

dy d^y d^y d^y

dx' dx^' & d^'

Deduce the values of y, y^, y^, y^, y^, when a; = 0.

Deduce the first three terms in the expansion of

Vl - w2 sin2a;

in powers of x.

5. For what values of a and b may the expression

tan 6

a + b cos

be approximately replaced by sin0 with the least error, being

fairly small compared with unity ?

Test the correctness of the approximation if = -2 radian.

6. Find the first four terms in the expansion of cos a; in a series

of ascending powers of x.

If the sides of a right-angled spherical triangle drawn on a sphere

of radius r are x, y and z feet in actual length, it is known that

z x y
cos - = COS - COS -

,

r r r

z being opposite the right angle.

Replace the cosines by their expansions, and find the limiting

form the result takes when r is so large that terms involving

-J
... are negligible.

7. Show that if y =
VI - 2xa: + x^

then {X - y)y + (1 - 2y.x + x^)^ = 0.
ax
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Hence show that if y is expanded in a series of ascending powers
of X, say,

2/ = Po + Pi^ + 1*2^' - '>

then (n + l)Pn|.i = (2w + l)x . P„ - nPn-i-

Obtain the values of Pq, P^, Pg, P3, and P4, and check by con-

sidering X = 1.

8. In books giving the logarithms of sines and cosines to every
minute, the following rule is given for finding the true logarithm of

the sine of n seconds, n not exceeding say 10,000 :

log sin n" = log ri + 6-6855749 + J log cos n".

Explain how the constant 6-68555... is obtained, and why log cos n"

may be supposed known although log sin n" is to be found.

9. The time t taken by a body to fall to the earth's surface

from a height ^ is

^2^lV a
fjj^\

VaJ

gravity varying inversely as the square of the distance from the

earth's centre, a being the earth's radius and g the acceleration due
to gravity at the earth's surface.

Putting h = an^, obtain the first two terms in the expansion of
the expression inside the bracket in powers of n.

Could it be necessary to allow for the variation in gravity in

calculating the time of fall of a projectile from an airship ?

35. Indeterminate Forms.

1

.

If F(a) = and /(a) = 0, employ Maclaurin's theorem to prove
that, in general, as h moves persistently towards zero,

F(a + h) _ Y'ja)

fia +h) - f{a)

'

2. If all the differential coefficients of F(a;) and fix) vanish when
cc = a up to 'F^(x) and f\x) exclusively, show that as h approaches

z^ro F(a + h) _ F^(a) .

= if 5 < r

= 00 if 5 > r.

3. OA and OB are two radii of a circle radius unity. AN is

drawn perpendicular to OB. Find AN, and BN in terms of x, the

angle between OA and OB. Prove that the ratio of AN^ to BN
tends to the limit 2, when x is very small.

4. AP is a chord of a circle, and along the tangent at A a distance

AT is set off equal to AP. TP produced meets the diameter through
A in X. Find the" limiting position of X as P moves up to A.
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5. From a point A on a circle a distance AT is set o& along the

tangent at A equal to the arc AP. TP produced meets the diameter

through A in Y. Find the Hmiting position ofY as P moves up to A.

6. P is a point on the parabola y^ = 4ax. PZ is drawn at right

angles to AP, meeting the axis AX in Z. Find the limiting position

of Z as P approaches A, both geometrically and by the rule for

finding the hmit of an indeterminate expression.

7. Extend the preceding example to the curves whose equations

are y = of^ for the values -4999 and '5001 of the index n, giving

the numerical values of AZ when x = 10"^° and when x = iQ-^oooo

in each case.

36. Find the limiting values of the following ratios :

1. — —-

.

{x tends to 0.)
1 - cos 3a;

2.
o^_-^

^^ ^^^^g ^^ J
,

(7 + xy - (15 + xV

3. (^ - e) tan 0. (% tends to ^.

4. (1 - sin 6) tan 0. ^0 tends to |.^

2 sin - sin cos - ,a ^ j .

6. 7^ K • (0 tends to zero.)
tan 0-0

6. \-^^».V (e tends to ^.)COS0 - sm0 \ 4 /

tan

37. L What is the hmit of , as x tends to -: ?

2. What is the limit of sin x log ic as a? tends to zero ?

3. What is the limit of =--^—

=

as x tends to a ?

X a

4. If the true limit of -z-, tt as h tends to zero is either zero
f{a + h)

or infinite, in such cases it is practically better to employ the

expansions of the functions involved.

Thus Lt — as a: tends to infinity is seen to be infinite, for when we
X

employ the series for e^, we have
qX 111— = a finite number of terms in -, -^ ... H
x^ X x^ n

+ a series of terms, all positive, in x, x^, x^ ... .
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5. Find the limit of —. as ic tends to infinity.
e*

1 - e~*
6. Find the limit of as x tends to zero.

X

38. Taylor's Theorem and Applications.

1. Show that Taylor's Theorem can be deduced from MacLaurin's,

and vice versa.

2. Obtain the first three terms in the expansion of

f{x + h) = sin {x + h), fix + h) = log sin {x + h)

= cos (x + h), fix + h) = log cos ix + h)

= tan ix + h), fix -\- h) = log tan ix + h)

in ascending powers of h by Taylor's theorem.

3. Justify the principle of proportional parts, that, in general,

the increase in log sin x for h seconds is h times the increase for

1 second.

4. Show that for angles very near to the principle of pro-

portional parts fails for log sin x.

5. Why cannot an angle, which is very near to a right angle, be

accurately determined from its logarithmic sine ?

6. Obtain Newton's formula (p. 14) for improving an approxi-

mation a to a root of the equation fix) = 0, using Taylor's theorem.

Show that if fid) and f'ia) have the same sign, the Newtonian
approximation is certainly nearer than the original approximation.

Show that if /(a) and /"(a) have opposite signs, the true root lies

between the two approximations.

7. The zenith distance z, of a star of declination d, is observed

when the star is near its Southern transit, and consequently the

hour angle h is small, by an observer in N. latitude X, so that in

these circumstances, by Trigonometry,

cos z = sind sin X + cos d cos X cos h.

Differentiate this equation twice as it stands with respect to h,

treating z and d as constants.

Deduce the values of

X, -ji, and 3T^, when ^ = 0.
an afi^

ni J XT- i. ^ « COS d COS iz + 6) j^ ,

Deduce that \ = z + 6 ^^-^-^^ ^^ nearly.
2 sm z

-^

8. An angle is determined (1) from the numerical value of its

tangent, (2) from the numerical value of its sine. Deduce that a
given very small error in the numerical value of the sine causes a
greater error in the angle than is caused by the same very small
error in the numerical value of the tangent, and that in the case
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of an angle of about 60° the error in the sine has approximately
eight times the effect of the error in the tangent.

9. By noting that, if /(a) is a maximum or minimum value of

f{x), both f{a + h) - f{a) and f{a - h) - f{a) must have the same
sign when h is small, give general criteria for deciding whether f{x)

is a maximum or minimum when x = a, supposing several successive

differential coefficients off{x) to vanish when x = a.

10. Show that if y = x^ and N = a^ + 6, so that a is an approxi-

mate value of N*", that a closer approximation y is given by

y - a ^ y + a

N - a^ r(N + aO

'

and hence express y in terms of a, r, and n.

39. Curvature.
L Assuming that the radius of curvature of a curve at the

point (x, y) is given by

{' - (i)T {' *r\dy
or -

^

d^y d^x

dx^ ' dy^

calculate the radius of curvature of the parabola y^ = 4mx at the

point {x, y) from both formulae, and show that the results agree.

2. Sketch carefully on squared paper the cycloid given by

a; = a(0 - sin 0), y = a{\ - cos 0) ;

take a sufficient number of values of between and tt, and take

either a = \ inch or a = 2 cm.
Find the radius of curvature at the point where =

-s. and check

the result by drawing the circle of curvature in the figure.

3. A curve is knowm to pass through the three points (0, 0), (1, 1),

and ( - 1, -
J). Assuming the curve to be given by an equation

of the form y = ax^ + hx + c,

determine a, 6, c, and find the radius of curvature at the origin.

To obtain a second estimate of the radius of curvature, plot the
points in a diagram on a suitable scale ; construct the circle through
them and measure its radius.

4. In the curve x^ + y^ = Saxy, the coordinates of any point
can be expressed in terms of a third variable by the equations

_ 3am 3am^
^ ~

I + m3' ^ "
1 + m3'

Find the radius of curvature at the origin. .^ o \
Also find the radius of curvature at the point (— , — ) without

expressing x, y in terms of a third variable. ^ ^ ^ ^
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5. The coordinates a;, ^ of a point P are determined by the equa-
*^0"s X = a cos30, y = a sin^O.

Express -^ as a function of 0, and also -t^ as a function of 0.

Deduce the formula for the radius of curvature at P.

6. The equation of a curve is
1 3

X + y = a^x^.

Find the slope of the tangent, and the radius of curvature at the

point X = 16a. Find where this tangent meets the hne x + y = 0.

7. Find the radius of curvature at the point where a; = in the

catenary whose equation is y — -^\&: + e c ).

8. Find the equations of the tangent and normal at the point

(5a, 10a) to the curve whose equation is

6a - X

Find also the radius of curvature at the above point, verifying

that it is roughly about 70a.

> \ \ \

is Ziaxyy

.

10. Trace the curve whose equation is ?/ =
^ 2*

Find the equation of the tangent at the point P, where a; = 3, and
the radius of curvature at P.

11. If a railway Hne turns off from the straight to a curve, it is

known that the lateral thrust against the rails varies as — , v being
the velocit}^ and r the radius of curvature.

^

In order that there may be no sudden jerk, it is desirable that r
^2

should equal — , s being the length of arc measured from the starting
s

point, and a a constant.
^2

Show that 9 = ^-g, 9 being the angle which the tangent at the

end of the arc s makes with the tangent at the starting point.

40. 1. If the circle a;^ + 1/2 + 2gx + 2/?/ + c = is the circle of
curvature at the point {am^, am) to the parabola y^ = ax, the values

du d tj

of ~j- and -^ are the same for the circle and the parabola. Hence

determine g, f and c in terms of a and m,
J.c. p
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2. The same question (i) for aw, — on the hyperbola xy = a^ ;

x^ y^
(ii) for a cos 0, 6 sin on the ellipse "2 + x* = 1-

Cb

3. If a; cos a + i/ sin a - p = is the equation of a straight line,

and jp is such a function of a that the hne is a tangent to a certain

curve at a point P, interpret the equation

X cos (a + Aa) + y sin (a + Aa) - (jp + A^) = 0,

and hence interpret the equation

- a; sm a + ^ cos a - -^ = 0,

showing that it must be the equation of the normal at P.

In Hke manner interpret

- X sin (a + Aa) + 2/ cos (a + Aa)
If,

= ^>

and interpret the equation

- a; cos a - y since - -~ =0,

as a Hne parallel to the tangent at P through the centre of curvature
at P.

^2
Prove that P " ^ "^ ^*
4. A straight hne of constant length a slides between two straight

hnes at right angles. Show that its envelope is

% \ %
a: + 2/ = a .

5. A rod OA, length a, turns about 0, and a rod AB hinged to

it at A turns about A.

If the rod AB crosses Ox at B, and the angle ABO is 20 when
AOB is 0, show that its envelope may be plotted by means of the
values

Y 5«
ft

« «nX = -7- cos + 7 cos 50,
4 4

Y = -r- sm - - sm 50.
4 4

6. A particle shdes down the curve

3a*a: = 2{y - af.

If the curve is smooth, the axis of y the downward vertical, and

the particle is started with velocity V2ga from the point x = 0,

y = a, prove that its vertical velocity remains constant.

7. From any point P on the curve whose equation is yx^ = a^+^
perpendiculars PA, PB are drawn to the axes.

Find the envelope of the straight line AB.
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8. Chords of a parabola 2/2 = 4aa; are drawn parallel to the tangent

at —r, — . Show that the envelope of circles described on these

chords as diameters is a parabola.

9. A circle rolls on a straight line. vShow that any diameter of
the circle envelopes the curve formed by a point on the circum-
ference of a circle roUing on a straight line, viz. a cycloid.

41. Examples on Maps.
1. Show that the element of area on a spherical globe of

radius r bounded by the meridians of longitude X and X + AX, and
the parallels of latitude I and I + A?, is r^ cos Z . A? AX to the second
order of small quantities.

2. If a map is prepared by plotting

^ = ^5 y = rsml
as the representation of the point whose latitude is I and longitude

X, show that areas on the map are in correct proportion to areas on
the globe.

Such maps are termed ' equal-area maps.'

3. Show that if x = rk cos I, y = rl,

the element of area on the map corresponding to the above element
of area on the globe is a parallelogram.

Show that such a map is an equal-area map.

4. Show that x = {r - y) ~,

,=.(l-V2sin(|-|))

determine a map in which the whole surface of the globe is repre-

sented, with areas in their correct proportion, in a square of side

equal to the diameter of the globe.

5. If the point of latitude I, longitude X is represented by the
point whose polar coordinates are K, X, the origin being at the
point representing the North Pole, show in a diagram the points
representing the four corners of the element of area bounded by
the meridians X, X + AX, and parallels of latitude I, I + AL

If R = 2rsm(|-i),

show that the map obtained shows areas in their correct proportions.

6. P, Q, R, S are four points on the earth's surface considered
as spherical. Their latitudes and longitudes are respectively

:

P Q R S
I I I + M I + Al

X X + Ax X X + AX
Find approximately the area PQRS.
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A map is drawn on the principle that the coordinates of the

point P' representing P are

X = ok cos Z . (1 + cos Z), y = a tan JZ,

a being constant. What are approximately the coordinates of the

points Q', R', S' ?

Sketch the figure P', Q', R', S', and calculate its area. Verify

that the map is an equal-area map.

7. In a map on the stereographic projection the parallels of

latitude are represented by concentric circles, the circle correspond-

ing to latitude 90 - Z being of radius a tan ^.

What is the scale of the map along a meridian ?

42. Partial Differentiation.

L Consider a solid standing on a horizontal base. Let z be the

height at a point whose coordinates are x, y.

What is the slope of the curve, which is the section of the sohd
by a plane for which y is constant ?

i 2. Suppose z = a^ - x^ - 2y^.

What is the slope along a section for which y is constant ?

What is the slope along a section for which x is constant ?

dz
It is convenient to use the symbol -^ for the result of differentiating

z with respect to a;, y being constant.

^. If 2 ='^, what is 1^? What is I??y^ ox oy

4. In the solid z = a^ - x^ - 2y^,

what is the slope at a point in the section determined hyy = 2x1

5. What is the slope at the section determined by taking a vertical

plane through the tangent to the curve, xy = constant ?

6. If 2 = f{x, y), say x^y + 2/^

and P is the point x, y, z ;

Q „ „ X + Ax, y, Zi ;

R „ „ x,y+ Ay, z^ ;

S „ „ x+Ax,y+ Ay, %.

Express z^ - z, z^ - z-^, z^ - z^ approximately in terms of a;, y,

Ay, Ax.

If Zg = z + Az,

show that Az = ^r- Ax + -^ Ay
ax dy

approximately.

7. Suppose the position of a point in the base of a solid defined

by coordinates x, y and also by polar coordinates r, 0.
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Consider any two points P, Q.
We can proceed from P to Q by steps Aic, Ay or by steps Ar, r A0.

What approximate change does r undergo while x changes to

X + Ax, y remaining constant ?

dr
What is ^- {y constant) ?

ox

What change does x undergo while r changes to r + Ar, remain-

ing constant ?

ox
What is ^- (0 constant) ?

or

8. Since Az = ^ Ax + ^ Av,
dx oy

in like manner Az = -^ Ar + ^r^ A^.
or 9U

Also, Ar = Ax cos + A^/ sin 0,

r A0 = - Aa; sin + Ay cos 0,

as is evident geometrically.

Express ^- and ^ in terms of r, 0, ^r- and ^^

.

^ dx dy dr 90

9. If X = e^ cos V, y = e^ sin v,

OZ OZ
express ^ and ^ in terms of differential coefiicients with respect

to u and v.

10. If X = chu cos v, y = shu sin v,

/az\2 /azY . ^ . . dz
express ( ^ ) + ( ^ I m terms of w, v and ^,

Sz 92
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INTEGRAL CALCULUS

43. The following are from known results of differentiation.

Verify them by differentiating the right-hand side.

1. ix^'dx = ^^ (n + 1=^ 0). 2. {x-^dx = logx.

3. Isina;c?a; = - cos a;. 4. Ices icrfa; = sin a;.

5. 1 ^ ^ dx = sin-^x. 6. I- -dx = tan-^a:.

7.
f ,

^
= log {X + Vl + x^).

JVl + x^

Find

8. Isinwajrfa;. 9. Icoswicda;. 10. Isec^areia;.

Wa^ -

d sin~i —

11. —-^ and hence I ,
* ^dx.

rftan-i-

12. 2 and hence |^:^—^^

—

- dx.
dx Ja2 +

44. Methods of Integration.

In a sense there is only one method of integration, namely, to

recognise the integrand as the differential coefficient of some known
function.

The following methods are, however, sometimes useful as pre-

paratory for the final process.
54
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If possible, break up the integrand into the sum or difference

of simpler expressions.

(i) [(^2 + l)^dx. (ii) {x{x + 3) dx. (iii) \xix^ - 1) dx.

• ^ ( x^ . , X f „ , r 2 1 + cos 2a; 1
iv) ~dx. (v) Xcos^xdx. cos^a; = ^ *

(vi) Isin^ajc^a;. (vii) I sin 3a; cos 5a; cZa;. (viii) Itan^oJcZa;.

The integration of rational algebraic fraction^'-comesunder this

heading. By reversing the process of bringing to a common denomi-

nator, such fractions are broken up into " partial fractions.*'

"^(iv)

' =ir-^ r
^
\

a^ - aj2 2aLa + X ' a - xj

f 1 , 1 , a + a;

a - x

45. A substitution may prove helpful.

Ex. If w = I . dx, what is ^^ ?

J Vl - a;2 dx

If we put X = sin 0, express -p and hence -j^ in terms of 0.

From the value of ^ express u in the form 1 ( ) dQ.

No infalHble rule can be given for choosing a substitution ; for

many integrals are not expressible in a finite number of terms by
the ordinary algebraic and trigonometric functions.

The following hints are useful :

(A) Rationahse a square root.

Ex,
l_^ dx. Put a; = t: 2 - -

, which makes 1 + a;^

JVl + a;2 2L zJ

into a perfect square.

(-B) Look out for cases where the integrand is a function of z

dz
multipHed by -=-.

(tx

(1) lsin2a;cosa;cZa;. [Put sin a; = 2. Of course a constant

numerical multiplier gives no trouble.]

(2) ^xVl + x^dx. [Put 1 + a;2 = z,] (3) ja;Vl + x^dx.

\(4) lcos3a;<Za; = 1(1 - sin^a;) cos a;rfa;
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(5) I ,-1 dx. (6) ItanajcZa;. (cos x = 2.)
J V 1 + a;2 , J

(7) Icosec xdx. Write in the form l^j 2~ ^^•

(8)
I

sec X dx. Show that the result may also be written as

log tan J + ^ ' ^^^ verify by differentiation.

(9) Discuss the integration of Vsavi^x cos'^x dx, showing that it is

at once reducible to an algebraic integral, if one of the

positive integers m and n is odd.

46. Integrate the following expressions :

(1) 77^,- (2) ""' ^
^

Vl - a;2
' '

-v/2 - Zx^

(3) ^J4^1^- (4)
'^ -^ '

3a:2 + 4a; + 2

2c?a;

a/3 - 4a; - a;^' (12a;2 + 16a; - 11)^
a

f2
x^^/a^ - x^dx.

(6) Evaluate
£ ^/_ ^,dx. (7) Integrate 3^

(8) Evaluate to 3 places of decimals 1 ^-^— . , -

47. The method of integration by parts is useful in suitable

cases.

Ex. The formula being

find la; sin a; dx by taking u = x,

dv

du •

and finding -^ by differentiating, v by integrating.

JS/a;. Find L l a? log a; d^a;. 4. ja;e*e?a?.

2. la; sin a;e?a;. 6. \x^ log aJcZa;.

3. la; cos a; <?^. 6. |loga;(?a;.
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7. In I e'*^ sin bx dx, try first

u = e"^,

dv . ,

^r- = sm bx,
dx

and then u = sin bx^

dv

dx

Combine the two results so as to find

I e^^ sin bx dx and I e^^ cos bx dx.

dv
8. If in the process of finding v from j- we introduce a constant

of integration, show that in general this arbitrary constant will

disappear from the final result of substituting in the formula for

integration by parts.

Find

9. la; tan~^a;c?a:. 10. jsin'^icrfa;.

11. \x^-^ tan-^ic dx, where n is even.

12. A proof of Maclaurin's theorem may be obtained as follows.

Consider I f(x - z)dz.

By direct integration this is f(x) - /(O).

Show by integration by parts this is also

= «/'(0) + 1/"(0)... + f^^n'(^ - e^).

by the mean value theorem.

48. Hyperbolic Functions.

The student must have noticed that although

and
Vl - x^ Vl + x^

are algebraically closely analogous, their integrals

sin-ijc and log {x + Vl + ar*)

are apparently totally distinct.
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The introduction of a new class of functions called hyperbolic

functions brings out an analogy between the integrals of —^,
R is any quadratic function of x. v

where

1. In the circle.

a;2 + 2/2 = a2,

X = OM = a cos 0,

y = PM = a sin 6,

area of sector = u,

u = ia^.

Fig. 8.

So if a = 1,

X = cos 2u,

y = sin 2u.

In the hyperbola.

2/2 = a^

area of sector = u

ixy - I Va
J a

a^dx

xy
= i^y -^ "*'l'^^s

+ Vx^ - a2

)

Fig. 8.

Ifa = 1,

>2u
; + Vx^ - 1,

' - VS2~I1,

X = |(e2^ + c-2«),

»-2m

y = W2u -au
).

We call J(e2^ + e-2i*) the hyperbohc cosine of 2u and J(e2^ - e-^^)

the hyperbohc sine, and write *

X = ch2tA,

2/ = sh 2w,

as the coordinates of any point on the hyperbola x^ - y'^ = I.

2. Prove from the definitions that

ch 2u = ch(w)2 + sh(^)2,

sh 2w = 2 ch t« sh u.

* There are several notations, such as cosh (w), hycos (w). That in the text is read
letter by letter, thus : ch. (?t), s.h. (m).
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. What does log {x + Vl + x^) become when we put x = shu}

4. Find cosh u du, I sinh u du.

f 1
6. Find , dx by putting x — sh.u,

6. Find I Vl + x^ dx by putting x == s\iu.

7. Find I Vx^ - 1 dx by putting a; = ch w.

8. Discuss the value of I —^ dx when R = aa;^ + 26rr + c.

Show that there are three cases depending on the character of

the roots of ax'^ + 6a; + c = 0, and that R may be expressed in

one of the three forms :

a.{x - a)2 ; a[x - a^ - ^2] ; a[{x - a)^ + paj.

Perform the integration in each case.

9. If ch(%) = sec 0, express sh(w) and ?^, ^\g, the hyperboHc
tangent of u, or th(w) in terms of 6. ^^ ^

Show that 3^ = sec 0,

and hence that u = log tan f- + oj*

49. Integration.

1. Find \—rdx, I—;

—

dx.

If 2/ = Va^ + x^ what is ^ ?

Deduce the value of | -
. e?a;.

Jo va2 + x'^

2. Find fi-+_? dx, f-^- do:, f.r-?-^ ^o:.

J X Jl + X Jl - x^

In the last of these integrals put x = sin 0, and show that

I sec dQ may be thus found.

3. Find lic(4 + x^) dx, \sm^mxdx, I ^dx.

4. Find the value of la:2(l - x^) dx,

and show that I aj^Vl - x^ dx

may be found by putting I - x^ = y^, and substituting for x in

terms of y.

Express the final result of integration in terms of x.
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5. Differentiate with respect to x,

(1) xHl - 3a;), (2) Vl - x\
and find the values of

I

x^dx and I x\l + x) dx.

6. Find f-^iJtJ_ dx, [JL^ dx.
Jaj2 - 3a; + 2 Jo V 1 + a;

7. Integrate with respect to x,

/z sin X
xVl - X, o , o »

3 + 2 COS a;

and find I sin a;(2 + cos x) dx.

S. If u = fcos^e dd, what is ^ ?

^ du ^^
Ifz= sin 0, express ^ in terms of z, and hence find w.

9. Find [' a^iSx^ - 1) dx.

10. Find f^i^lleZa;;
J x^

1X^ + 1
7K :r-.dx
(2a; + 1)3

by putting 2x + I = z.

50. 1. Find IJ^S^^cfe.

Find also I . dx by putting a; = J (v — j,

so as to rationalise Vl + x^.

2. Write a short account of the method of integration by parts,

and apply it to find I x tan'^a; dx.

3. To what value does I tan**a; dx
Jo ^

approach when n is exceedingly large and a < j ?

Illustrate by a sketch graph of y = tan x, y = tan^a;, y = tan^a;

from to — •

4

Show that I tan**a; dx

may be made to depend on I tan'^-^a; dx,

and so on. Jo
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By taking n to be very large and even, deduce that

a = tan a
tan^a tan^a-3 + 6 •••'

ided a < —

.

4

4. Differentiate (1 - a;)Vl + a: + (1 + a;)vl - x with respect

to Xy and find p
I

Vl + Sxdx.

5. Transform the integral

Vsin^a - sin^O

by the substitution sin = sin a sin 9.

In the result, expand the expression to be integrated in powers
of sin 9 by the Binomial Theorem, and integrate the first two terms
of the series.

6. Find I dx
Jo 2 - cosic

X
(putting tan = "^ after any previous simplification that occurs to

you).

7. Evaluate Jbg {x + Vl + x^) dx

by integrating by parts.

8. Use the formula cos 3a; = 4 cos^a; - 3 cos a; to find

and find

cos^a; dXf

^n^x^x?

9. Find I sin x cos^a; . dx ; lsec*0 . dd.

10. Show by repeated integration by parts that e-^ lies between

1 - . + ^ ... + ( - D"
1^

and 1 - . +
|2
- + ( - 1)""

izi
51. Integration.

dy
1- If T~ = x^Vo(.^ - x^ and a; = a sin 0,

dy ^^
express -^ in terms of a and 0, and hence find

I
x^VoL^ - x^dx.

Jo

2. Find ;^ if (i) 2/ = VT
dx

X'

(ii) y = sin a;(l + tan x).
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Find 1(1 - x)^ dx and 1 — dx,

sin^xdx, I sinddd, \ xdx.
Jo Jo

Can you account, by a sketch or otherwise, for the fact that the

last two results are approximately equal ?

4. Find lcosJa;(^ic, 1(2 + 3a;)2d^a;, Isin 2a; cos2 2a:e?a;.

5. Find the differential coefficient with respect to of 0sin8.

From the result, express 0cos0 as the sum of the differential

coefficients of two functions of 0. Deduce the value of

1*0 005 0(^0.

6. Find It ^^cdx[
x^ + 1

by putting x + 1 = z.

7. If a; = 5 loggCOS \t, find ^•

If
Irr^^^'

put V = tan 0, and find -^, and hence t in terms of 0, given that

= - when ^ = 0.
4

8. Find the numerical value of the following integrals

:

(i) \\^dx, (ii) \^-dx.
J 4: Jl ^

Obtain by repeated integration an expression for

aj'^sin xdx.
fJc'0

9. Evaluate u^ = I xsin'^xdx'n

in the form of a series, n being an odd positive integer.

10. Show that

/(a + h) = f{a) + f /'(a + h - x) dx

= /(a) + ¥'(«) + ^r(« + h - x)dx
Jo

= fia) + hfia) + J^r(a) ... + ^ \x-f-^Ha + h- x)dx.

This is Taylor's theorem.
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11. As a practical method, when all others fail, the integrand may
sometimes be expanded in a series and integrated term by term ;

a few terms sufficing in favourable cases.

Find the following integrals by integrating (1) the first three,

(2) the first four terms in the expansions.

(i) Vl - x^dx, (ii) Vl - \ sin^x dx.
Jo Jo

52. Areas.

1. In the curve whose equation is

y = 5x - x^y

at what rate with respect to x is the area between the curve, the

axis Ox, and an ordinate PM increasing as M moves along the axis

Ox?
IfM is moving at 3 feet per second and all dimensions are in feet,

give the rate of increase of area per second when x = I.
1 1

2. Find the area of that portion of the curve x + y^ = 5 which
is in the first quadrant.

3. Take two adjacent points P and Q on the parabola y^ = ^ax.

Draw PL, QL' perpendicular to Ox, and PN, QN' perpendicular to

Oy. Give approximate formulae, choosing your notation as you
please, for the areas of the rectangles PL' and PN'.

Find the limit to which the ratio of these areas tends as Q tends

to coincidence with P.

In what ratio are the areas into which the rectangle OP is divided

by the curve ?

4. Find the area included between the curve y = x^, the axis Ox,
and the ordinate a; = 10. Draw a line perpendicular to Ox bisecting

this area.

5. Sketch a graph of the curve whose equation is

22/2 = {x - 1)(7 - X),

Find the area of the curve, by the substitution

ic = 4 - 3 cos 0.

6. What is the area of that portion of the curve

y = x[a-,l-x]

which lies above the line y =^ 1, a being a positive constant ?

7. The equation of a curve is

2/ = a;2 + Ix^.

Find the area enclosed between the curve and the axis of x, and
the ordinate at the point P at which x = 1. Deduce the area
between the arc OP and the chord OP, being the origin.
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fa+2b
(x - a - b)dx

a+b

directly, and also by putting x = a + b + z. Illustrate by a
diagram showing x, z, and the geometrical meaning of the integral.

The area bounded by the parabola whose equation is y^ = 18a;

and by the chord cut off by the straight line x = 2 revolves round
the straight line x = 6. Find the volume of the solid formed, all

lengths being in feet.

9. Find ——

—

- dx ;

J(l + a;)2 JO

Illustrate the second integration by a diagram, and explain briefly

but clearly the effect on the actual area of the diagram of the scales

on which x and ^ are represented.

53. 1. Find the areas of the segments cut off by the axis of x
from the curve y = xix - 3){x + 2).

2. Draw a figure showing the portion of the area of the circle

a;2 + 2/2 = a^ which is represented by the integral I \/a^ - x^dx,

and from the geometry of the figure, or otherwise, evaluate the
integral.

3. Find the area included between the curve y = — , the
axis of X, and the ordinates at a: = 1 and x = 100. ^^^ "*" ^

4. Find the area of the loop of the curve y^ = x{x - 1)^.

.5. Draw a rough sketch showing the shape and pecuHarities of
the curve

j

from a;=-QO to a;=+oo, and find by integration the area

bounded by the curve and the axis of x from a; = to a; = J. Do
the same for the curve

j

finding the area between limits a; = - oo and a; = + oo .

6. is the origin and P is any point on the curve whose equation
is ay^ = x^. Show that the area between the curve OP and the
tangents at and P is f of the area between the curve and the
chord OP.

7. Show that the area contained between the axis of x, the curve

y = a + bx + cx^, and two ordinates y^, y^, is equal to

3 (2/i + 42/2 + 2/3).

where 2h is the difference of their abscissae, and y^ is the ordinate
midway between them.
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Find the percentage error made in applying this rule to find the

area of a segment of a circle whose base is 6 inches and greatest

height is 1 inch.

8. From the first part of Ex. 7 deduce vSimpson's rule that if

i/q, Pi, 2/2, ... t/n ^re equidistant ordinates of a curve at intervals h,

the area between the curve, the axis of x, and the end ordinates is

{n being even)
T

3 [4(^1 + 2/3 - + Vn-l) + 2(2/2 + 2/4 - + yn-2) + Vo + Vn]

by considering that a parabola with axis vertical can be drawn
through three consecutive points 0, 1, 2, another through 2, 3, 4,

and so on.

9. What is the area in square centimetres of a sine curve in

which 1 cm. horizontal represents 10'' and 10 cm. vertical represents

sin 90° ? The curve ranges from 0** to 180°.

At what angle does the curve cut the horizontal axis ?

10. What is the area in the first quadrant of the curve whose
equation is

Sketch the curve

8 + 2a: - a:2

11. whose equation is

y =
a'' + x^

identifying the maximum and minimum values of y and the maxi-

mum and the minimum values of -j^.

ax

Find the area included between the curve, the axis ONX, and the

maximum ordinate NP.

54. 1. The half water-line section of a small boat is bounded by
the curve n n^ « "^^

jr = 2 + 2^ - 2 cos yrr,

y = 2 sm
j^,

t ranging from to 10.

Determine the area of the water-line section.

2. The curves AB and CD of the upper and lower surfaces of a

steel arched rib ABCD of uniform breadth 2 inches have for their

equations / £. _£.\

2/ = 5\c^^ -y e ^V»

2/ = 5-5(eT2 + c"i2)

respectively. The units are feet, Ox is horizontal and Oy vertically

downwards.

J.C. E
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Taking steel to weigh 500 lbs. per cubic foot, determine the weight

of the rib between a; = - 12 and a; = + 12.

3. The equation y = x^ - yf^^ ^^ accurate, so for values of x

from to 10 the equation y = x'^is approximately correct.

Find the true area bounded by the curve, the axis of x, and the

ordinate at a; = 10.

Give the percentage error of the approximate formula for y, and
the percentage error of the corresponding approximate formula for

the area.

4. Find the area included between the curve whose equation is

l-sin^TT-,
b a

and the axis of x between the Hmits x = and x = a.

Find for each of the curves given by the following equations, the

area comprised between the curve, the axis Ox, and the ordinates

X = \ and X = 10.

^^1
/s 1 + a; „ ,

^•2' = 100 -^5-^- ^y = TT2x '^y=^-''-

8. Find the area of the curve y'^x - 4a^{2a - x) from a; = to

X = 2a.
1 9

9. Draw the curves y = x and y = x \
Show in the case of either curve that the area bounded by the

curve, the axes of x and y, and any ordinate, say a; = a, is finite,

and calculate these areas for the two curves when the bounding

ordinate is re = 1.

10. Find the whole area of the curve

aV + b^^ = a^V,
11. Let S be the slope of the chord of the curve y = a^ joining

the points whose abscissae are x and x + h. Let A be the area of

the graph of y = a^-^ between the points whose abscissae are 1

and a. Find expressions for S and A, and verify that

S = a<^ X A.

What form does this result assume in the limiting case when h is

infinitely small ?
2

Taking a = 2, obtain roughly the area of the graph of y = ~
X

between a; = 1 and a; = 2, by plotting the curve on squared paper

and counting squares.

Use the result to find the slope of the tangent to the curve y = 2^

at the point where a; = 0, and hence to draw the tangent. Also

draw the curve y = 2^ from a;=-ltoa;=+l, and verify that

the above construction for the tangent is consistent with the form

of the curve as drawn.
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12. Show that the curve whose equation is xy^ = a\x + 2y) is

symmetrical in opposite quadrants.

What is the equation of the tangent at the origin ?

Draw the curve, and find the area between the curve, the axis of

y, and the Hues y = 2a and y = 3a.

13. Show that the element of area contained by the radii r,

1 + Ar, in the curve defined in polar coordinates by r = /(0), is

Jr^AO to the first order of small quantities.

PQ is a rod of length 2a, pivoted at its centre C to a rod OC of

length a, which can turn about a fixed point 0.

If the polar coordinates of P are r, and those of Q are R, 9,

express R and 9 in terms of a, r, and 0.

Show that if P is moved round ,the perimeter of a curve not

enclosing O, Q describes a curve of equal area.

55. Planimeters and Integraphs.
A Planimeter * is an instrument for finding mechanically the area

of a figure or some other integral associated with the area by causing

a tracing point to move round its perimeter.

Fig. 9.

1. The diagrammatic sketch (Fig. 9) shows a primitive plani-

meter. A carriage runs on rails RR. A horizontal disc turns on

* The following references may be useful

:

Abdank Abakanowitz, Les Integraphes.

Hele Shaw, * Continuous Calculating Instruments,' Phil. Trans. 1886, p. 367.

Henrici, Report on Planimeters to the British Association, 1894.

Horsburgh, Proc. Edin. M.S. vol. 31, p. 105.

Horsburgh, Modern Methods of Calculation. G. Bell & Sons.

Levy, La Statique Graphique, vol. i. note ii.
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a pivot C fixed on the carriage. A fixed axle D is parallel to RR.
A roller A can turn freely on D, and rests on the disc so that when
B turns A turns also, but when the carriage moves B slides under
A without turning A. A cord round the rim of B goes off, always
at right angles to the mils, to a pencil P. The cord tries to fly back,
urged by a spring (not shown).

Show that if P is taken round the boundary of the rectangle,

sides y and Arc, the total angle turned through by A, varies as yl^x.

Deduce that if P is taken round the boundary of a curve A turns

through an angle proportional to the area of the curve.

It is obvious that the instrument above described would not be
very satisfactory in practice owing to the numerous sources of
' play ' in the several parts of the mechanism. The following ex-

amples illustrate the principle of some more satisfactory methods,
though no attempt is made to go into the details of the mechanism.

2. A rod AP of length I has a roller of radius r mounted so as to

turn freely on it.

The end A of the rod moves along a fixed line Ox, Show that
if the end P moves a distance Arr parallel to Ox the roller turns

through an angle
, a being the angle which AP makes with

Ox,
^

[For only the component of Ax perpendicular to AP causes any
turning of the roller. The component along AP merely causes the
roller to shde on the paper.]

Fig. 10.

3. If the point P is taken by a series of small horizontal and
vertical steps round the perimeter of Fig. 10, show that if the rod
were Hfted off the paper in making the horizontal steps, so that
only the vertical steps were allowed to influence the roller, the
total angle turned through by the roller would be zero.

[For in effect all the vertical steps might be taken along the same
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rertical line, and, in moving downwards, the rotation made during

the upward movement would be exactly reversed.]

4. Calling A the area of the curve in Example 3, show that

A =
I
Z sin a c?a;

taken between proper limits.

Show that the angle turned through by the roller is

fsin a . dx

Hence express A in terms of I, r, and 0.

Imagining the horizontal and vertical steps to diminish without

limit, we see that if P describes the perimeter of the curve, the angle

turned through by the roller is proportional to the area.

^

^»—

^

M
Fia. 11.

In Fig. 11 note that if the tracing point moves round the circuit

GHKML, as shown by the single arrow, the area registered is

GHKML. If the tracing point moves round KNGLM in the direc-

tion of the double arrow, the area KNGLM is registered by the

roller revolving in the reverse direction. Consequently, if the

tracing point describes the circuit GHKNG, the area of the closed

curve is registered.

c F>

S R
1

U T

y

AX

~^
n N/ ^A M

Fia. 12.

5. The rod AB of length a is the axis on which a roller of radius

r can turn freely. (Fig. 12.)

The roller rests on the paper, and B is kept on the line Ox, while
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A is taken right round the boundary of the rectangle PQMN, height

y, base Arr, starting and finishing at the same point.

Through what angle does the roller turn as it rolls on the paper

(1) as A moves from P to Q, (2) as A moves round PQMN back to P ?

Deduce that by taking A round the perimeter NPQRSTUVN the

total area included may be inferred from the total angle through
which the roller turns.

6. The first moment M^, or moment in the ordinary sense, of the
area about Ox is

l^.ydx =
^ p sin^a dx = ^-

[(1 - cos 2a) dx

[What is \dx taken round a closed curve ?]

In Fig. 13 a sleeve B shdes on AP. A bar BC turns freely on
the sleeve at B and is hinged freely to a point C connected to A

Fig. 13.

by a rod AC of fixed length equal to BC. BC is turned up at right
angles, and the bent arm carries a roller of radius r. Show that as
P describes a curve the roller turns through an angle

f-
in(2.-|) dx

Express Mi in terms of I, r, and this angle.

7. The second moment Mg of the area about Ox is given by

Mz = [2/V3 X ydx = i {Psin^ OL dx

P f3 sin a - sin 3a

3j
AZ2 Z3 f .

4

sin 3a dx.

dx
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In Fig. 14 a rod BD pivots on the sleeve at B and lies along BA.
An equal rod ED hinged to it at E carries a swinging sleeve, which

Fig. 14.

slides on CB. Show that ED makes angle 3a with Ox, and that a
roller whose axis lies along ED will turn through an angle

fsin 3a ,

I ax
J r

as P traces out the perimeter of a curve.

Express Mg in terms of A, I, r, and this angle.

Fig. 15.

8. Integraphs. An integraph is a mechanism which records the

values of I fix) dx for a given range of values of x ; for instance, by

drawing a graph.

In Fig. 15 AP is a rod pivoted at A and carrying a tracer P on a
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swinging sleeve which can shde freely along AP and also on the

ordinate MP. AM is of unit length.

The three equal puUies are hnked up by tightly stretched elastic

cords, so that if one turns through any angle the others turn through

the same angle. The uppermost pulley is mounted on a sleeve

which slides on MP produced and carries the axle of a wheel, which
rests on the paper. The wheel is originally parallel to AP, and
therefore always remains so.

If P traces out the curve y = f{x), the point of contact Q of the

wheel with the paper traces out a curve, such that the tangent at

Q is parallel to AP.
What is the ordinate QM of this curve in terms of x and f{x) ?

If MQ is always equal to 2MP, what is the relation between y
and X ?

9. Hele Shaw Planimeters. A sphere (Fig. 16) can turn about

a horizontal diameter AB.

Fig. 16.

By means of a frame two rollers L, M, whose planes are at right

angles to one another, are in contact with the sphere at points in

the horizontal section through AB.
If the sphere turns about AB with angular velocity co radians

per second i.e. -»— revolutions per minute , express the angular

velocities of the two rollers.

[The velocity of the point of contact of roller and sphere is the

same whether regarded as a point on the roller or as a point on the

sphere.

. , t VL r T R cos a . CO
Angular velocity of L = -

r

R sin a
-]M =

If L turns through an angle 0, through what angle does M turn ?

10. A simple form of Hele Shaw's planimeter is shown in Fig. 17.

AB is the horizontal axis about which the sphere turns.
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The supports AB of the axle are carried by a frame C from which

projects a rod CP, a pointer P slides on this rod.

The curve to be dealt with is traced on paper which is mounted

on the roller L, which for this purpose is lengthened into a cylinder.

Fig. 17.

The pointer P is kept tracing out the curve as the roller L is

rotated by hand. .

As L turns through an angle — , through what angle does M
r

turn ? As L turns through an angle -, through what angle does

M turn ?
^

11. Examine the special case y = x.

The point P can now be actuated by the hand which turns L, if

the cylinder L is again replaced by a roller with a long axle on
which a screw is cut.

12. In the arrangement of Fig. 18, find the angle turned through
by M, LQ being \ + x.
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13. One end P of a rod PQ describes a small element As of a

given curve, the rod remaining parallel to its original direction.

The rod then turns about P through a small angle A9. (Fig. 19.)

— 0,

Show that the rod traces out an element of area

Z sin 9 . As + il^A(p,

I being the length of the rod and 9 its original inclination to As,

and that a disc mounted on the rod will turn meanwhile through

an angle

As sin 9 c A9
r r

where c is the distance of the disc from P.

14. In Amsler's planimeter Q is attached to a fixed point by a
link OQ, and P is taken round the perimeter of the curve whose
area is required.

Integrating the equation in Ex. 13, we have

Area swept out by rod A = Z Isin 9cZs + \l^ l(Z9,

Angle turned through by roller = - Isin 9 cZs + - |(Z9.

If the rod comes back to its original position without making a

complete revolution, what is \d(^}

In this case express A in terms of 0.

15. If the rod QP does make a complete revolution, what is

[(Z9?

In this case, what is the relation between A and ?

16. Interpretation of A. As long as the roUer turns in one
direction it is recording area, say, positively. When it turns in

the reverse direction it is recording area negatively, and the final

reading will be the algebraic sum of the areas swept over.

Show b}'' drawing a diagram, in which P and Q each describe

closed curves, that the final reading will be the difference of the

areas described by P and by Q.
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56. Areas and Volumes.

1. Sketch the shape of the curve whose equation is

_ ic

You need consider positive values only of x and y.

Find the area comprised between the curve, the line y = 0, and
the hne x = -75.

2. Find the area included between the curves whose equations

are ^2^ = ^s^

xy = a^,

and the straight line y = Sx,

and give the numerical result if all lengths are in inches and a = 10.

3. Prove Simpson's formula
'2^^ h

fJc
ydx = g(2/o + 42/i + y^),

and employ it to find I e~^^dx approximately.
Jo

4. Verify by integration by parts that

fsin^ne dQ = ^\- ^
rsin2"-20 ^0.

Jo 2n Jo

Show how to find the area of a curve whose equation is given
in the form

a: = A(6), y=A(0).
A drain pipe has for its section the " egg shaped " curve

X = a sin* 0,

y = a sin^ cos 0.
K 2

Show that the area of the cross-section of the pipe is .^^ 16

5. If, as usual, s denotes the length of the arc measured from a

fixed point, p the radius of curvature, and the angle the tangent
makes with a fixed line, show in a figure what area is represented by

'i:
p^dd.

Evaluate the area when a = j in the case of the curve whose
equation is = c tan 0.

6. The area represented by f{x) (p{x) dx is (in general) a finite
J a

multiple of that represented by I f{x) dx.
Ja

This multiple has a value intermediate between the greatest and
least values of (^{x) in the range a < x < b.
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Hence fix) 9(a:) dx = 9(c) f{x) dx.
J a J a

Illustrate graphically.

This theorem, known as the mean value theorem, is of use when
one factor (p{x) of an integrand varies in value very slowly.

Find by this method I x^ cos x dx,

and compare with the accurate result.

7. A sohd has a circular horizontal base 2 inches diameter, and
the vertical section of the sohd through any chord PQ parallel to a

given diameter AB is a square of side PQ.
Write down an approximate expression for the volume of the

slice contained between two vertical planes, at distances x and
X + ^x from AB, and parallel to AB.

Find by integration the volume of the solid.

If the sohd is cut in two by a plane bisecting AB at right angles,

what is the shape of the curve of section ?

[You may either plot the curve, or find its equation, or state

its geometrical character.]

8. A piece of steel, whose base is a horizontal rectangle 3 inches

by 10 inches, is of height

, x\\0 - x)^ . ^

at a distance x from a short end.

Find the weight of the piece, taking a cubic inch of steel to weigh
•289 of a pound.

9. Find with no more numerical work than you can help the

value of rso / ^ \ 3

Draw a figure to represent

AB vertically upwards 20 inches,

BC horizontal 80 inches,

CD vertically downwards 7-2 inches.

Join AD by a curve.

The figure represents an iron plate whose depth at a horizontal

distance of x inches from AB is 20 fl - -^—S inches, and whose

corresponding thickness is 4fl - r^j inches. Find the volume
of the plate in cubic inches.

10. An object 20 inches long, supposed to be a cyhnder of 6 inches

radius, tapers uniformly from radius 6-1 inches at one end to radius

5-9 inches at the other. What is the radius x inches from the mid
section ?
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Show by integration that the volume of the object is not correctly

obtained by treating it as a cylinder.

57. Volumes.

1. The portion of the curve %y = t^ which extends from x -
to ic = 1 revolves about Oa;, forming a solid. Find the volume of

this solid.

2. The curve whose equation is

y x{x - \){x - 2)

revolves round Oa;.

Find the volume formed by the portion for which x lies between
and 1.

3. Find the volume formed by the revolution about Ox of that

part of the curve 3

^ ^ 2a - X
for which x lies between and a.

4. The horizontal section at a height x, of a column whose axis

is vertical and of length a, is a square whose side is a .

Find by integration the volume of the column.

5. Suppose the curve whose equation is

x^ + 22/2 = a2

to revolve first about Ox and then about Oy. Compare the volumes
of the solids formed in the two cases.

6. The diagram shows a section of a metal collar, with dimen-
sions : that is to say, the collar is of the shape formed by the revolu-

tion of the section shown about AB.

A

Find an approximate expression for the volume formed by the

revolution of the strip PQ, whose lower and upper edges are at

heights X and x ¥ ^x above CD, and find by integration the volume
of the collar.

58. 1. The curve whose equation is y^ = x{x - 1)^ revolves about
Ox, Find the volume formed by the revolution of the loop.
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2. A lens has a plane base, diameter 6 inches, and its curved
surface is part of the surface of a sphere, of radius 5 inches.

Give an approximate formula for the volume of a slice of thickness
Aa;, parallel to the base and distant x inches from it.

Hence find by integration the volume of the lens.

3. The equation of a surface is 2 = ^ + 1. vSketch the contour

lines 2; = 0, -5, 1, 1-5, 2. Find the volume standing within the
limits of a base bounded by the circle

a;2 + 2/2 = 100.

4. Find the volume formed by the revolution about Ox of that
portion of the curve ^ 3

X + y = 2x^,

for which x and y are both positive.

6. A cigar-shaped strut, 40 feet long, is of diameter (10 - j^)
inches at a section x feet from the middle. Find its total volume.

6. The height z of a point in the surface of a mound above the
horizontal plane of xy is given by the equation

a^z = (a2 _ x^){a^ - y^),

2a being the side of the square base of the mound.
Write down the formula for the volume of the mound as a double

integral ; illustrate it by a figure and find the volume. Draw the
section of the mound by the horizontal plane z = a/2.

7. A sector AOB of a circle of radius r revolves about the edge
OA. Find the volume formed, taking z-AGB as a. Point out any
simple way of checking your result.

8. The inner surface of an oil cup is a paraboloid of revolution,

height 3 inches, radius of base 1| inches. Find the volume of oil

needed to fill the cup and the depth of oil when half of it has been
used.

9. A groove of parabolic cross-section, depth 1 inch, breadth
2 inches, is cut round a solid iron cyHnder, length 6 inches, radius

2 inches. Find the weight of the part remaining, taking the iron

to weigh -275 lb. per cubic inch.

59. 1. The figure shows the plan, and an isometric sketch, of a

piece of steel, formed of two equal cyhnders of radius r and
length I, whose axes are horizontal, and intersect at right angles.

The dotted fines in the plan indicate a horizontal section at a

height X above the axes.

What is the breadth of this section of either cyhnder ? What is

the area of the square section common to both cylinders ?

What is the volume common to both cylinders comprised between
parallel sections at heights x and x + Ax?
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Hence find by integration the total volume common to both
cylinders, and show that if r = 1, and I = 10 inches, and steel

weighs -29 lb. per cubic inch, the weight of the piece is about

16J pounds.

Fig. 21.

2. Draw a square, side unity. Taking two of the sides as axes,

let the coordinates of any point P in the square be {x, y).

If the square is the base of a soHd, whose height at P is 1 + x - y^,

draw a section of the solid by a vertical plane parallel to Ox.

What is approximately the volume of the slice included between
this plane and a parallel plane distant At/ from it ?

Hence find by integration the volume of the sohd.

3. The diagram shows a section through the axis of a dome-
shaped solid on a circular base AB of radius a. The thickness PM

at any point M of the base distant r from the centre is a ^. Write

down an approximate expression for AV, the volume included

between two concentric cyHnders of radii r and r + Ar. Hence
find the total volume of the soHd.

4. The fiat base of a wedge-shaped iron blade is in the form of a

sector AOB of a circle, centre 0, radius 10 inches. The angle AOB

is -. The thickness of the blade at every point in the base distant

r from is

60
inches.
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Find the weight of the blade.

[Sptecific gravity of iron 7-9.]

5. The head of a shell is formed by the revolution of a circular

arc AB, centre C, about the perpendicular BO.

If CA = 2a, CO = OA = a,

^ACP = 0, ^ACQ = + A0,

what is approximately the volume formed by the revolution of the

rectangle PN about OB ?

Hence show, by integration, that the volume of the head is 3'2a^

nearly.

6. In the curve whose equation is

a^ - a^

find (i) the area, and (ii) the volume formed by the revolution about
Ox, of that portion of the curve for which x ranges from a/2 to a.

7. A slot or groove 1 inch deep is cut in the face of a square plate,

side 8 inches, the centre line of the slot being perpendicular to two
opposite edges of the plate.

Going across the plate the breadth of the slot at the top decreases

uniformly from 2 inches to 1 inch ; and at the bottom from 3 inches

to 1 inch.

Sketch a section of the slot at x inches from the smaller end,

figuring the dimensions.

What is approximately the volume included between this section

and a parallel section distant Aa; from it ?

Hence find by integration the volume of the slot.

8. The shape of a goblet is given by the revolution of the curve

x^ = y about the axis of y. The depth is 4"
; find the volume as

the fraction of a pint. 1 pint =33-6 cubic inches.

9. A beam of uniform width 3 inches, length 100 inches, has its

depth at a distance x inches from one end given by the formula

X
depth = 3 + ^ inches,

till the depth reaches 6 inches. After this point the depth is given

by the formula ^jepth = ^^x inches.
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Find the total weight of the beam, the material weighing

48 pounds per cubic foot.

10. Trace the curve ay^ = ^x{x - a) 2, and find the greatest

height of the part between the origin and the point where x = a.

Obtain the area of the figure and the volume generated by its

revolution about the axis OX.
11. Find expressions for the area of the surface and the volume

of a sphere, and show that a sphere that just fits into a cubical box
occupies a Httle more than half the space.

The section of a round mound by a plane through its axis has

X^ 11

the form — +| = l,2/=0 representing the base. Find expres-

sions for the area of the section and the volume of the mound.
Show that if the mound has a diameter of 8 feet and a height of

5 feet it is less in volume than a hemisphere on the same base, but

greater in the area of its section.

60. 1. Trace the curve 4^/ = rr^ + 4 from the point A, for which

X = - 3, to the point B, for which x = 6, taking half an inch for

the unit of length.

The shape of a vase is obtained by revolving the above curved

line AB about the axis of x. Find, to the nearest cubic inch, the

amount of water the vase will hold.

2. An arc of a circle subtending an angle 2a (less than 180°) at

the centre is rotated round its chord ; show that the volume of

the spindle-shaped solid thus generated is

27ra'(sin a - a cos a - ^sin^a).

3. If 3 inches be the height of a frustum of a sphere and the radii

of its ends 5 and 7 inches respectively, find its volume by integration.

4. The section of an electric light globe through its axis is the

portion of the curve

1080^2 = 27 + 542/2 - lOy^ - 3y^,

which lies between the lines y = and y = S. Draw this curve

showing where it is parallel and perpendicular to the axis of x, and
find the volume of the globe. Unit, 1 inch.

5. The curve whose equation is y^a^ + x^) = a* revolves round
the axis of x. Find the volume formed by the portion comprised

between the limits x = a and x = 2a.

6. One of the flat ends of a solid brass cyhnder, radius 5 inches

and length 8 inches, is hollowed so that it fits exactly part of the

curved surface of a soHd brass hemisphere, radius 13 inches. The
cylinder is then soldered on to the hemisphere in a symmetrical

position. Find by integration (or otherwise) the volume of the solid

thus formed.

j.c. F
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7. A solid is formed by the revolution about the axis of x of the
curve whose equation is

y^ = a + bx + cx^ + dx^.

Find the volume of the solid between the planes x = \h and
X = - \h, and prove that this volume is given by Simpson's rule,

g (Ai + 4A2 + A3),

where A^ and A3 are the areas of the ends, Ag the area of the middle
section (corresponding to a; = 0)

.

Apply this formula to the case of a spherical segment. Prove
that if a cylindrical hole is bored through the centre of a solid sphere

the volume left is equal to the volume of a sphere of diameter equal
to the length of the hole.

8. Draw the curve r = 2a cos 0, and mark off on your figure the
segment between 6=0 and = 45° (or Jtt radians). Find by
integration the volume of the solid of revolution generated by this

segment revolving about the hne 0=0.
What is the curve in question ? As an alternative method,

obtain the volume of the sohd of revolution by the formulae of
elementary mensuration.

9. Take any plane curve y - fix), and let PM be the ordinate of
any point on the curve. Imagine a square described on PM as

base in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the curve. Write
down an expression for the volume generated by this square as M
moves from the point where x=ato the point where x = b. Cal-

culate the integral for the curve x^ + y^ = a^ from x = - a to

X = + a.

10. Show that if a plane area A revolves about an axis in its

plane through a small angle A0 radians, the volume generated is

approximately Ax A0, x being the distance of the centre of gravity
of the area from the axis.

A solid is formed by the revolution of a circle of variable radius

about an axis in its plane at a constant distance b from the centre.

If when the circle has turned through the angle 0, the radius is

a(2 + sin 0), find the total volume of the sohd. Sketch the shape
of the sohd.

11. A right circular cone of height a, semivertical angle a, has its

axis vertical.

Find the breadth at a vertical distance x below the vertex of the
section cut off by a plane distant a tan a sin p from the axis of the
cone.

Prove by integration that the area of the section is

a^tan a' cos p + sin^p log tan 11.
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Find the volume remaining when the portions cut off by two
parallel planes, each distant a sin p tan a from the axis of the cone,

are removed.

12. A column is bounded by the surface whose equation is

a{x^ + y^) + ^^^ = a^,

the axis of z being the axis of the column.

What is the area of the horizontal cross-section of the column
at any height z ?

Sketch the shape of the column freehand, and calculate the volume
of a length 8a of it, the ground level being z = 0.

13. Draw an equilateral triangle OBC (BG = 2a) and any Hne

parallel to BC meeting OB and OC in P and Q.
The figure represents the horizontal base of a sohd whose section

by a vertical plane through PQ is equal to the smaller portion cut

off from a circle of radius a by a chord equal to PQ.
Find the volume of the solid

14. A solid is bounded by two semicircles of radius a, with a

common diameter AB, and by the surface formed by joining corre-

sponding points [such as P, Q, the angles ABP, ABQ being equal]

on the two semicircles by straight lines. If the planes of the semi-

circles are at an angle a to one another, find the volume of the soHd.

61. Problems on Simple Integration.

1. The diagram shows the blades, hinged at 0, of a pair of shears

designed to have a constant cutting angle 2a.

Fig. 24.

What angle does the tangent to either blade at P make with OP ?

By considering an adjacent point Q on either edge, express this

angle approximately in terms of

OP = r, OQ = r + Ar,

AOP = 0, AOQ = + A0.

Integrate the equation which is obtained by supposing Q ulti-

mately to coincide with P.

2. A circular disc .of uniform thickness weighs 100 lbs., and its

diameter is 20 inches.

What is approximately the weight of the ring bounded by con-

centric circles, radii r and r + Ar ?
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If the disc is revolving about an axis through its centre perpen-
dicular to its plane with a rim velocity of 20 feet per second, what
is approximately the velocity of a point in the ring ? What is

approximately the kinetic energy of the ring ? Find by integration

the kinetic energy of the disc.

3. Assume that in winding up a spring, such as a clock spring,

a torque A + B0 must be exerted when the winding handle has
been turned through radians. What is approximately the work
done in turning it through a further small angle AG ? Hence find

by integration a formula for the work done in n complete turns.

4. A body moving in a straight line encounters a resistance of

R sm -tt: tons
40

when it is x feet from its starting point, R being a constant.

Find, either by a graph or by calculation, the work done in

moving it 40 feet from its starting point.

5. A block slides in a straight hne OA. The resistance to its

movement when it is at a distance x from is R „'
, where

OA = a.
«'

Find the work done in pushing the block from A to 0.

6. y is approximately, but not exactly, equal to 1 - x^, say

-^
"= + 100

accurately.

State, with clear explanatory diagrams, whether you would expect
to obtain approximately correct values of

'^'^t' ^^0ydx,Jo

by means of the approximate value of y,

7. The wind, blowing with velocity v, exerts upon a small area

AS, a normal pressure kv^ cos^a . AS, where a is the angle between
the direction of the wind and the normal to AS.
Assuming this, find the resultant pressure on a vertical cylinder,

radius r, height h, when the wind blows horizontally with velocity v.

8. A. variable torque produced by a couple of moment M sin

acts on a shaft. Find the work done in turning from

0=0 to = TT.

9. A shot is fired vertically upwards with a velocity which would
carry it to a height h if the retardation due to gravity were uniform.

Assuming that outside the earth the retardation at any point varies

inversely as the square of the distance of the point from the earth's
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centre, show by integration that the height attained by the shot

is the same as if the retardation were constant and equal to

f 1 - ^)g, where R is the earth's radius and g the retardation due

to gravity at the earth's surface.

If the velocity of projection be 1200 feet per second and the

earth's radius be taken as 4000 miles, find the error made in calcu-

lating the height attained by the shot on the hypothesis that g is

constant and equal to 32 feet per second per second.

10. The acceleration due to gravity at a height x above the

surface of the earth beiner ;

—

-—rs, where a is the acceleration at
{a + x)^

the surface and a the radius of the earth, find the velocity acquired

in falling from rest from a height h to the ground and the time of

fall.

Report whether it is necessary to take the variation of gravity

into account in calculating the velocity of impact and time of fall

of a bomb dropped from a height of about 4000 feet. Assume that

the height and air resistance are unknown to within 5 per cent.

11. A point P moves with uniform speed u. A point Q con-

nected with it by variable gearing moves with speed nu, n being

variable.

If the gear is worked so that at the instant t,

. nt
n = 1 - cos —

,

4

compare the distances moved by Q and by P during the interval

fr<^"^
^ = to t =2.

12. Assume that near the muzzle the resultant force on the base

of a shell is P{l + kx'"^) tons, x being the distance in inches travelled

down the bore, and P and k constants.

What is approximately the work done on the shell in moving a
small distance Aa; down the bore ?

Obtain by integration a formula in terms of P and k for the

decrease in the kinetic energy at the muzzle due to shortening the

gun from 140 to 130 inches.

62. 1 . A suggested formula for the velocity of flow v at a depth y in

a canal of rectangular cross-section is v = Vq —p^' where Vq is

the velocity at the surface and h the total depth. Draw a graph
showing the relation between v and y, measuring y vertically down-
wards and V horizontally. What does the area of the graph repre-

sent ? Find the quantity of water flo^ng past a given section

per second, in terms of Vq, h, and the breadth a of the canal.
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2. The parabola i/^ = 4a; revolves about the axis of x. The
coordinates of a point P on the parabola are x, y, and those of a
neighbouring point Q are x + Ax, y + Ay.

If Ax and Ay are small, obtain an approximate expression for the
length of the arc PQ in terms of x and Ax.

The belt of surface traced out by PQ as the parabola revolves is

known to be approximately of area 2ny . PQ.
Find the total area of that portion of the surface of revolution

which is comprised between the values x = and a; = 3. All

lengths are in feet.

3. " The time rate at which a certain salt is precipitated is pro-

portional to the amount x of the salt remaining unprecipitated."

Call t the time since precipitation began, and write down the
dx

differential equation, connecting -^ with cc, which expresses the
foregoing statement.

Integrate it. What is the ratio of the times in which 90 per cent.

and 99 per cent, are precipitated ?

4. A thin uniform rod OA, 6 feet long, swings in a vertical plane
about a horizontal axis through one end 0. Express the velocity

of a point in the rod, distant r from 0, at the instant when the rod
/7ft

makes an angle with the vertical, in terms of -^.
(Jit

Hence write down an approximate expression for the kinetic

energy of a small portion, length Ar of the rod, and find by integration

the total kinetic energy of the rod at this instant. If the rod falls

from a horizontal position, showthat when OA is vertical the velocity

of A is 24 feet per second.

5. A uniform horizontal rod AOB, length 2a, spins about a vertical

axle through 0, being at a distance x from the middle point of

the rod. If the velocity of the end A (furthest from 0) of the rod
is V, express the total kinetic energy of the rod in terms of V, a,

and X. IfV is kept constant, for what position of will this kinetic

energy be a minimum ?

6. A thin disc of radius a spins, totally immersed in fluid, about
an axle, its rim speed being V. Assume that the fluid exerts a
resistance to the rotation of the disc so that the resistance on any
small portion is proportional to the area and to the velocity of that

portion. Find by integration the total retarding torque on the
disc.

7. Assume a recoil buffer so adjusted that when the gun has

recoiled a distance x inches, the force resisting recoil is W( 1
^

tons, where W and a are constants. Find the work done in recoiling

a total distance h inches.
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8. Assume that oil, flowing in a straight pipe of inside radius a,

moves in straight lines parallel to the axis of the pipe ; and that

the velocity' at a distance r from the axis is

^0(1 - ^)- K constant.]

Find an expression for the volume of oil flowing past a given

section in one second.

9. Assume that if water flow through a vertical rectangular slot

of breadth 6, the depth of top and bottom below the water level

being a and 2a, the velocity of flow at a depth y below the water

level is kV2>gy feet per second, k being a constant and g the accelera-

tion due to gravity.

Write down an approximate expression for the volume flowing

per second through the portion of the slot comprised between the

depths y and y + A^/, and find by integration the volume flowing

through the slot per second.

[All dimensions are in feet.]

63. 1. Assume that out of N shots fired under certain conditions

at a circular target, the number which will probably strike a ring

bounded by concentric circles of radii r and r + Ar feet is

2Ne-'-VAr.

Find by integration the number n which will probably strike

within a circle of radius a feet.

Express a as a function of n and N, and give numerical results

if N = 1000 and n = (1) 500, (2) 900.

2. A bicyclist exerts a thrust on the forward pedal, which thrust

is vertical and proportional to the horizontal distance of the pedal

pin from the crank centre, and is 10 lbs. when the crank is horizontal.

What work is done in turning the crank, whose length is 8 inches

and inchnation to the horizontal 0, through a small angle A0 ?

Find by integration the work done on the two pedals during one

revolution.

3. A cone, length of axis 5 feet, weighs 700 lbs., and when
totally immersed displaces 500 lbs. weight of water. Originally

it is just totally immersed with the axis vertical and vertex upwards.

If it is lifted vertically x feet, what fraction of the volume is out of

water ? What weight of water is displaced by the immersed portion

in this position ?

Assuming that the Hfting force is equal to the weight of the cone,

less the weight of the water displaced, write down an approximate

expression for the work done in hfting the cone a further small

distance Arr.

Hence find by integration the work done in lifting the cone from

its totally immersed position until it is clear of the water, assuming

the original water-level unchanged.
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4. A quantity of gas is in a cylinder of radius r inches, kept in

by a piston which can move down the cyhnder. When the gas

occupies a length x of the cylinder its pressure in pounds weight

per square inch is known to be ^-^-, p^ and a being constants.

What is the thrust on the piston ?

What is approximately the work done by the gas in moving the
piston a small distance Ax ?

Find by integration the work done in expanding until the original

volume is doubled.

Give the numerical result if p^a = 1000, r = I, and x ranges

from 1 to 5.

5. Suppose a shell to move so that its velocity v decreases as

time goes on, in accordance with the formula

— = - kv^ {k a. constant)

.

at

Find by integration the time taken while the velocity falls from

Vi to V2.

6. A point P revolves through a quadrant APB of a circle, centre

0, radius a, and when the angle AOP is the velocity of P is

V{1 + COS0),

V being constant.

How long approximately does P take to describe a small arc PQ
subtending AG radians at O ?

Find by integration the time taken tor describe the quadrant.

I

Hint for integration : 1 + cos G = q .

L
sec^y

7. If w = log tan -s, what is -^ ?

If G = ^ +9, express u and -j- in terms of 9.

A ship sails on a constant course N.E. (true). If her latitude

changes from X to X + AX while her longitude changes by AG, what is

^P
dk'

Hence find the change of longitude when the latitude changes

from to 10^ assuming the earth to be a sphere.

8. A string is wound tightly on to the axle, radius a inches, of a

flywheel, and is pulled off with gradually increasing force, so as to

set the axle rotating. Assuming that the pull is directly propor-

tional to the length x of string that has unwound and is 10 lbs.

weight when 10 inches of string have been unwound, find by inte-
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gration the work done in foot-pounds in pulling off six complete

turns of the string.

9. A particle is attracted towards a fixed point with a force

varying inversely as the square of the distance r of the particle

from 0. T

Assuming the force to equal — , find the work done in moving the

particle in a straight line from an original distance r^ to a final

distance r^ from 0.

A B

P<-

FiG. 25.

10. Fig. 25 shows a uniform rough horizontal plank AB, weight

100 lbs., length 10 feet, which can turn freely about a hinge at B,

and rests on a cylinder which can roll along the floor, but cannot

slip on the floor. The roller is pulled out by a horizontal force P.

Prove that this is twice the force of friction between the plank and
cylinder. Show by integration that the work done in pulling out

the roller from its initial position half-way along the plank is rather

less than 210 foot-pounds, when jj. = -3.

Fig. 26.

64. 1. Show that I sec*0(^0 may be found by putting tah0 = z.

The diagram shows a comet P in its orbit round the sun S.

Calling the angle ASP 20, assume that

AS = a, SP = -^, angle STP = SPT = ^ - :

cos^O ^ 2

velocity at A = V, velocity at P = V cos 0, a and V being constants.

By equating the component velocity perpendicular to AS to the
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rate at which the perpendicular distance of P from AS is increasing,

obtain an expression for -^ in terms of V, a, and 0.

Obtain by integration a formula for the time of describing the
arc AP.

2. Assuming that when the average horizontal wind-thrust near
the ground is 30 lbs. per square foot, the average thrust at a
height of h feet is 30(1 + '2,^/ll) lbs. per square foot, find the

resultant thrust on a vertical square, side 10 feet, whose upper edge
is horizontal and at a height of 50 feet.

3. A cylindrical tank, 4 feet long, 1 foot radius, axis horizontal,

is full of water and is just immersed in water. Assuming that the

water-pressure at a depth of h feet is 62-5^ lbs. per square foot,

write down an approximate expression for the work done in blowing
out a horizontal layer of the water of thickness A^, when the depth
of the surface of the water in the cyhnder is h. Hence find by
integration the work done in blowing half the water out of the

cyhnder.

Assume the water level outside unaltered, and neglect the kinetic

energy of the moving water.

[Hint. In integrating, put h = I - cos 0.]

4. ABC is a lever, bent at right angles at the fixed fulcrum B.

CD ( = BC) is an arm hinged to the lever at C. D can slide in a

fixed groove BE.
[Take AB = a. BC = b. ABE = 0.]

If AB is rotated through a very small angle A0, how far will D
move ? Use the principle of work to find what resistance at D can

be overcome by a given force P apphed at A at right angles to AB,
neglecting all friction.

5. Draw a rhombus ABCD in full Unes and the diagonal AC in

dotted lines. Take a point in AC and join OB, OD in full lines.

The full lines represent the six bars of a PeauceUier's linkage. There
are hinges at A, B, C, D, and at the fixed point 0.

If OB = OD = 6, each side of the rhombus is of length a, and

AO = a;, OC = y, show that xy = a^ - b^, and find -/.
ax

If a pull of W lbs. is applied at C in the direction AC and is

balanced by a pull of P lbs. apphed at A in the direction CA,
find approximately, ignoring friction, the relation between work
done by W in moving a small distance Ay and the work done in

moving P a small distance Ax.

Hence express P in terms of W, a, 6, and x.

Give numerical results if W = 100 lbs., a = 5 inches, 6=4
inches, for x = 1-5 inches and for ic = 3 inches. How does the

latter result check the correctness of your formulae ?
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65. L A square of side a revolves about an axis Oy in its plane

parallel to a side of the square and distant h from the centre of the

square, thus forming a ring. Imagine this ring to be wound with

a very large number {n) of turns of insulated wire carrying a

current i.

Assume that H, the intensity of magnetic force at a point inside

the square section of the ring and distant x from the axis, is given

by 2t:xH. = ^nni. By integrating H over the area of a cross section,

find an expression for the total flux of magnetic force through the

section.

2. In Mercator's projection the parallels of latitude are repre-

sented by parallel straight lines, all of the same length. Show that

the scale of the map for a small distance measured along the parallel

of latitude X is proportional to sec X. If the scale is the same for a

small distance measured along a meridian, what is the distance on
the map between the equator and the parallel of latitude X ?

3. The magnetic force at a point due to a circuit carrying a

current i is I
—^ taken round the circuit, r being the distance OP

to a point P in the circuit, and cp the angle OP makes with a fixed

hne. Assuming this, find an expression for the magnetic force at

a point in the plane of a circle, radius a, carrying a current i, the

distance c of from the centre of the circle being very small com-
pared to a, so that powers of c/a beyond the 2nd may be neglected.

4. A quantity of gas originally at atmospheric pressure is com-
pressed to one-tenth of its original volume in such a manner that

pv = constant throughout. It is then allowed to expand, under

such circumstances that pv^'"^ is constant, until its pressure is only

10 per cent, above atmospheric. Find the work expended in com-
pression, and given out during expansion. If the original tempera-

ture is 293 absolute, what is the final temperature of the gas ?

Specify carefully the units which you have used to express p, v

and the work done.

5. Assume that if a long straight wire carrying a current i cuts

a plane at right angles in A, the magnetic potential at any point P
(coordinates x, y, in the plane) is 2i0, where is the angle PAr, Ax
being the hne in which the plane is cut by the plane of the circuit

next described. Write down the magnetic potential due to a

circuit consisting of two long straight wires cutting the plane at

right angles in A(a, 0) and B( - a, 0) respectively, and express

it in terms of x, y, and a. Find by differentiation the components
of magnetic force at P along the axes, and show that the resultant

magnetic force is 4^-^

AP . BP*

6. A particle of mass L moves in a straight hne under a force
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E sin pt and a resistance Rv, where t denotes time, v velocity, and
E, p, and R are constants.

Show that the equation of motion is

L ^ + Rv = E sin pt.

Integrate this equation, finding v.

Point out the electrical analogy, indicating under what circum-

stances an alternating periodic e.m.f. will send only very httle

current through a coil of resistance R and self-induction L.

7. A weight W hangs by an elastic string of unstretched length I,

sectional area a, and modulus of elasticity E. It is exposed to a

frictional resistance which is directly proportional to the velocity.

The string is pulled out to a length I + x, and the weight released.

Find whether the weight will commence to rise or fall. Show that

(if a certain condition is satisfied) the weight will oscillate about a

WZ
position in which the extra length of the string is =^. Find the

time of a small oscillation, and also, how the amplitudes of suc-

cessive oscillations are related.

66. Mean Values.

L The equation of a curve is

y = sm^—
Find the mean height of the portion for which x lies between

and a.

2. If 2/ = E . x'^, where n and E are constants and x ranges from

to 1, find the mean value of y, and the square root of the mean
value of y^.

Fig. 27.

3. What is the average length of the ordinate PM of a semicircle

of radius a :

(1) When P is one of a series of equidistant points on the circum-

ference ?

(2) When M is one of a series of equidistant points in the base ?

*4. The equation of an experimental curve is

y = I - a + ax^ - x^

for values of x ranging from to 1.
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Find the mean value of y and the maximum value of y, and find

by trial the value of a if the maximum value is one-and-a-quarter

times the mean value.

5. Suppose that a man runs a certain distance, so that, after

30
t seconds from the start, his speed is -^ feet per second.

Find «^'

(i) the distance gone in t seconds,

(ii) his average velocity from the time ^ = 1 up to that instant.

Show that it is not possible for the formula to hold good for very

small values of t.

6. Byerly's method * of finding an approximation over a given

range to a given function of x, for instance x^, in a given form, for

instance A . a;, is to calculate the mean value of the square of the

error for the given range, and to determine A by making this value

a minimum.
Find the value of A in the case mentioned, for the range to 8.

67. Rectification and Areas of Surfaces.

1. Show how to find the length of an arc of a curve in which the

coordinates x and y are given functions of a variable 0, and apply

the method to find the whole length of an arc of the cycloid

X = a(0 - sin 0), 2/ = a(l - cos 0) from cusp to cusp.

A cart-wheel is 4 feet in diameter. How far does a nail in the

rim of the wheel travel when the cart goes a mile ?

2. Sketch the curve given by a; = a cos^ d, y = a sin^ 0, and find

its length between the points where 0=0 and ^.

3. Find an expression for the length of an arc of a curve. In the

ds
parabola y = x^ give -^ in a series of ascending powers of x up to

(tx

3^, and deduce a series for s up to the fifth power of x.

By how much does the length of the arc from a; = to a; = 0-2

exceed the straight line joining these points ? Give the excess to

two significant figures.

4. In the semicubical parabola ay^ = x^ find an expression for

8 in terms of x. Draw the curve, given that a = 8 inches, and
calculate the length of the arc from a: = to a; = 4.

5. Show that the curve in which

and 2/=^,sm0-^cos0,

where is a parameter is rectifiable.

* Annals of Mathematics, vol, 12, p. 128,
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6. The diagram shows a circular arc AB, centre 0, which revolves

about AM, the chord of the double arc AC. With the notation of

the figure, find the perpendicular distance from AM of the centre

of gravity of the arc AB in terms of r and a.

Fig. 28.

Hence, using the theorem of Pappus, give a formula for the

surface area formed by the revolution of AB about AM.
7. AB, BC, CD are three equal straight lines each of length a.

AB runs North, BC East, CD vertical.

If P is a point in AB, and Q a point in CD such that AP = CQ,
the line PQ traces out a surface as P moves from A to B.

If PPj, QQi are corresponding adjacent positions of the points and
PPj = QQj = Aa;, find approximately the area of the elements

PQQi and Q^PPj.
Hence find the whole area of the surface between AC and BD.

8. Show that if in the elhpse we put

ic = a cos 0, y = h sin 0,

we obtain
go

^ = Va^ sin20 + 62 cos20

= V^ (a2 - 62) sin20,

and if a2 _ 62 = a2e2, we may write this

da

d^
= aVl - e2 sin20.

Supposing e to be small, expand this in powers of e, and by inte-

grating the first three terms obtain an approximate value of the

perimeter of the elhpse in terms of a and e.

9. Use the preceding example to test the statement

:

Perimeter of an elhpse = perimeter of circle on major axis as

diameter, less the perimeter of the circle on the difference between

the axes as diameter.
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10. In the catenary 2/=oU^+^ ^/= ccosh-,

find a formula for the length of any arc measured from the lowest

point. ^2
In the parabola y = c + o~'

find the length of any arc measured from the lowest point.

Compare the numerical results when c = 100, x = 10.

68. Centres of Gravity.

1. Find the centre of gravity of a quadrant of a circular disc.

2. Find the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the area

bounded by the axis of x, the parabola ay = x^, and the ordinate

at a; = 6.

3. If a curve revolved about the axis of x, generating a solid,

what would be the coordinate X of the centre of gravity of the

volume so formed ?

Find the centre of gravity of a hemisphere.

4. If the portion of the curve ay^ = x^, bounded by the curve,

the axis of x, and the ordinate at a; = 6, revolves about Ox, what
is the volume formed, aujd where is the centre of gravity of this

volume ?

5. Find the area enclosed by the portion of the curve

y = x^ + x^

for which x lies between and I.

Find also the coordinates of the centre of, gravity of this area.

6. Find the area included between the curve whose equation is

x'^y = x^ + a^,

the axis of x, and the ordinates at ic = a and x = 2a.

Find also the coordinates of the centre of gravity of this area.

7. Sketch the curve, for values of x ranging from to 4, whose
equation is

^Z
= a:(24 - 22x + Srr^ - a^).

Find the area included between this part of the curve and Co;,

and the x coordinate of the c.G. of this area.

8. A vertical plate 20 feet long, of uniform thickness 3 inches, is

lof metal weighing 480 lbs. per cubic foot. It rests with its straight

lower edge AB horizontal. The height of the plate at a horizontal

distance x from the end A is

What is approximately the weight of a thin strip bounded by
planes perpendicular to AB at distances x and x + Kx from A ?

What is the moment about A of this weight ?
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Deduce by integration the weight of the plate, and the horizontal

distance of its centre of gravity from A.

9. Draw a circle of radius a, and concentric circles of radii r and
r + Ar.

The figure represents the base of a hollow cup, outside surface a

cylinder, of radius a. The thickness of metal, measured at right

r2
angles to the base at a distance r from the centre, is a + o- inches.

What is approximately the volume of the material in the portion

whose base is the ring between the circles of radii r and r + Ar ?

Find by integration the volume of the material of the cup, and the

height of its centre of gravity above the base.

10. A uniform circular cylinder is cut into two equal parts by a

plane which just meets the circular ends at the extremities of parallel

diameters.

Find the position of the centre of gravity of either portion.

XL Find the coordinates of the centre of gravity of that portion

of the area of the curve whose equation is ?/ = x{\ - x^), for which
X and y are both positive.

12. Find the coordinates of the centre of gravity of a metal plate,

whose base is a horizontal rectangle 6 inches by 4, and whose section

by a vertical plane distant x from one of the short ends is a right-

X
angled triangle of height 2 - ^ inches, so that one vertical face

of the plate is a trapezium, whose height decreases uniformly from
2 inches to 1 inch.

13. Draw a line AOB, 4 inches long, making AO \'^ inches and
OB 2-5 inches. At erect a perpendicular 00, length 2 inches.

ABQP is a trapezium, the angles at A and B being right angles,

and QP passes through 0.

If QP makes a given angle with AB (tan = m), express the

height of the trapezium at a distance x from in terms of x and m.
Express by integration the area and the distance above AB of

the centre of gravity of the trapezium as functions of m.

69. 1. Draw a horizontal straight line APB (length a, suppose).

This is one edge of a sohd. The section of the solid by a vertical

plane through P perpendicular to AP is a square whose diagonal is

vertical and equal in length to AP.
Find the volume of the sohd and the height of its centre of gravity

above AB.

2. Apply the integral calculus to find the centre of gravity of

a segment of the parabola ip'
= Sx cut off by the line x = 5 and

the axis of the parabola.
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3. Sketch the curve y = 2 sin^ x from a; = to x = ~, using

1 inch to represent unity both for x and for y.

Calculate the volume and the position of the c.G. of the solid

formed by spinning the curve round the axis of x.

4. A curve has to be drawn through the points (0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2),

and (3, 0) . Verify that the curve whose equation is ?/ = \x\Z - x)

satisfies this condition, and sketch the curve roughly between x =
and a; = 3 (unit 1 inch) . Find the volume of the solid of revolution

which this part of the curve generates by rotation about the axis

of X, and the abscissa of the centre of gravity of this sohd, giving

results correct to two significant figures.

5. Evaluate |c?S, p^S, p^rfS; c/S being an element of a

square, side of length a, x the distance from one side of the square,

the integration extending over the square.

Find the position of the centre of gravity of a square sheet of

metal whose thickness at any point is proportional to the distance

from a side.

6. Find the volume and the position of the centre of gravity of

the surface of revolution generated by revolution of the curve

y = loggo; about the axis of x, and bounded by the planes x = 1

and a: = 2 . (log,2 = 0-69315).

7. Find fcos^G ^0 and [cos^G dJd.

A uniform cam-plate is bounded by the curve r = a(l + cos0).

Sketch the plate, and determine the area and the position of the

centre of gravity.

8. Draw OA, AB at right angles, OA = a, AB = na,

AB represents a straight, very narrow path along whichW pounds

of gravel are to be spread uniformly. The gravel is carried in small

quantities straight from to the point where it is to be laid. Find

the average distance that 1 pound of gravel is carried. Show that

if w = 7 this average distance is about 3 •7a.

9. Draw a circular arc AB and its chord, and mark the middle

point C of the chord and M of the arc. The head of a shell is

formed by the revolution of the arc AM about AC.
Taking CM = a inches and the radius to be 5a inches, find the

area of the curved surface of the head, using Guldin's theorem.

Give the numerical result if a = 2 inches.

10. Draw an arc AB, centre 0, OA being vertical and the angle

AOB 4-5°. If this arc represents a thin uniform bar weighing

10 lbs., find the moment of its weight about 0. Take OA = 1 foot.

What is the horizontal distance of the c.G. of the bar from A ?

' J.C. G
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70. Second Moments, or Moments of Inertia.

1. A hoop of fine wire is of radius a and mass M.
What is approximately the moment of inertia of a small element

PQ about a diameter of the hoop, if the radii to P and Q make
angles and + A0 with this diameter ?

Hence find by integration the moment of inertia of the hoop
about the diameter.

2. Find the second moment about Oy of the area bounded by
ay = x^j the axis of x, and the ordinate at a; = a.

3. Find the second moment about Ox of the above area.

[N,B. Remember that the area must be divided into elements,
so that the parts of each element are equidistant from the axis.]

4. Find the second moment of a uniform circular disc about an
axle through its centre perpendicular to its plane.

6. If Ma;, My, Mz are the second moments about Ox, Oy, Oz of
a lamina lying in the plane xOy, prove from the definition, by
imagining the lamina cut up into particles, that

M2 = Ma; + Mj,.

6. Deduce the m.i. of a uniform circular disc about any diameter
from the m.i. about the axle.

7. Find the m.i. of a uniform triangular lamina about the base.

Note, If A is the area of a lamina and I its second moment
about any axis, we often put I = Ak^, and term k the swing radius

or radius of gyration of the body about the axis.

8. If a body is distorted, but the distance of every particle on
it from a certain axis is unaltered, the m.i. of the body about the
axis is unaltered.

Find the m.i. of an eUiptic disc about the minor axis.

[A uniform elliptic disc may be made from a uniform circular

disc by reducing the distance of every particle from a given diameter
in the proportion b : a.]

9. If the distance of every particle of a body from an axis is

altered in the ratio b : a, how is the m.i. about that axis altered ?

From the results for a circular disc deduce the m.i. of a
uniform eUiptic disc about the major axis, and about a perpendicular

to its plane at the centre.

10. Find the m.i. of a rectangle, sides 2a, 26

:

(i) About a side,

(ii) About a diagonal.

(iii) About a perpendicular to the plane of the rectangle

through one corner.

71. I. By imagining a lamina divided into numerous equal

particles, prove from the definition that the second moment of a
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lamina of weight W about any axis exceeds the second moment
about a parallel axis through the c.G. by W times the square of

the distance between the axes.

2. Deduce the second moment of a uniform circular disc (i) about

a tangent, (ii) about a perpendicular to the plane of the disc through

a point in the rim.

3. Find the m.i. (or second moment) of a cyhnder about a diameter

Oz of the circular section through the centre of gravity, by dividing

the cyhnder into parallel circular shoes, thickness Aa;, writing down
the M.I. of a specimen shoe about Oz, and finding the m.i. of the

cylinder by integration.

4. A thin circular disc, radius a, has an axle, on which, at equal

distances x from the centre, are fastened equal weights each half

that of the disc. Find x in terms of a if the m.i. of the system about
a tangent, and about a parallel to the axle through a point in the

rim of the disc, are equal. Neglect the weight of the axle, and the

dimensions of the two weights.

5. Find the radius of gyration of a right circular cone about its

axis.

6. A sohd is formed by the revolution of the curve whose equation

is
^ . nx

y = sm—
about the axis of x. Find the volume and the radius of gyration

about the axis of revolution of the portion between the values

X = and x = a.

7. A pulley is in the form of a uniform circular disc, radius a,

thickness 26, with a V-shaped groove, depth 6, breadth 26, cut all

round the rim.

Find the total weight of the pulley, if the material weighs w
pounds per cubic inch. Find also the moment of inertia about the

axle by integration, assuming that the moment of inertia of a
7YLT

uniform circular disc of mass m and radius r is -^ about an axis

through the centre perpendicular to the plane of the disc.

8. A uniform disc, radius R, thickness a, is mounted on a cyhn-

drical spindle of radius r, length over all I. Find the moment of

inertia of the combination of disc and spindle, about the axis of the

spindle, if their combined mass is M.

9. Draw a trapezium whose parallel sides are 5 inches and
3 inches long, and 2 inches apart, with the hne joining the middle

points of the parallel sides at right angles to both.

Find by integration the volume formed by the revolution of the

trapezium about this line and the moment of inertia, supposing the

mass of the sohd to be -33 pound per cubic inch.
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10. Assume that the moment of inertia of a circular disc about
an axis through its centre perpendicular to its plane is Imr^, m being
the mass and r the radius of the disc.

Suppose a sphere of radius a divided into shces by parallel planes.

Find the approximate radius of the slice which is at a perpendicular
distance x from the centre of the sphere. If the thickness of this

slice is Arr, what is approximately its mass, the mass of the complete
sphere being M ?

Find by integration the moment of inertia of the sphere, regarded
as built up of the shces, about a diameter.

Show the limits of integration clearly on your diagram.

72. 1. ABCD is a plate, having each' side 20 inches long and the
angle DAB equal to a.

The thickness, though considered as very small, decreases uni-

formly from 0-3 inch along AB to 0-1 inch along CD, in proportion
to the distance from AB.

Write down an approximate expression for the moment of inertia

about AB of a small strip parallel to AB, and find by integration

the moment of inertia of the plate about AB, supposing m to be
the mass of unit volume. Express the result in terms of the total

mass M.

2. Find by integration the moment of inertia or the radius of
gyration of a circular disc about an axle perpendicular to its plane
through its centre.

Compare the kinetic energy stored up in two discs of the same
material, gearing with one another so that their rim velocities are

equal, the radii of the discs being 3a and 4a respectively.

3. A thin sheet of metal shaped thus X consists of two equal
rectangles, 8 inches by 3, joined by a rectangle 6 inches by 2.

Write down in the form of an integral an expression for the

moment of inertia of each rectangle about the lowest edge of the

plate, taking m as the mass per square inch.

Hence find the m.i. of the plate about the lowest edge.

4. Draw a rectangular area ABCD having AB = DC = 4 inches

and BC = AD = 2 inches. Let E, F, G, H be the middle points

of AB, BG, CD, DA respectively, and let be the intersection of

EG and FH. Write down or find the squares of the radii of gyration

of the rectangle about OE, OF and OB, and prove that the radii of
gyration about AB and EG are equal.

5. A dumb-bell-shaped body is formed by the revolution of the

figure shown about the axis of x. Taking a centimetre as unit, the
cylindrical portion is given by the equations y = ± 3 from a; = 5

to a; = - 5, and the two spherical segments by the equations

y^ + {x ± 9)2 = 25 from x = dt 5 to x = ± 14. If a cubic centi-
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metre of the material weighs 11 grammes, find the weight of the

sohd, and its moments of inertia about the axes of x and y.

(Notice that the volumes and moments of inertia of the spherical

segments when expressed as integrals with respect to dx only

involve the integration of positive integral powers of x.)

Fig. 29.

6. In the first quadrant of the circle x^ + y^ = a^, the density

varies at each point as xy. Find the moment of inertia of the

quadrant about the axis of x.

7. A triangle is bounded by the fines y = mx, x = a, and the axis

of X. The density at any point varies as the square of the distance

from the origin. Find the moment of inertia about the axis of y.

73. 1. A thin uniform wire ABC is bent at right angles at B,

and AB = a, BC = b.

Find the second moment, or moment of inertia I, of the wire

about an axis through A in the plane of the wire, making an angle

with AB.
If I is a maximum or minimum, obtain an equation for deter-

mining in terms of a and 6.

2. A sohd iron cyfinder, of radius r and height h, revolves with

its axis vertical round a vertical axle distant a from the axis, making
n revolutions per minute.

Find a formula for the error committed in calculating the kinetic

energy of the cylinder by treating the whole weight of the cylinder

as concentrated in its axis.

Suppose all dimensions in inches, and w the weight of a cubic

inch of iron. State the units employed.

Show that if a is somewhat more than 7r, the error is less than

1 per cent, of the total kinetic energy.

3. Show that a uniform circular disc is equimomental to four

equal particles placed at the ends of any two diameters at right

angles and a fifth particle at the centre. What should be the mass
of each particle ?

A thin uniform circular disc, mass 10 lbs., radius 1 foot, is fixed

on a shaft which runs at 600 revolutions per minute in bearings

1 foot apart. Find the ' centrifugal ' or * rocking ' couple, sup-

posing the plane of the disc to make an angle a with the shaft.

Find also the unbalanced reactions at the bearings, and draw an

elevation showing the disc and the directions of the thrusts on the

bearings at the instant when these thrusts are vertical.
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4. A thin circular ring {e.g. the rim of a bicycle wheel) has a

groove cut on the outside and a light thread coiled round it several

times, one end being fixed to the circumference. The other end of

the thread is held fixed and the ring allowed to fall and unwind in

a vertical plane. Find its acceleration.

5. Find the moment of inertia of a hollow sphere, internal radius

6, external radius a, by integration, or by any method which does

not assume the knowledge of other moments of inertia.

Compare the times taken by a thin hollow rubber ball, and by a

solid ball, in rolling down the same plane.

6. A string is running with given velocity v feet per second over

a pulley of given radius a (feet), and given moment of inertia I

(ft.-lb. units). What is the kinetic energy of the pulley ?

If the string carries two weights, P and Q lbs., hanging as in

Attwood's machine, and these are allowed to start from rest, what
is their velocity when they have moved a distance s feet ? And
what are the tensions of the string ? Find numerical values (in

lbs. weight) for the tensions, given Q = 4 lbs., P = 6 lbs. ;
pulley

a circular disc of weight 5 lbs. (radius of the disc not stated).

It is assumed in this question that there is no friction at the axle

of the pulley, and that the string does not skid over the pulley.

7. An open door ABCD, of breadth a and weight W, can turn

freely about its vertical side BC. A'BCD' represents the door when
closed. A cord having one extremity attached to the door at A
passes over a smooth fixed pulley at A' and hanging vertically

supports a weight P. Find the work done in opening the door

through an angle a, and if allowed to swing back from this position

find its kinetic energy just before it slams.

8. A length I of string is completely wrapped round a solid cylinder

of radius a and weight W mounted on its axis. A force F is applied

to the end of the string and is increased to F' in such a way that

the increase of the force at any instant is proportional to the length

of string unwrapped. Find the work done when half the string is

pulled off the cylinder, and deduce the angular velocity then acquired

by the cylinder.

9. The perpendicular from the point x, y on the line

xsmoL - y cos a =

is of length a: sin a - y cos a, as is easily shown by projection.

Imagine a lamina divided into numerous equal particles each of

mass m. The m.i. of a specimen particle at xy about

a; sin a -
2/ cos a = is m{x sin a - t/ cos a)^.

If the lamina is symmetrical about the axes, show that

J.{xy) = 0.
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Express the M.i. of an elliptic disc of mass M bounded by

about the Hne y = mx in terms of M, a, h.

10. A bar whose section is the ellipse -2 + ^2 "^ ' ^^ subjected

to a "force, such that the intensity of tension perpendicular to the

section, at the point x, y, is ^(Ao; + By + C).

Find the conditions that the resultant force on the whole section

may be a force P acting at the point h, k. Show that at points

in the line ^^^-^ + ~^ + 1=0 the intensity of tension vanishes.
Kg IVi

Ki, Kg being the swing radii about Ox, Oy respectively.

74. Centre of Pressure.

1. Draw a trapezium OABC in which OA and CB are horizontal

and OC vertical. Let OA = a, CB = 2a, OC = h. Suppose the

trapezium immersed in water, with its plane vertical and OA in

the surface. Write down expressions for

(i) the length of a strip PQ at a depth x,

(ii) the approximate area of this strip if its breadth is Ax,

(iii) the approximate pressure on this strip ;

and find by integration the resultant pressure on the trapezium and
the depth of the centre of pressure.

2. Find the coordinates of the centre of pressure of a semicircle

whose diameter is vertical and just immersed.

3. Find the centre of pressure of a parabolic area, axis vertical,

vertex at a depth a, breadth at surface 26.

4. A triangle ABC is immersed vertically with BC horizontal and
below A, which is at a depth c. The height of the triangle is h.

Prove that the depth of the centre of pressure is

6c2 + Sch + 3h^

6c + 4Ji

What does this become in the hmiting case when A is in the surface?

5. Find the depth of the centre of pressure of an equilateral

triangular lamina ABC, of side 4 feet, immersed vertically with A
in the surface and AC vertical.

6. An isosceles triangle, 10 metres in altitude, is immersed in

water with the base in the surface and vertex downwards. Find
the depth of the centre of pressure, supposing the pressure at the

surface to be that due to a column of water 10 metres high.

7. A parabolic sector is immersed vertically with its vertex in

the surface and double ordinate horizontal at a depth h. Find the

depth of the centre of pressure.
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8. The vertical ends of a trough full of water are segments of a

parabola, the vertex being the lowest point. If the depth is 2 feet

and the width at the top 1 foot, find the depth of the centre of

pressure of either end.

9. A sluice gate is in the form of a parabohc sector. Its vertex

is at a depth of 3 feet below the surface, and the bottom of the gate

is at a depth of 5 feet, the height of the gate being 2 feet. Find the

depth of its centre of pressure.

10. A horizontal circular pipe, 1 foot in diameter, is fixed in the

side of a tank with its upper edge 1'5 feet below the surface of water

contained in the tank ; the end of the pipe is closed by a vertical

flap-valve hinged at the top and held in position by the pressure of

the water in the tank. Find, in lbs. per square inch, the air pressure

required in the pipe to open the valve.

[Assume that 1 cubic foot of water weighs 62-5 lbs.]

11. Find by integration the depth of the centre of pressure of a

rectangle immersed vertically with its upper edge horizontal and
at a given depth below the surface of the liquid.

A square opening is made in the side of a rectangular tank and
closed by a door hinged along the lower edge. Find the pressure

to be applied to the upper edge of the door in order to keep it shut

against the pressure of the water, taking the side of the door to be

2 feet, and the depth of the upper edge below the surface of the

water to be 8 feet.

12. The vertical transverse section of a dock is a segment of a

parabola whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards. It is closed

by a dam with a vertical face. Find the resultant thrust of the

water and the depth of the centre of pressure when the level of the

water reaches the top of the dam. The greatest depth is 40 feet,

the breadth of the top is 120 feet,

13. Find the depth of the centre of pressure of a triangle im-

mersed with plane vertical and angular points at depths a, p, y
respectively below the surface. Check your result by deducing the

depth of the c.p. when one side is in the surface and again when
one angular point is in the surface and the opposite side immersed
horizontally.

{Hint. Use the formula I/AD for the depth of the c.p. and the

equimomental property of the triangle to find I.)

14. A rectangular area is bounded by the axes of x and y, and
the lines a: = 3 and y = 2, the lengths being measured in feet.

Find the coordinates of the centre of pressure when the axis of x

is in the surface of a liquid, and when the axis of y is in the surface,

the plane of the area being vertical in each case and the pressure

of the liquid being alone taken into account. If the area is rotated

in its plane about the origin, so that the latter remains in the surface
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and no part of the area is above the surface, prove that if in each

position the centre of pressure is marked on the area, its path on
the area is a straight Hne. Draw this Hne.

(Note that when the axis of x makes an angle with the vertical,

the pressure at any point is proportional to x cos + 2/ sin 0.)

15. A rectangular lamina exposed to fluid pressure is bounded
by the axes of x and y and by parallels to these axes at distances y
and x from them respectively. If F is the resultant thrust on the

lamina, prove that , , is equal to the pressure at the point {x, y)

.

If this pressure is equal to 37'5x + 60y, find the resultant thrust F,

the units being a pound and a foot, and the sides of the rectangle

being given by x = 0, x = 2, y = 0, y = 3.

75. Pendulum.

1. A simple pendulum consists of a heavy particle, that is,

a mass of negligible volume, or point-mass, suspended from a fixed

Fig. 30.

point by a weighless inextensible thread. Some difiiculty will be
found in procuring these articles, but the mathematical solution is

simple and leads up to the general case.

If I is the length of the thread, show that when the thread makes

an angle with the vertical the velocity of the particle i^l-n-
Write down the kinetic energy of the particle.

Write down the energy equation, expressing the fact that this

kinetic energy suffices to raise the weight through the vertical

height ^(cos - cos a)

.

Express the time of an oscillation in the form of an integral.

2. Obtain an approximate value of the integral by replacing

a2 02
cos a and cos by 1 —^ and 1 - -^.
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3. If an approximate result is improved by integration, show

that the error in the result for t is less than
12

By puttmg sm -^ = sm -^ sm x,

transform the integral for t into the form :

Time of a swing from extreme right to extreme left

I C^ dx
t

9V
sm-^^sm^a;

Expanding \^l - sin^ - sin^a; by the "binomial theorem in the form

1 - ^sin^-sin^a;...

,

work out a value of <, a,nd find the error of the approximate value

4. Write down the energy equation for a system of two particles

Wj, Wg fastened to a straight weighless rod, and oscillating about

a horizontal axis.

Comparing with the equation for the simple pendulum, prove

that the movements of the two pendulums will correspond if

7 _ ^1^1^ + Wggg^ _ Second moment about of Wi, Wg
~

Wiflj + Wgag ~ First moment about of Wj, Wg

6. Extend the previous result to the case of n particles.

6. Show that a hoop oscillating about a horizontal axis perpen-

dicular to the plane of the hoop, through a point in the rim, keeps

time with a simple pendulum of length equal to the diameter of the

hoop.

7. Find the length I of the simple equivalent pendulum for a rod

of length 2a oscillating about a horizontal axis at right angles to

the rod distant x from the centre.

For what value of a? is Z least ?

8. If it' is desired to find a position for the axis, such that a small

error in placing it will have the least effect in altering the period,

where should the axis be placed ?

9. A circular wire ring of mass M has a heavy bead of mass m
fastened at a point on the ring. The ring is pivoted at a point A
on its circumference, and can oscillate in its own plane, which is

vertical. AB is the chord through A, which is vertical when the

ring is at rest. Prove that AB is the length of the simple equivalent

pendulum.
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10. A series of parallel holes are drilled through a block of metal
in such a way that the period is the same when the block oscillates

under gravity on a horizontal pin placed through each hole in

succession. Prove that the holes lie on two concentric cylinders.

Also if P be the period, and a, 6 the radii of the cylinders, prove
that 4^2

.^ = (« + ^)
P2--

11. A compound pendulum consists of a hollow sphere of thin

material (radius 1 foot, weight 2 lbs.) fastened at the end of a rod
(length 2 feet, weight 3 lbs.) ; it oscillates about a knife edge at

the top end of the rod. Find the length of the simple equivalent

pendulum.

12. A heavy disc, of radius r, is clamped at its centre C to a rod
of negligible weight, so that the rod may be taken to lie in the

plane of the disc, and the system oscillates about a horizontal axis

through one 'end A of the rod at right angles to the plane of the

disc. Find the length of the simple equivalent pendulum when
AC = h, and show that if it is too short by a small length x, then

2h^x
AC must be lengthened by ^^ 2*

13. A body is mounted on a horizontal axis, and the period of

oscillation as a compound pendulum is 1-566 seconds. A small

force equal to one-hundredth of the weight of the body acting in a

line 3 feet below the axis, displaces the point of application through
•72 inch. Calculate the radius of g5n:ation of the body about the

axis, [g = 32-2.]

76. Differential Equations.

1. A body moves in a straight line so that the equation

dt n

holds good, V being the velocity at time ^, w a constant, and the

units being feet and seconds. It is also found that the velocity

falls from 100 feet per second to 90 feet per second in 10 seconds.

How long will it take for the velocity to fall from 100 feet per second
to 10 feet per second ?

2. Putting aside for the moment any scruples about carrying

out operations on expressions involving the square root of a negative

quantity, verify that ^ly

is satisfied by y = Ae^^"^ + Be"^^™ (i)

and by y = Q sin (xV - m) + D cos {xV - m) . . (ii)
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making the values of y and of ~ given by (i) and (ii) agree for the

value a; = 0. Express C and D in terms of A and B.

Deduce that cos a; + V - 1 sin a; = e*^.

3. Show that the left-hand side of the differential equation

x^-^ +2xy =x + 1

is the differential coefficient of a certain product. Integrate the

equation.

4. Solve the equations :

^1 + 2^ = ^+^'

«

5. Write down the differential coefficient of ye-^^ with respect to

X. Use the result to integrate the equation

Could this equation be solved in any other manner ?

6. If, in order to integrate the equation,

where X and X^ are functions of x only, we multiply by an Inte-

grating Factor [x. Express the condition that the l.h.s. may become

equal to^.
7. Use the method suggested in Question 5 to solve the differential

equation dy 'x ,

rx'-y'^^2 = ''

8. Solve the differential equation

ax X

and sketch the curves represented ify = when cc = 1, and if ^ = 1

when X = I.

9. A weight W, falling from a height h, enters a cylinder and
is checked by compressing the air in it.

Assume that when the weight has moved a distance x down the

cyUnder the total force on it, allowing for gravity, friction, and

leakage of air, is kW , a being the length of the cyhnder and

k a constant.
a - x
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Form the differential equation of motion, and show that the

weight will come to rest after falhng a distance a\l - e'^j down
the cylinder.

77. Solve the differential equations

:

1. |+«2/ = e^ 2. tan«;| = l+2,.

7. ^^ = J^-^. 8. cosa:^ - 22/sina; = 2a; + 1.

9. 2/A/^2-:n[ ^ = xVy^~^l. 10. (1 - a;2) ^ = ir^ + a + 6a;.

78. 1. Characterise briefly the motion indicated by the differ-

ential equation ^2^ ^^

for the values - 1, cos^a, and sec^a, of the constant n.

2. Solve the equation

d^x . dx ^ . ^

-^Ts + 4:-j- + ox = smt + cos i.

dt^ dt

3. A horizontal tube of uniform bore closed at both ends and
kept at constant temperature contains some air, divided into two
portions of equal length a by a pellet of mercury, mass m, at the

middle of the tube. If the pellet is displaced a distance na and
then released, form the equation determining its subsequent motion,

supposing that the air-thrust upon either side in the equihbrium
position is P.

Find the velocity of the pellet in any position, and deduce that,

if n is small, the time of a small oscillation is ^tz Vsp-

4. One end of a long thin wire is kept at temperature a. It is

surrounded elsewhere by air at temperature 0. Considering an
element of the wire cut off by sections distant r and r + iSr from
the hot end, express by means of a differential equation the fact

that it has reached a steady temperature, neither gaining or losing

heat. It is known that the rate at which heat crosses a section

distant r from the hot end is - K 3-, K being a positive constant
dr

and the temperature at the section. It is also known that the

rate at which heat leaves the free surface of the element is C0 Ar,

where C is a constant.
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Integrate the equation so as to obtain an expression for the
temperature at any point of the wire.

The temperature is assumed constant over any cross-section

perpendicular to the axis of the wire.

5. Solve the differential equation

dhj
—^ + 2/ = c sin 2a; + 2c cos 2x.

du
liy and j- each vanish when a; = 0, how is the solution modified ?

6. If a shot travelling with velocity v is subject to a retardation

y.1^ on account of air resistance, prove that (neglecting gravity)

2x^ = 72 o and yjx = , where u is the initial velocity and

X is the space described in time U
The following times (in decimals of a second) were observed in

one of Bashforth's experiments (the screens A, B, C being 150 feet

apart) :

A. B. C.

0-3489 0-4159 0-4891

Prove that the velocity at B was about 2,140 feet per second,

and calculate the retardation at a velocity of 1,000 feet per second.

7. Integrate the differential equation

dy

s = * + ^'

dhi
and the equation a*-^ = y^

by trying whether a solution exists of the form y = Ae*"*.

8. The expression for the radius of curvature of a plane curve

at the point (x, 2/) is .
/ii,.\2\i

dx^

If this be constant and ever57where equal to a,- integrate the

resulting differential equation, introducing the necessary constants

of integration, and show that the final result is the equation of a

circle of radius a. (Hint. Put dy/dx = tan 0.)

9. A chain of length I Hes on a smooth table ; it is straight and

is at right angles to the edge. One-quarter of the length is slowly

lowered over the edge of the table, then the chain is let go. Write
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down and integrate the equation of its motion, and compute the

time taken to get clear of the table when the value of Hs 8 feet.

10. Integrate the differential equation

d(T
-^ - [jlT = waiyL cos - sin 0),

where T is the dependent variable, the independent variable, for

the case when w = 10, a = 10, [i = I.

In the annexed figure ABO represents a piece of chain hanging
over a cyHnder, and just prevented from slipping off by friction.

Fig. 31.

The above differential equation is then the relation connecting

the tension (T) in lbs. weight at any point P with the angular

coordinate of P, w the weight in lbs. of a foot length of the

chain, a the radius of the cylinder in feet and [i the coefficient of

friction, and [i, a, w have the values given above. The tension T
just vanishes at the end A, where 0=0. Find the tension at B,

where = \t:.

11. Assume that a spherical bomb dropped from a height en-

counters an air-resistance varying as the square of the velocity,

and equal to the weight when the velocity is 1,000 feet per second.

Obtain a formula for the velocity t seconds after the start of the

bomb from rest.

79. 1. A ship is started rolling in still water, and then left to

itself. Assume that the successive extreme angles of roll occur

at equal time intervals and that satisfies the differential equation

J + a0 + 602 = 0,

a and h being constants and t the time. Integrate the differential

equation so as to express in terms of t and the initial extreme
angle a.

2. is the origin, ON the x coordinate of any point P, T the

point where the tangent at P meets ON. In a certain curve the

rectangle ON . NT is constant ( = a^).
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Express this fact in the form of a differential equation, and find

the equation of the curve by integrating it.

3. In the curve whose equation is

xy^ = c^ (i)

express -j- in terms of x and y.

A curve cuts (i) at right angles in the point x, y. Express -^ for

this curve in terms of x and y,
^^

Obtain by integration the equation of a system of curves cutting at

right angles all the curves obtained by giving c different values in (i)

.

4. OM and MP are the coordinates {x, y) of a point P on a curve

whose equation is given.

The tangent at P meets OM in T.

Express TM in terms of x, y, and -^.

Express the statement that in a certain curve OT is three-quarters

of OM by a differential equation, and find by integration the

equation of the curve.

5. T is the time allotted for performing a certain task. The task

is carried out at a decreasing rate of working such that if at any
time t after commencing the work the rate of working became, and
thereafter remained, constant, the work would be finished in one
half of the remaining time available.

Sketch a graph connecting y, the fraction of the work remaining

to be done, and t, the time elapsed since beginning the work.

Obtain from the above statement, or from the graph, a relation

between -^, y and t.

Integrate this equation, showing that the task will just be accom-
phshed in the time allowed.

6. The differential equation

-^ - (xT = wa{\i cos - sin 0)

determines the tension of a heavy chain resting over a vertical

circle, a being radius of the circle, ]x the coefficient of friction, v)

the weight of unit length of chain, the angle at the centre of the

circle measured from the horizontal to the point at which the

tension is T.

Assuming this, integrate the equation, supposing

T = 0, where = tt.

7. Integrate the equation 100 -^ = x.

dx
If X vanishes when t is 0, and if -^ = 1, when t = 0, determine;

the values of the constants.
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8. A uniform rod, length 2a, weight W, is clamped at the centre

to a vertical wire and oscillates in a horizontal plane through an
angle a on either side of the equilibrium position. Find the kinetic

energy of an element of the above rod at a distance r from the

centre when the rod is turning with angular velocity Q, and hence

find by integration the kinetic energy of the rod.

Show briefly that Q = -=7 when the rod makes an angle with
the equilibrium position.

If the equation expressing the fact that this kinetic energy suffices

to twist the wire through a further angle a - can be reduced to

the form -^t = nVoL^ - 0^, find by integration the time of oscillation

of the rod.

80. 1. A gun recoils horizontally a distance AB of 3 feet.

Assume that the resistance was initially 3J- times the weight of

the gun, and that in any position P the resistance is proportional

to OP (0 being 4 feet from A and 1 foot from B)

.

Find an expression for the work done in recoiling any distance x,

and deduce that the original velocity of recoil was about 20 f.s.

Express the velocity at P in terms of x.

Find a formula for the time taken to recoil any distance, and
approximate roughly to the total time of recoil.

2. A car moves under a constant tractive force, and against a

resistance varying as the square of the velocity. Obtain the equa-

tion of motion, and integrate it so as to obtain an expression for

the velocity at time t, and by a second integration obtain an expres-

sion for the distance moved over in time t. The car starts from
rest, and runs on level rails.

3. A particle falls vertically under gravity, in a medium whose
resistance varies directly as the velocity. Write down the equation

of motion, and integrate it. Obtain also an expression for the
distance fallen through in a given time.

4. A weight attached to a long hght spring makes vertical oscilla-

tions encountering a resistance proportional to the velocity. Assume
that the tension of the spring is proportional to the displacement
of the weight from its mean position. Write down the diiferential

equation which determines the motion, and integrate it. Compare
the amplitudes of successive oscillations of the weight.

5. Assume that the resistance to the movement of a ship through
the water is of the form a^ + bV, where v is the velocity and a, 6

constants. Write down the differential equation for the retardation

of a ship moving with engines stopped. Obtain a formula for the
time in which the speed falls off to one half its original amount u.

6. Mallock's formula for the retardation, or negative acceleration

due to air resistance, of a projectile is k{v - 850), where v is the
J.C. H X
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velocity in feet per second, and k is a. coefficient depending on the
form and weight of the shell. Express the statement by an equation

connecting -jt and v. Integrate the equation, obtaining a formula

for the remaining velocity after any time.

7. For a 12-inch gun the numerical value of k is '0748. Find
the remaining velocity after 3 seconds, with a muzzle velocity

of 2,650 feet per second.

8. A ship moving with uniform velocity u becomes subject to a
retardation which increases uniformly during n seconds, from zero

up to the value /.

Determine the velocity after n seconds, and the distance run
during these n seconds.

9. The wind is blowing from the north with velocity v. An
aeroplane moving relatively to the air with constant speed u is

describing a circle. Find the velocity of the aeroplane in the circular

path at the instant when it bears 0" west of north from the centre

of the circle. ^
Show that if v is small compared with u (so that powers of

-

higher than the second may be neglected), the time of describing

the circle of radius a is approximately

u \ 4^2/

81. 1. Integrate the differential equation

d^ ^
-^ + 2y = smx + sm Sx -\- x.

2. Solve the differential equation

^+y=sm2x.
3. Solve the equation

5.2j.2,=sin»..

and point out briefly a mechanical and an electrical problem which
leads to a differential equation of this t5^e.

4. A non-inductive resistance R is in series with a coil of self-

induction L and neghgible resistance. The arrangement is shunted
by an equal resistance R in series with a condenser of capacity K.^ alternating e.m.f. "E sin pt produces currents ii, i^ in the two
branches. Determine i-^ and i^ from the equations

di
It ~ + Rt'i = E sin pt,

^ + R^^ = pE cos pt.
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It is known also that i^ and ig are when ^ = 0.

Verify that if KR^ = L the total current i^ + i^ will be simply

E sin pt

"~R
5. Solve the differential equation

—^ + 4fu = cos X.

Find the values ofthe arbitrary constants in the complete primitive

if both y and -^ vanish when a; = 0.
dx

6. Test whether the equation

d^x ^dx „ _

has a solution of the form KeP^, where p is constant.

n X dx
The equation -j-z +2-7- \- x sin^a =^

dt^ dt

represents the motion of a weight in a straight line under a force

a^^sin^a proportional to the displacement x from the equihbrium
position, and a fluid resistance var5^ng as the velocity. Solve

the equation, determining the constants from the conditions that

dx
initially x = a and ^tt = 0.

With the same initial conditions as in the last example, solve

the equation ^2^ ^^
-jio + 2-Tr + ojsec^a = 0.
dt^ dt

Comment on the movement indicated.

7. A man is at A 10 miles due west of a church spire B.

His home is at C 1 mile north of B, and he starts to walk straight

towards it.

If he walks so that the angle TPB between the tangent at P to

his path and the line PB is always tan-^CyV)' ^^^ the polar equation

of the curve in which he walks, taking B as the pole and BA as the

initial hne. Show that instead of reaching C he will cross the line

BC very close to B.

8. In a certain curve the tangent at P meets the axis of x in T,

and PT is always equal to n . OT, n being constant. Express this

dx
statement by means of a differential equation, giving -^ in terms

of x, y, and 71, and solve the equation in the case when w = 1.

9. A heavy uniform block rests half on and half off a lubricated

horizontal plate, and is suddenly started forward with velocity V,

so as to slide further on to the plate.
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Assume that the frictional resistance varies as the velocity of the

block, and as the length of the block which is in contact with the

plate.

Write down the equation which determines the retardation of the

block, and by integrating once, determine how far the block will

shde along the plate. The length of the block, measured in the

direction of motion, is 2a, and the initial resistance is n times the

weight of the block.

10. Find the differential equation of a curve which is such that

the tangent at P meets Ox in T and TK drawn perpendicular to

OP cuts off a constant length OK ( = a) on the axis of y.

Find the general integral and the singular solution.

11. A smooth plate turns with uniform small angular velocity

about a horizontal axis in its plane. Initially the plate was hori-

zontal and a small mass m was resting on it at a distance a from the

axle.

Assume that the equation of motion of the small mass is

—
- _ TiV = - sr sm nt,

n being the angular velocity and r the distance from the axis at

any time.

Integrate the equation and find the constants from the initial

conditions.

82. 1. Write down the differential equation of motion of a particle

which moves in a straight line so that its acceleration towards a fixed

point O when at a distance x inches from that point is kx inches per

second per second. Write down the integral of this equation, and
determine Tc if the motion repeats itself every 2 seconds.

If the particle starts at a distance of 1 inch from the point 0, with

a velocity of 1 inch per second away trom 0, draw a diagram showing
the way the position of the particle varies with the time. (Take

1 inch to represent 1 second.)

2. A small quantity of mercury weighing 2 grammes lies in a
horizontal glass tube of cross-section 4 square miUimetres ; the

mercury is 50 centimetres from one end of the tube, and 100 centi-

metres from the other when both ends are sealed ; the air in each
part of the tube is then at a pressure of ] 0^ dynes per square centi-

metre ; it cannot escape past the mercury. Find the equation of

motion and the time of the small oscillations when the mercury is

slightly disturbed.

Note.—If iP be the displacement of the mercury at any instant, the

square of x may be considered negligible compared with 2,500.

3. The acceleration of gravity at a point below the earth's surface

is proportional to the distance of that point from the earth's centre.

Imagine a tube cut right through the middle of the earth from
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any place to its antipodes, and imagine a particle to be dropped
into the tube from one end and to move under no resistance, the

only force on it being due to gravity. Determine the time the
particle would take to reach the other end, taking the earth's radius

to be 4,000 miles and acceleration due to gravity at the surface being

32 f.s.s.

4. A weight W is attached to an elastic string of length 4 feet,

and if lowered gently is in a position of equihbrium when the string

is stretched a length 2 feet. It is then pulled down another foot

and let go. What will be the time of an oscillation ?

5. A weight W hangs, by a light vertical spring of length a, from
a fixed point, so as just to rest on a rough horizontal plane with no
tension in the spring. The weight is drawn aside horizontally

through a distance a and then released. Assuming that the tension

of the spring when its length is r is W and that the coefficient
Ci

of friction is (x, find the acceleration of the weight when at a distance

X from its equiUbrium position. Use the principle of work to show
that the weight reaches its original position with velocity

\/2^(l-5 - 2* - [xlog (1 + V2)r.
6. If we assume that the air is at a constant temperature, and

if^0, Wq are the pressure in lbs. per square foot, and weight in lbs. /ft.'

at sea level, p, w, corresponding quantities at a point z feet above
sea level, prove by considering the equilibrium of a small vertical

cyhnder of air of height Az, that the differential equation connecting

p, w, and z is ^^
-J- + w = 0.
dz

It is known that — = —
Integrate the equation.

7. Prove that if Pq, po be the pressure and density of the

atmosphere at sea level, and if Pi be the pressure at height h,

then h is given by the equation

Po ^ Pi
A pocket aneroid barometer showed that the mercury fell one inch

for a rise of 900 feet above sea level. How nearly is this true,

assuming the above formula to be correct, the density of the atmo-
sphere being -08 lb. per cu. ft. at sea level, the height of the barometer

being 30 inches at sea level, the s.G. of mercury 13-6, and weight of

1 cu. ft. of water 62-5 lbs. ?

8. Prove that if the readings of an aneroid taken in a balloon at

equal intervals of time form a geometrical progression, the balloon

is rising, or falling, at an approximately uniform rate.
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Also assuming that the quantity of air surrounding the earth

would suffice, by compressing the upper strata, to make an atmo-
sphere of uniform density of depth 5 miles, show that the actual

fall of the barometer at a height z miles is approximately

/ z^ z^ \

H" - 16 + 150)
'"•^^"'-

9. Estimate what fraction of the total weight of the atmosphere
is within a mile of the earth's surface.

10. If the E.M.F. in an alternating electric main be represented

by 200 cos SOtt^ volts, and it be suddenly switched on to a coil

whose resistance is 40 ohms and coefficient of self-induction \ henry,

it is known that the current passing through the coil is given by
the equation i ack

I ^ + 400 = 200 cos 5071^.

Integrate this equation, bringing in the condition that initially

the current is 0, and show that it soon settles down to a steady

alternating current lagging behind the wave of e.m.f.

\Nole.—No proof of the equation itself is required.]

11. Assuming that in the atmosphere ~ = - gp, p = Ap^, and

p = Bp">', where A, B, y are constants, p the pressure, p the density,

t the temperature (absolute) at a height z, and g the acceleration

due to gravity, deduce that the temperature diminishes upwards at

a uniform rate.

12. Assume that

(i) the work done by magnetic repulsion in moving a unit

magnetic pole any small distance in the presence of a fixed

magnet is equal to the change in the potential of the

magnet

;

(ii) the potential at the point P, whose polar coordinates are

r, 0, of a very small magnet at with its axis along = is

*-—2 -
, (JL being constant.

Find the magnetic force exerted by the small magnet on the unit

pole at P, by considering the work done in the small displacements

Ar and r A0.

83. Double and Triple Integration.

[Several examples on Centres of Gravity and Moments of Inertia

may also be dealt with thus.]

1. A piece of metal is in the shape of a quadrant of a circular ring.

The depth across the rim is 2 inches, the inside radius 8 inches,

outside radius 12 inches. Find the position of the centre of gravity,

preferably by double integration.
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2. KLMN is a vertical square, side a, the base KL being hori-

zontal. AF (length 2a) and BG (length a) are horizontal straight

hnes bisecting KL and MN at right angles in F and G.

The horizontal sections of a hoof-Hke sohd KALMBNK are

parabolas, meeting the vertical sides of the square, with their

vertices on AB and their axes all parallel to AF.
Find the volume of this sohd by double integration.

3. Draw a square of side 2a, and at the centre O draw axes Ox, Oy
parallel to the sides of the square. The figure represents a section

of a bar in tension. The tension is so distributed that the force

on a small element dx, dy is perpendicular to the surface, and of

magnitude pfl -^jdxdy. Find by integration the resul-

tant force, and the resultant moment about Ox.

4. Write down an expression for the area of that portion of the

surface of a globe which is comprised between the meridians of

longitude and + A0 and the circles of latitude cp and cp + Acp.

Hence find by a double integration the area of the surface of the

globe between latitude a and latitude 90^ giving carefully drawn
illustrative sketches.

5. Using coordinates r, 0, z, express as a double integral the

volume cut out from the sphere of radius a, centre the origin, by a

cyhnder of radius -, whose axis is parallel to Oz and at a distance -

from it.
^ "^

Show the element of volume in a sketch, and complete the inte-

gration.

6. In finding the magnetic flux inside a circular ring, the value of

taken over the area of the circle, radius a, centre 6, is required

;

b being greater than a.

Transform this integral to polar coordinates r, 0, the pole being

at the origin, specifying the limits on the supposition that we in-

tegrate first with respect to r.

Then integrate with respect to by means of the substitution

, au
V62 - a2 tan =

1 +
7. Draw a right-angled isosceles triangle GAB (OB = BA = a).

This represents a fixed horizontal aperture. A movable plane

lamina KGCD, the angle KCD being iS'', is always vertical, the

straight edge KOC always passes through 0, and the straight edge

CD is always vertical. The lamina is moved about so that CD is

always in contact with AB and C is below D. If the point of contact

of CD with AB at any instant is P, draw a vertical section through

\\i
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OP. Taking OB as the axis of x, the axis of y parallel to AB, and
the axis of z as the downward vertical through 0, express the volume
swept out by the lamina below the plane AOB as a triple integral,

and evaluate it.

8. A paraboloid of revolution is of height 4a and diameter of
base 8a. A hole is drilled parallel to the axis and of radius 6, but
the axis of the hole may be at any distance not exceeding b from
the axis of the paraboloid. Show that the possible variation in

I*

volume owing to the excentricity of the hole is —

.

9. The height 2 of a sohd, at a point in its horizontal base whose
polar coordinates are r, 0, is ce"''/"^

Find the volume of the portion of the sohd standing on the circle,

centre the origin, radius R.

Show that the volume standing outside this circle, but within the

square bounded by a; = ± R, 2/ = dt R, is less than

C€"^ X (4 - 7r)R«.

To what hmit does this difference tend as R increases indefinitely ?

Find the value of I e-^^ dx hy transforming from polar to Car-

tesian coordinates. •'^
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1. 1.

4.

6.

9.

12.

2. 1.

3.

6.

9.

12.

15.

16.

17.

3(x« - 1). 2. 5x* - X*,

{x + l)(x - \Y{^x + 1).

4a;

(x^' - 1)'

2

(X - 1)'

X + 2

7. 3x2 _ 1

1

2x2 Vl ^ ^

X X . X
COS - - - sin -.

2 2 2

x(2 + x)

(1 +xy'

- 3x2.

1 - 2x»

10.

13.

3. l-i.
X*

5. X cos X + sin X.

8. X (3x - 2).

X

2\/l +35

2ab

{a - bx)*'

11.

14.

Vl
3x»

2(1 +x3)^

^ TC 7CX
2 — cos .
**• 180 180

4. cos'x.

I - X

1 + X

Vl - X2

1

(1 +x)Vl - X*

10. cos 3x 4- cos 5x. 11

x^Vl + 2x

8. 6x(l + x2)2.

6

(2 - 3x)2

13. - i cos X.

Vl - 2x

Only true so long as tan x is continuous.

(i) 1 + 2x + 3x« 4- ... + nxn-i = i ^

jl - x)'

(ii) cos 3x = cos x - 4 sin'x cos x or = 4 cos'x - 3 cos x.

A = 3a« - 7a3 + 12. B = 12a» - 21a», C = ISa^ - 21a,

D = 12a - 7. E ='3.

\
3. 1.

5.

7.

2. 2. 3. 3. OQ = |x. 4. 63^° ; ^ - 2, - 6).

X '= 0, - 1176. -426. 6. 8 - 6x ; 2/ - 2x =^. 23f.

J; (- 4. - 27). 8. 6x(l - x) ; (Ml)\
121 \
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^ ^ . ^ sin - G cos 6
4. 1. y increases. 2. sm ; ^-r-r .

3. If numerically less is meant, cos x must be numerically less than
•25, that is, within 14^° of any odd multiple of 90°.

If algebraically less is meant, x when in the first and
second quadrants must be such that cos x > -25, in the

other quadrants cos x < -25.

5» X = a tan 0(1 - sin Q), y = a sin ;

dy cos^

dx ~
I - sin - sin cos''©' C

5. 2. :00047rr2 ft.Vsec. 3. SnrH (1 - ««)*.

2r
4.

-J-
ft./sec. ; -^^j ft. /sec. ; -3927^ or 1-23 ft.^/sec. increase.

5. "-. 6.
X

l-5xft. ; l-5v ft./sec. 7. 3^2 ft./sec.

8. •43ri ft.Vsec. «-^-=-:(-3"*

11 X* +y* = 2x; 1 -^ 1 fthrr
V2x -X'- Vi''

12.
dW dW
dt -"' dr

^ ,
dr k ,, de

= im-hu ;
— = -——

. 13. 37 = -
dt iTzr'w dt

- m.

6, 1, X = 2 inches, a minimum.

2. No maximum unless the folded triangle cuts BD ; PQ = | in.

C is
(t.

O) 4. Area = 2 sin^© cos ins.' ; max. = i-^-
o

7. 1. a(«i + ia) ; 2at^.

2. 336; 321-6; •32016; 320016; 3200016; 320 ft./sec.

3. nai^^-i. 4
7ra ' /tcA

. — cos I
— 1

.

h \to/

5. Va^ - x^ ] , ; if OA increases, OB must decrease.
Va^ - x^

« Av dv 2gx avo^
^' aF' ^dt'

^- ~ ~^' ^' -
~x^'

1. Average vel. = n times end vel.

2 L_. L_. 1

* 6 + 2csi ' h + 2cs2 ' 6 + c{s^ + Sg)*

3. a; = - 6, 2/ = W3 ; vel. ^tt ft./sec. ; acceleration ^^—— ft./sec*
y

5. - 6 sin ; - hk sin A;«.

6. Velocity — ft./sec. ; acceleration nearly 5 ft. /sec.

*
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7. 2an cos ^^t, if 6 = when t =0.

8. -r sec* — ;
— sec* _ tan —

.

4 4 8 4 4

9. Ratio 30 + a; : Vx^ + 30x, x in inches ; 3-78 ft. /sec.

9. 1. {x - l)-i
;

(e*' + e-«)/(e^ - e"^) ; 2 cot 2x ; e"«^3a;* - ^j ;

2 + logx ; e-^(l - x) ; 2a;/(x2 + a*) ; sec a;.

2. 32 cot 2x - cot x

= - tan a; - 2 tan 2a; - 4 tan 4a; - 8 tan 8a; - 16 tan 16a;.

3. X = |. 4. Max. 1-5087 when t = 1-32 sees. ; interval 6 sees.

5. tan-; 16° 42'.
a

_ ds Va^ -f 4i;2 a* 2i; + Va* + 4v*

av V 2v^ a

( 2i?2\
approx.

7. 4 sin 20/(1 + 2 cos 20) = cot - 3 cot 30 ;

4 sin 20/(2 cos 20-1) =3 tan 30 - tan 0.

d logioa; 1
8

dx a;logglO

,0. 1. 1=^; lf%. 2. p=A«;A,V.

3. 1% increase in E is caused by 1% increase in P or L, or 1%
decrease in l^ or 2% decrease in d.

5. ^y = - 54x2Aa;/(l + x^y ; -7; - 7-04 approx.

6. - x/y ; if X > y, error in y > error in x.

11. 1. 1-51 ft. by approximation ; 1-509 from the tables.

3. The table gives A sin x not > -0001 ; if Aa; is n minutes,

n = -3438 sec x. This is < 1 if a; < 70°. Five-figure

tables will do up to about 88°.

4. 343-8 sec p . AZ ; 24-3 minutes.

5. nrh ; ^ (r* + h^). 6. - cosec2 ; 1-68 sin*0 . A^ degrees.

8. 100 cos a; ; in circular measure ; a; cot a;%.

9. P = W sin \, 10. P = WVa* + 6* - 2a6 cos 0/26.

Wa(62 - c2)

11. P = WM " » .
^^ ^" ^

(-b) 262/^

12. 1. 3036. 2. 2-95. 3. 50016. 4. 1-296.

5. 25r3 = 8(r2 + r + 1) ; -980. 6. 9-29.
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13. 4. 1-9873.

5. Xi = a + b/ra^-^ ; x^ = a -\- hjra^-^ - (r - l)6V2r*a2*-i.

6. If T and M are on opposite sides of P, i.e.f{a) and /"'(a) have
opposite signs.

7. 1-9617.

14. 2, X = Q gives a maximum ; x = - 6, a minimum.

15. 1. X = 2a/3 ; y = 4aV27 ; locus 3y = xK

2. ic = 1 or - |, both minima ; x = 0, a maximum.

3. Selling price 6/- ; number sold 8889. 4. T> : I = tt + 2 : tt.

5. 1-5V3 a max. ; - 1-5 V3 a min. ; values for x respectively,

2nn + fTT and 2nn 4- I^tt.

6, X = 2a, a min.

16. 1. X =-. 2. a = J-. 3. 1600 ft^
8 . V a

4. tan (0 - a) = (n - m) tan a/{100 - n + (100 - m) tan*a}.

6. X = l/Vk. 6. Length = (n - 1) times internal diameter.

7. t = (2a;* + 6a; + 9)/8a; ; max. 2-121 miles.

17. 1. ia. 3. w = v(2A - VA» + 3AB)/3(A - B).

4. tan20 = (16 - a;2)/(52 - 8a; + a;*) ; a; = 1.

5. Work per second, {ka^ + ^) V^

;

velocity for minimum (
— 1 ; 25%.

7. ^ = a;(100 - 10a; - a;2)/(10 + x)^ ; 5(± Vs - 1).
ax

8. a; = § ; max.

9. tan^e = 1-33 or = 42^°, being the angle made with AB.

10. Maxima when x = 0, 3, 6 ; minima x = 1-66, 4-34.

11. PQ = 1-22 feet.

18. 1. = ia.

2. ^ = m - x{l + m2)/50 ; ^ = x - mx^QO ; m = -V> ;

dx ax ^

tan-i -9 on the way down with the perpendicular to the wall.

3. Ratio = (a + 6)/6. 4. a; = 0, max. ; a; = ± 6, min.

5. Slope - 2(a; + 10)2(a; - 5)/x^; x = 5, y =^ 6-75.

6. Side parallel to the axis, 2J inches ; other side 3^.

7. {u^ + 49)/2(w + 7) ; w = 2-90 in.

8. Total length including thickness of wall, 180 ft. ; breadth

120 ft.
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19. 1. When the radii through P and Q make angles of 45° with AB.

2. Acute angle the plane makes with the 3-inch line = 25° 40' or

tan-i(i)^.

3. 8^ sea miles.

4. PA = 2a cos 0, PM = 2a sin cos 0, MA = 2 cos^O,

area = 2a* sin cos^0, maximum when = 30°.

5. -75. 6. 1-71 inches, a min.

20. 1. k = -5866.

2. tan PAQ = Savtjia^ H- 4:vH^) ; t = a/2v.

2V2
3. Height = V2 - 2a ; volume, —-— a^Vl -a; max. when

a = -8.
^

4. sin 2a > -8, a max. ; otherwise a min.

5. Area of triangle ^a Va^ + 2x^ ; minimum when x = af V2.

6. AP = iaV2.

21. 1, Angle made with the current = cos-^ -.
V

3. If O is the origin, OM the axis of x, OM = a, then

y' =a(x -
ly

4. The modification is that the interest on the variable part of

the cost of the main equals the cost of the workjost in

friction.

5. X = 2, Si max. ; x = - f , a niin. 8. 12 and 16 knots.

9. ^2(9 + sin 20) ; = ^. 10. tan 20 = 2h/{a - b).
o

11. Angle with river sin-if or 56^°. 12. x* + 3a^x^ - a* = 0.

22. 1. A to B, 42 hours ; B to C, 56 hours.

2. OPA = obtuse angle whose cosine is | or 109^°, or

a; = 15 - 3-75V2.

3. Ratio =
,
^^

f^ ; max.-min. ± hV4a^~+~c^ - ~.
a^ + X* 2

4. X = 3a6 - a* - 62 ; min. value 27a%^{a - b)\

6. = 66i° ; area 69 cm*.

^ dy h a* - 6*
6. 3^ = - - cot ; tan 9 = ;— cos sin ;

dx a ^ ah " 4*

7. tan'a; = sec i. 8. given by 2r cos 20 = a cos 0.

9. Main costs five times the machinery.

10. u = 50a;* - 190a; + 185, a; = 1-9.

23. 1. 3a;3 + 9a;* - 7a; - 9 = 0. 2. a; = •866a ; slope = VS.

3. tan = V2. 4. sin COA = JV5.
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5. xl{h - a) ; xl{h + a) ; 2axl{h^ - a"^ -\- x^) ; x = Vb^ -

max.

6. r^jb measured from C towards A. 7. a + 6 - 6 V2.

9. 2r{b - R) = a« + 62 - 2aR ; r + R = a + 6.

10. Difference = - 2(a - 6) + V{2a - 6)2 - a;^ _ ^,^1 _ ^.

a; = V(a - 6) (a* + 2a6 - b^)/{a + 6).

11. a; = \/20. 12. ^ must be treated as a small angle.

24. 1. A parabola; tangent, Vh{y - k) = mVk{x - h) ;

normal mVk{y - k) -{- Vh{x - h) = ;

in the special case x -^ y = 2 and x - y = 0.

n 2a ^ ", . 2a
2. x >= — ; tangent is a; = —

.

3. Slope is l-5(x - 1)/Vx; ^x + 9y = 34.

4. Slope is - (^\ ; tan-i( - 2-25) or 114°.

5. cot-i( - -7), about 145°
; tan-i(-7) or 35°.

6. nx/de ; tan-i(57r/36), or 23° 40'.

7. a; is a root of 12x* - 16a; + 5 + n = ; greatest value of n

8. - 2a;/(l + x^y ;
tan-i(-0056) or 19'; max. x = -, min.

1 v3
* ^

V3*

9. 3(1 - a;)/Vl + 6a; - 3a;2 ; 2/ = ± 2 ; a; = 1 ± 2/^3.

10. ^ = (1 + 2i - 3t^)l{l - 2t). 11. - a.

3. -;^ = TTTx sec* —— ; be careful to put all angles in circular
aa; 180 180

measure before differentiating

;

dx— = sinX/16(cos»esin2X + sin^O) ;

ao

6 = 26° 35' ; error 1-8 minutes of time.

4. sec . tan 6 ;
percentage error for each minute of angle in A6

is tan 0/34-38.

5. - cosec^O ; error 17-19 sin2 minutes ; angles > 55°.

6. sec2 ; base angle > 74° 20'. 7. Error in c is - aAB.

8. a sin ;
-. 9. sin = f or = 25° 40'.

4a cos* -
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26. 1. - 2an sin nt ; 2an cos nt ; accel. of A = - 2an* cos nt, of

B - 2an* sin rU.

2. e = 52^°.

3. tan = sin 9 ; -^ = - v sin*<p/3000 ;

at

dQ— = - V sin*9 cos 9/3000(1 + sin*9).
(tt

4. X* = v«(2a - vt) ; velocity v{a -vt)lVvt{2a - vt),

5. V = otoVlS - 12 cos 0.

(n*+ 1) cos - n(l+ COS2 0)
6. r .

^^ revs, per minute.
(n« + 1 - 2n cos 0)^

8. Travel of Q = (a* - 6") tan - /c ;

velocity of Q = ^—-—

—

- sec* - • — perpendicular to OC.

9. -6c6)sinA/(6 -ccosA).

10. (a sin + 6 cos 0)o downwards.

dA a*
27. 1. -^ =

J
; a sin 0/(cos - sin 0). 2. a = nh.

3. 5r* = 2x^. 4. 42/» = 27ax*.

5. sin = - J0' + T^^TT®*

»

approximation too small by
50*/24%.

6. A = l. B=-; 0-<p =
6 r ^ 20 r®

7. iZ;i(l + COS 0) or approx. lh{l - ^0*).

8. Expression = tt + ——^approx. ; when n = 12, error is -00074.

28. 1. (3a;* + y*)l2y{a - x).

3. 2 cos 2a;; (1 - 2x*)/Vl - x* ; -4343 + logioa:.

4. Ratio of change in to change in x

114'
X I I X

approx. = sec* - / j^jl - 4: tan* -.

5. (3a* - 1 - 4ax + 2x*)/(l - 2aa; + x^)^.

7. 7/3 Vl - sin* 8 - sin*X minutes of time.

^ d\ 2 .,, ,, , . ,

Hh
~

7^
angles are m degrees.

29. 2. (
- 1)" |n .

»-<"+!>
; (

- l)«-i \n - 1 . x'^.

2^ I (a -x)^+^ "^ (a+a:)"+ij*

,
, J 1 (- 1)^ \

*• \I!L\{a - a;)*»+i (a + a;)"+i/'
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6. e'»^(a sin bx + b cos bx) ; it becomes re**" sin {bx + a)^;

r"e««sin {bx + 2a) ; r"e«* sin {bx + na).

6. n}^ differential coeff. = r"e<»^ cos {bx 4- na).

7. Same meaning as integration ;

1 e***
- e** sin {bx - a) or -— — (a sin bx ~ b cos 6ic).
r a* + 0*

gttX

8. See Ex. 7 ; -r rs (a cos bx + b sin 6a;). 9. m = 1 or 2.
a^ -\- b^

30. 1. e'^(x + 5). 2. - 4e*sina;.

4. a* cos X + 18a; sin x - 12 cos a;.

5. n** a; sin 71 fa; + „) ~ cosnfx + -J .

6. (- l)^-g |n - 2 .a;-^+i.

8. 2a;' cot a; cosec*a; - 6a; cosec*a; + 6 cot x.

31. 1. 3(a;« - 1).

2. When cos 2a; < J, or a; lies between wtu + - and nK + — for

any integral value of n.

4. - I? = A^ + B. 5. ^ = aV^-2.

dv
^— = 00 , i.e. M = const., whence xy = const.
du ^

7. n*sin*»a; - 2n(n - l)(n» - 2n + 2) sin'^-^a;

+ w(n - \){n - 2){n - 3) sin'^-^a;.

8. (
- a)-^+^2 |n - 2 sin^-^e{(n - l)cos0cosne - ncos(n- 1)0}.

9. DifE. coeff. of a determinant equals the sum of the determinants
formed by differentiating each row.

32. 3. COS0 = 1 -^ +
^
^"^3 ^ - ...etc.

4. 1%, H%, 30/0. 7.
^(^-l)--(^-^ + l)

,..

8. ( - l)'»-i —

.

9. x^l\n. 10. - |a;«, - ^x\

11. 2-718282 correct to 6 places. 12. Only 2 certain.

X*
33. 1, log sin a \- X cot a - -^ cosec*a.

x^ x^
2« iTB + ^Wk ' taking one term gives -245, both -2463.

3. a; + ^a;' + /^a;^ ; other expression = a; -f ^a;* + T^a;^.
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a:*

4. See § 32, 2 ; expression = 1 + — approx.
lo

0765 (l - ;r-^Y 6. Correct to 4 places.
\ 27000/

1, I +x + ^x'; X - Ix^ + Ix^ ; Igf' |l -
|^J.

2. Method, assume it true for r, prove for r + \, etc.

4. 2/1 = 2/3 = 0, 2/2 = - w^ 2/4 = - 3n* + 4n2.

_, . , n2x2 n2(4 - 3n2)
Expansion 1 ^^—

—

x^.^ 2 24

5. a = 2, 6 = - 1 ; correct to 1 in 40,000. 6. x^ + y^ = z^.

7. Po = 1. Pi = X, Pa = |{3x» - 1), P3 = i(5x^ - 3x),

P4 = l(35x* - 30x2 _|. 3).

8. The constant is - log (number of seconds in a radian) ;

log cos n" varies very slowly for a change in n.

'•V|(2^ + -^ )
; no, second term is < -0004 of the first.

35. 4. Lt. AX = 4a. 5. Lt. AY = 3 times radius.

16. Lt. AZ = 4a.

7. When n = -4999, Lt. AZ = 00 ; special values 1-0046 and 100.

When n = -5001, Lt. AZ = ; special values -9954 and -01.

36. 1.

37. 1. i.

2. 1-6. 3. 1. 4. 0. 6. 1. 6. V2

2. 0. 3. 00 . 4. 00. 5. 0. 6. 1.

m
38. 2. sin {x -\- h) = sinx + h cos x - ^h^ sin x.

cos {x + h) = cos X - hsinx - ^h^ cos x.

tan (a; +/?,)= tan x + h sec^a; + /t^gecSa; tan x.

log sin (x + /^) = log sin a? + h cot x - ^h^cosec^x.

log (cos X + h) = log cos X - h tan a; - ^^^sec^a;.

log tan (a; + /i) = log tan x -\—-. - ^h^
sm X cos X cos^a; sm^a;

4. Though the increment in x is small, its coefficient is large, being

the cotangent of an angle near
TV

2"

5. See 4.

7. X = 2; + S ;
— = ; 3— = - cos 8 . cos (2; + S) . cosec z.
dh ' dh^

9. If the first diff . coeff. which does not vanish is even, there is a
maximum if its sign is negative, a minimum if positive.

10. X = 1, min. ; x = ^, a, max. ; neither at x =0.
j.c. I
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39. 1. 2-/^; + a/Va ; (4a* + y^YJ^a^ ; these are the same.

2. 2V2.a.
3. a =

J, 6 = |, c = 0. Rad. of curvature = ^^-.

4. l-5a; 3aV2/16.

5. 2/i = - tan 0, 2/2 = l/3a sin 6 cos*6.

Rad. of curvature = 3a sin cos 0.

6. Slope = - -625; 89V89aV3; x = - y = - 16/3. 7. c.

8. Tangent, 2y = 19x - 75a; normal, 192/ + 2a; = 200a.

10. 6a; + IOO2/ = 28 ; 19-35.

40. 1. x^ -\- y^ - ax{\ + &m^) + Saw'^/ - 3a2m* = 0.

2. (i) / = - a(m* + 3)/2w ; g = - a(3m* + l)/2m«

;

c = 3a2(m* + l)/m2.

(ii) f = {a^ - 62) sin30/6
;

gr = (6» - a^) cos'O/a ;

c = {a^ - 262) COS20 + (6* - 2a2) sin^O.

41 . 6. PQRS approx. r^cos I . dl . dX ;

Q' is x + a cos l{l + cos I) . dl, y ;

R' is a; - aX sin l{\ + 2 cos I) . dl, y + adll{l + cos I) ;

S' is. a; + a cos l{l + cos Z)dX - ok sin 2(1 + 2 cos Z)dZ,

2/ + adl/{l + cos 2).

7. Scale varies ; in latitude I it is proportional to -.

1 + cos I

Mr% 1 ^^ n t, n a «^ 2aa;
42. 1. —

.

2.* - 2x ; - 42/. 3. - : -.
ox 2/ y

4. - 18a;/V5. 5. 2{2y^ - x^)lVx^ + y\

6. Zj - 2; = 2x2/ Aa; » Z2 - z^ = {x^ + 32/*) A2/ - 2xyAx
;

23 - Zi = (x* + 32/2) A2/.

7. r changes by cos . Ax ; :^ = cos ;

"ox
X changes by cos . Ax ; z^ = cos 0.

_ Bz ^dz sin Q dz dz . « 32 cos dz
8. ^- = cos :5 ^> ^ = sm ;^ H —

.

ox or r oQ oy or r o0

dz ( 'dz

dx
= e~^ -j cos v^ - sm V^ V,

^2/

dz , / . 3z , 32\
e-^ f sm V

;^—I- cos ^^ j
•

!»• {(s^) + (i)}/^'°''' + -^^^«)-
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PART II. INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

43. 8. - cos nxjn. 9. sin mxjm. 10. tan x,

44. (i) ^x' + ^x^ + ^ -\- X + C. (ii) \x^ + fa;* + C.

(iii) ix* - ^x^ + C. (iv) ^x^ - X -\- log (a; + 1) + C.

(v) \x +\ sin 2x + C. (vi) ^x - \ sin 2a; + C.

(vii) - Jg- cos 8a; + i cos 2x. (viii) tan a; - a; + C.

»3\f45. 1. i sin^a; + C. 2. J{1 + x^Y + C. 3. |-(1 + x^Y + C.

4. sin a; - -^ sin^a; + C.

6. log sec X -\- G.

5. Vl + x2 + C.

„ 1 . 1 - cos X , -,

7, - log h C.
2 ^ 1 + cosx

^

46. 1. I sin-ix - IxVl - x^ +C.

* sin-la;VI - Ja;V2 - 3a;2 + C.2.
3V3

3. - 2V3 - 4a; - a;2 - 3 sin-i ^-±J + C.
V7

4. -
4Vl2a;2 + 16a; - 11

a* /TT _ V3\

+ C.

6. 37raV16.

7. -^ tan-i 2^-±^ - I log (3a;'» + 4a; + 2) + C.

8. 2cot-i47.

47. 1. ^a;2 log x - \x^ + C. 2, - x cos a; + sin a; + C.

3. a; sin a; + cos x + C. 4. e*(a; - 1) + C.

5. ^x^ log a; - 1x3 + C. 6. a; log a; - a; + C.

7. e^^{a sin bx - b cos bx)/{a^ + 6') ;

e«'^(a cos 6a; + 6 sin 6x)/(a* + b^).

9. i(a;* + 1) tan-la; - ^a; + C. 10. a; sin-^a; + V 1 - x^ + C.

1
11. - (a;« + 1) tan-la;

n n
1/ ^ X

3 £> n=^)--

48. 3. u. 4. sinh w ; cosh u. 5. sh-iw.

6. Ja;Vl + a;2 4- ^sh-^u + C. 7. ia;Va;» - 1 - ^ch-^u -f C.

8. The integrals are respectively a~^ log {x - a) ;

a"hog{a; - a + V(a; - a)» - /5*}.

9, sh w = tan 0, th w = sin 0.
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49. 1. 2^/x', 2\/x(l + \x) ; ^

^
a(V2 - 1).

va* + x^

o II ^ /i,n1t \ + X \ . 1+ sin a; ,
2. X 4- log X ; X - log (1 + X ;

- log —I— ;
- log —^—. dx.

2 I - X 2 l-smcc

3. 2x» + ^x* ; ^a; - — sin 2ma; ; log (1 - x^).

4. ix' - \x' ; - 3-V (1 - ^^o; + 2).

5. 3x2(1 - 4a;) ; - 2a;'/ Vl - a;*; f(2V2 - 1) ; Ix^ + Ja;*.

6. a; + 5 log (a; - 2) - 2 log (a; - 1) ; ^ - 1.

7. - 1^5 (2 + 3a:) (1 - x^ ; - ^ log (3 + 2 cos x) ; 2-6.

8. -^ = (1 - z'-y ; w = sin 6 - I sin'G + \ sin^O. 9. 0.

50. 1. a; + 3 log (a; - 2) - 2 log (a? - 1) ;

ia;(2a;2 - 3) Vl + x^ + | log (a; + Vl + x*), or in terms of v,

i-S^ - v-^) - l(t;2 - v-^) + I log V.

2. i(a;2 + 1) tan-la; - \x. 3. Zero.

4. - |(3a; + l)/\/rT^ - |(3a; - l)/\/T~^ ; |(7V7 - 8).

6. I ; 9(1 - i sin^a) + J sin'a sin 9 cos 9.
J V 1 - sin^a sin'

9

6. (2 - V3)7r. 7. a; log {x + Vl + x^) _ Vl + x^.

8. T^^
sin 3a; + J sin a; ; ^^ cos 3a; - J cos x.

9. f ; tanO + ^tan'O.

51. 1. ^ = a*cos2 . sin«0 ; 7raV16.

2. - a;/ Vl - X* ; cos a; + sin a; + sin x sec*a;

;

- 1(1 - x)^ ; - Vl - x^.

3. J ; 1 - cos ^ or 00548 ; 0055125.

4. 2 sin ^a; ; (2 + 3a;)V9 ; -
-J

cos32a;.

5. 6 cos + sin ; sin + cos 0.

6. a; - 2 log (a; + 1) - 2/(a; + 1).

7. - I- tan \t ; tan-^v - - or tan-^ -.
2 ^ 4 V + 1

8. 84-4; -69315;

- a" cos a + ?m"-i sin a + n(n - l)a**-'cosa

- n[n - l)(n - 2) a^-' sin a

+ n(n - 1) (n - 2) (n - 3) I a;^-* sin a; cia:.
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1 n - 1
,

1 (n - l)(n -3)
,

1

n2
"^ n (n - 2)2

"^ n . (n - 2) (n - 4)'»
"^ ***

(n - l)(n - 3) ...2
"^ n(n - 2) ... 3.

11. (i) 3 terms. -857142... ; 4 terms, -85367.

,.., „ 22l7i: 9
(n) 3 terms

y^ai + 128'

1l_r57r _ 22"|

)96L2 3 J
next term - — —^ \

or approx
40961 2 3

I
^^ 8000

52. 1. ^ =y = 5x - x^; 12 ft.Vsec. 2. 781^.
ax

3. PL' = y dx, PN' = xdy approx.

Lt. of ratio = 2 ; OPL/OPN = 2.

4. 2500 ; the line is a; = 8-4 approx.

5. 97r/V2.
^'li''

~
D'*

"^ ^^

8. ^62; 130567r/35. 9. - '

36' 36'

1 +«' 4

53. 1. Area between x = - 2 and is 5J ; between and 3, 16|.

2. ia^ sin-i - + ixVa^ - x\ 3. \ log V_5. 4. f^.
CL

5. i log 3 ; Tc. 7. Area by rule 4, accurately 4-1 ; error 2|%.

9. 114-6 cm.2 ; about 60°. 10. 5 log 5 + 4.

11. Max. at a; = a, min. a.t x = - a ;

dy
-;^ is a max. at a; =0, and a mm. at ic = ± aV3.

Area ^a^ log 2.

54. 1. 4(40 + 7r2)/7r. 2. 3926 lb.

x^ 3x^
3. Area 313^ ; percentage error in y is — , in the area — ; i.e.

10% and 6%.
^^ ^^

4. |a6. 5. 4-23. 6. 4-5 + i log 7.

7. 6e"^ - 24e-5 or 3-474. 8. 2na\ 9. 1-6 ; 3.

10. |a6. 11. Slope is log 2 ; limit is a^ log^a.

12. X + 22/ = ; a2 log^. 13. - 9 = ^ ; r" + R2 = 4.a\

55. 4. A = 6r x angle turned through by the roller.

g .^.AreaPQMN y Ax /o\ -ri,
5. (1) or -— . (2) The same.

ra ra

6. Ml = JZV (the angle turned through).

7. M2 = JAZ2 - ^l^r (angle turned through).
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8. For —y = tan PAM = y and QM = \f{x)dx ;
y^ = Ae^.

9. tan a

10
r

(dx . tan a , , ^ "V , ,tan a ; I but tan ex. = -, therefore the angle

measures the area of the curve.

12. ^ log (1 4- x). 14. 1*^9 = ; A = IrQ.

15. 1^9 = 2;: ; A = IrQ + tcI{1 - 2c).

56. 1. -338. 2. io^[3(^3 - 1) - log 3] ; 11 in^.

3. -749 approx.

5. The integral is the area between the curve, its involute and the
normals at = and = a. Area = fc^.

6. Average of extremes is -001758 ; accurate result -OOnSG.

7. 4(a2 _ x^)dx ; 5^ in'. Equation of section is 4^^ -{- y^ = 4a2,

8. 14-45 lb. 9. 43-52 ; 3481-6 in'.

10. 6 + -Olx ; difference ^^ti in'.

57. 1. ^. 2. ^. 3. 8a'[log2 - f].

27r 2 a/2 tt

4. 8aV15. 5. — and —^-^-^

—

6. 89Tr or 279 in'.

58. 1. ^. 2. 7r(9 - 8a; - x^)dx ; Un/3. 3. IOOtc.

4. 40967T/135. 5. 2877r/54 or 16-6 ft'.

6.K ^^ ^dxdy; 16aV9.

277r 3 a/2
7. f7rr«(l - cos a). 8. -^ in'. ; -^ in. 9. 17 lb.

59. 1. Common volume = 16r'/3. 2. Ij. 3. 37ra'/5.

4. 13-1 lb. 6. Area = a2(log2 - ^^) ; vol. = 7l7:aV160'.

7. 14 in'. 8. Very nearly | of a pint.

9.57.05 1b. 10. ^;?^^.;!^.
o 15 4

11. Area 4a6/3 ; volume, T:a%l2.

60. 1. 59. 3. 363 in'. 4. Volume^ in'.
40

5. Tia' cot-13. 6. 16527r or 6190 in'.

7. Vol. by the rule ^nh^iSU - h). 8. na^ ; a circle.

9.
I

{f{x)Ydx\ |a'. 10. ^v:^a^h.
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11. 2 tan a Vx^ - a^ sin^^
;

fa3 tan^a f^ + sin 2^ + sin^^ log tan ^\

12. Area = Tta^ a/ ; volume = 4tTza^. 14. fa'sina.

61. 1. a ; r •= 6e^^°*^ where OA = 6.

2. 2r f^r lb. ; 2r ft./sec. ; ir^dr ft.-lb. ; 312-5 ft.-lb.

3. (A + B0)de ; 27rn(A + nrcB). 4. ft.-tons. 5. |Ra.

6. The integral would be the more accurate, and approximately-

correct.

7. ^khrv^. 8. 2M. 9. About 24 feet.

10. Velocity =J;M(^^;
y {a + x){a + h)

_ _ o
11. Distance moved by Q = x distance moved by P.

12. P(l +k~^) inch-tons;

decrease of k.e. = P( 10 H r r ) or P( 10 - — ).

\ 130* 140*/ \ ^^/

62. 1. Area of graph is the flow per second in a canal of unit width ;

^ahvo ft'. /sec.

2. As = AxJ I +-; 56TC/3.

dx
3. 37 = - kx ; ratio of times 1 : 2.

at

4. Vel. = r— ;

K.E. =
9

6W/cZ0\2
f—

J
, where W is the weight of the rod.

_ WV« 3^2 + a«
5. —r— . —

; mm. when a? = *a.

6. ^knva^, where kv dA is the force on an area dA.

9. kbV2gydy; p(2V2 - 1) V2ga^b^ it\

63. 1. N(l - e-«') ; a' = log
"^

; a = (1) -83, (2) 1-52.

2. 80 cos20 dO, SOit inch-lb.
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3. x'^jUQ; 500 - 4^^ lb.
; (200 + ^x^)dx ; 1625 ft.-lb.

4. Tzar^p^jx ; Tzar^p^dxlx ; nar^po log 2 ; IOOOtt log 5.

5.
2.n _ 1_\ 6. a,..

7. cosec G ; -r- = sec 9 ;
— = secX ; X = 10° 3'.

dcp ^ dX

8. 67r2a2 ft.-lb. 9. Jc(- - -\

64. 1. tan + i tan^O
; ^ =

J- cos^O ; t =^ (tan + J tan^O).
(It JiG/ V

2. 7023 lb. 3. 50Qhy/2h - h^dh; SOO/"^ - ^ or 226 ft.-lb.

4. 26 sin d0 ; Pa/2& cos 0.

5. P = W(a2 - 62) /^2 . 16 15^ iqO lb.

65. 1. 2nt2log— .

2, a log tan
(
7 + 9)' ^ ^^ ^^^ radius of the earth.

3- ?(»+£-?• 4.p..„log.l0.

5. Force parallel to Ox = Siaxy/AP^ . BP ;

parallel to Oy = 4:ia{x^ - y^ - a^)/A'P^ . BP^.

E -5-'

^' f^ = „T 9 -p.^ (^ sin pt - pJj cos pt) -f Ke ^
, where K is a

constant depending on initial conditions. In the electric

analogy, E sin pi is an alternating e.m.f. ; the current is v.

If R/L is large, the second term soon dies away, leaving a
small alternating current.

7. Weight falls if x < =^. If the frictional resistance is hv,

condition for oscillation is k^ < 4EaW/g'Z.

Period 2v:lp, where p^ = gf[4EaW - kHg]/4:WH.

Greatest amplitudes decrease in the ratio I
^^^.

66. 1. -. 2. E/(n -f 1) ; E/\/2n 4- 1. 3. 2a/7r ; Jtuct.
Ci

4. Mean = f - fa ; max. = 1 - a -{- /^a^ ; a = nearly 1, (-996).

5. s = loo^A. average speed 100(^'^' - l)/3(i - 1). 6. A =-^^.

67. 1. 8a ; 4/7C miles. 2. 1-^

3. ^ = 1 4- 2:^2 .

2^3
- 2x4 ; s = a; 4- — 2

-a;^ ; excess -00135.
5
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8a/, 9x\^ ,^ „ ^ ^ ds dH df-(l+-) ;49.8. 5. Because -= ^ + ^.

6. /•

(

- cos a
J

; 2izr^ (sin a - ex. cos a)

.

7. laV2 + iaMog (1 + V2). 8. 2a7r(l - IZ^ - /^Z*),

9. Rule gives 2a7i:(l - ^l^ - ^l*).

10. icle" - e V or c smh - ; \- - losr ;

c 2c 2 ° c

length of catenary = 10-017, parabola = 10-008.

68. 1. Co-ordinates x = y = 4a/37r. 2. x = ^b, y = Sb^llOa.

3. c.G. is J of the radius from the centre. 4. |6 from the origin.

5. Area = I ; x = ^^, y = ^\%.

6. 2a^; X =i+^ log 2, 2/ = | ^ + i log 2.

7. Area = 29i|, x = 2. 8. 8000 lb. ; 9-5 ft.

9. 2nr (a + ~\ dr ; volume = 77raV6 ; height of c.G. = 37a/63.

10. Height of c.G. = 5/i/16 ; distance from longest generator = fa.

11. X = j^, y = y^^^g.

12. 2| inches from larger end
; ^ inches from horizontal base.

13. Area = 8 + 2m inches^
;

distance of c.G. from AB = (48 + 24m + 19m2)/12(4 + m).

69. 1. Volume = Ja^ ; c.G. is |a above AB.

2, x = 3,y = f ViO. 3. Volume = ^n^ in^. ; x = "^ + -^.

4. c.G. 1| inches from ; volume = 16-38 in^.

5. a* ; ^a^
; ^a* ; c.G, distant fa from the side.

6. Volume = -591 ; c.G. distant 1-725 from the origin.

7. sin -
-I

sin^e
; |0 + 1 sin 20 + s\ sin 40

;

area = ^na^ ; c.G. from origin = |a.

8. lalVn^ + 1 + ilog (n + Vn^ + 1)|. 9. 53-6 in^.

10. 3-74 Ib.-ft. ; -374 ft.

70. 1. M-. 2. la*. 3. _i_a4 4, iWr^.

6. iWr2. ty^
lAh^, where h is the perpendicular on the base.

8. ina^b.

9. M.I. altered in the ratio b^/a^ ; ^Tiab^ ; ^nabia^ + b^).

10. (i) ^a63; (ii) ^^^,; (iii) ^a?>(a^ + b^).
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71. 2. fWr", |Wr«.

-r + J j
, where 21 is the length and r the radius.

4. a? = ia. 5. y^^Wa', where a is the radius.

6. Volume = ^nab^ ; k^ = p\
7. ^wn{a^ - {a - 6)3} ; ^W7z{a^ - (a - l)^}, w = density.

M gR* + {I - a)r*
' 2 * aR2 + {I - a)r^'

9. Volume = 497r/6 ; m.i. = 18-6 lb.-in«. 10. |Wa«.

72. 1. 8000m sin^a; lOOM sin^a.

2. K.E.s proportional to the weights, i.e. 9 : 16, ii the thickness is

the same.

3. 3204m.

4. x2 about OE = I in». ; about OF = J ; about OB = y«^.

5. Weight = 14-33 Kg. ; k about Ox = 2-98 cm., about Oy = 8-65
;

M.I. = 1282 Kg. - cm^. Actual figures in cm.,

12427U ,„ 55547 ,„ 931451
volume = -^. kl = ^^, F,^ = -^2420

•

6. iWa*. 7. fWa«.

^o 17, «M«* + 362) sinSQ _ 3ot52 sin cos + 6^ cos^O
73. 1. k^ =

6 [a + o).

Equation for 0, 3a62 cot 20 = a^ ^ 3a«6 - 6^.

2. Error in inch-lb. is toTT^/ir^xVI 382400.

W W
3. That at the centre = — , the others each —-.

Couple 152 sin 2a Ib.-ft. ; reactions each 152 sin 2a lb.

1 K hi -^ ^^ ~ ^^
.
^^^^ °^ hollow ball _ V2T

4. 2sr. d. h -
5 ^3 _ ft3 ' time of solid ball ~ ~6~*

6. lv^/2ga^ ; v^ = (P - Q)2gs/(p + Q + i^
;

tension of the P string is ^2PQ + P
^2)

/(P + Q + "2) '

similarly for Q ; 5-04 and 4-64 lb.

7. Work = 2Pasin|; k.e. = 2PWasinj/(W + 3P).

8. Work done = J(3F + F')Z ; co" = 9rZ(3F + F')/2Wa\

a^A B6*
9. W{a^m^ + 62)/4(m2 + 1). IQ, h = —, k = —

.

dX / Q/X\ / x\
74. 1. (i) a + — . (ii) (a + y )^^- (iii) w^af 1 + Hc^a;.

Thrust = ^wah^ ; depth of c.p. = ^^h.
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2. -r ; distance from vertical diameter = —

.

3. In the axis at a depth —

.

4. —

•

5. 2^ feet.
7 4

6. 3-75 metres. 7. ^h. 8. 1| feet. 9. 4lf feet.

10. -922 Ib./in^. above atmospheric pressure.

11. {h^ + a/i + ^a2j/(/i+ |a), where a is the depth of the rectangle

;

1083i lb.

12. Depth of c.p. = 226 f^. ; thrust = 1430 tons.

13. (a^ + ^5^ + y^ + ^y + ya + a/5)/2(a + )5 + y).

14. (|, 4) ; (2, 1), Equation of line is 2x + 3y = 7. 15. 676 lb.

75. 1. t = J:^

3. Error

/Tp dQ ll

>2grJ_^ Vcos - cos a'
* '^V^'

= 7 \/ - . sm* -.
4 \gr 2

4. (W^ai^ 4, W2a2*)^^y = 2g'(Wiai + W2a2)(cos 6 - cos a).

c , 2:Wa2 „ a2 ,

^» ^ = ^T,r ' 7. JC -f TT- ; least when a; = a/\/3.2Wa 3a;

8. a; = l-47a. 11. 2if ft. 12. {2h^ + r^)f2h. 13. 1-73 ft.

76. 1. 218-5 sees. 2. C = (B - A)\/^~l, D = A + B.

3. x^y =: ^x^ + X + C.

4. x^y = ^x^ 4- 1x2 ^ C ; x^'y = ^x^ + la;* + C.

5. ^~^*(-p - 2x1/]
; 2/ + 1 = ^* ; could be solved by writing

dy
It 7-f— = 2a; dx.

1 + 2/

6. X=-^. 7.2/sec'-=2tan- + C.

8. y = a; log a; + Qx.

9. Equation of motion is v —- = ^

rfa; a - x'

77. 1. 2/ = ——: + Ce-^^. 2. 2/ + 1 = C sin a;,
n + 1

3. Vi/ - a; + log (V2/ - X - 1) = ^x + C.

4. 2/ = X + 1 + Ce*. 5. (2/
- a;)3(2/ + 3a;) = Ay.

6. 2/ + (1 - xY = Ce^(l - x)\

« • , 1 1 - Vl - x^ ^
7. sm-ia; = log \- C.

a;

8. y cos^a^ = 2a; sin a; + 2 cos a; + sin a; + C.

9. V2/2 - 1 = Va;2 - 1 + C.

10. yVl - a;2 = a sin-^a; - 6V1 - a;^ + C.
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78. 1. n = - 1 ; X = e-« (Ae^2« ^ Be-^2<) .

n = COS^a ; X = e** (Ae< sin a _}_ gg-^sina) .

n = sec^a ; x = e-*{A cos {t tan a) + B sin (^ tan a)} ;

of which the last only is periodic.

2. a? = e~2« (A cos < + B sin t) -\- \ sin n/.

3. m — = mv — = - 2aPx/{a^ - x^), where x is the displace-

A. £ ^x, • 2Pa - a^ - a;2 ^ . .

ment of the mercury, v^ = log— -. P is m^ m ^ a^{\ - x^)

absolute units, dynes or poundals.

- /^ d^S
4. 6 = ae k*"; differential equation is K-—- = C0.

5. 2/ = A sin x + B cos x - •|^C(sin 2a; + 2 cos 2a:).

Special values, A = B = fC.

6. Retardation = 275 ft./sec^.

7. 2/ + a: + 1 = Qe^ ;

cc or or ^
A cosh - + B sinh—\- C cos—h D sin -.

a a a a

9. Time = 1035 sees.

10. T = 100 sin + Ce^- C = if T = when 6=0; at B,
T = 100 lb.

125, 1000 + t;

^^•^--F^^^^Tooo^-

79. 1. = — ea«
a + 60 a + 6a

di/
2. a^ -J- = xy, whence a^ log y = \x^ + C.

3. -^ = - ^ ; other slope = —
;

y^ - 2x^ = const.
(iiX ^x y

4. TM =2/^; ^ =^; whence 2/ = Ax*.
dy dx X

5. 2/ = - MT - ^) -7^, where T is the total time of the work.
dx

Wa
6. T = i{2iJLsin 6 - ([x^ - 1) cos - (ji.^ - l)e-M('^-e)}.

7. a; = 5(eT^ - e"^^). 8. k.e. = Wfi^a^e^ ; 27r/n.

80. 1. Work done = ^'W{'^ - xY ; v^ = -8/{(4 - x)* - 1} ;

80
,

4 + V 15
log r==^====z

3 4 - X + V(4 - xJ2 - 1

/so, 4 + Vl5 . . 1 ..
t = \^— log -;

^ ^^ ; total time = -4 sec.
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W dv
2. Equation of motion is ;- = P - kv^ ;

g dt

hence v = \ — -^i r and x = -j- log cosh
y k e^* + I gk ^

where X = 2g^/Vk|W.

wr w/ ^*\"i
3. Starting from rest, ^ ^ -izU ' -^y^ ' ^^

) \

(l^Or (LOT

4. Equation of motion is -— + ci-^—h bx = ;

cit dt

whence x = e-i«'(A cos nt + B sin nt), where n^ = b - ^a^

5. = a^ -\- b^v^

;

g dt

time to half speed = —r- . tan-i
abg

'

2a2 + b^Y^

V is the initial speed.

7. 2288 ft./sec» 8. Speed = u - ^fn ; distance = un - ifn^-

9. Vw2 - v^sin^e - V cos 0.

X
81. 1. 2/ = A sin cc V2 + B cos x\^2 + sin a; - } sin 3x + -.

2, y = A sin x + B cos x - ^ sin 2x.

2 — fi^ 2n
3. 2/ = 6~* (A sin ^ + B cos i) + sin nt - cos nt.

• 4 + n* 4 + n*

E --
4« 'i = p. , ^,T. ['^^ ^ + R sin^ji - pi. cos pt] ;R2 + p^lu^

[ - e ^^ 4- cosp^ + ^RK sin^?^].
PEK , ^ HK

1 + pm^K^
5. y = AeaaJ + Be-2^ + J cos x ; A = B = - |-.

6. If p = - 1 ± Vl - n^

;

X = ^a sec ae~*{(l - cos a)e^cosa _ (i _|. cos a)e-'cosaj .

a; = ae~^{cos {t tan a) + cot a . sin (< tan a)}.

7. r = 10e-io«.

/dx\

^

dx
8. (1 - ^')2/M T-j + 2nxy — + y^ - n^x^ = ; x^ -\- y^ = Cy.

^ dv ngra; ^. ^ / , ,
2V2a,

9. V- = ^ ; distance = A/a^ _^
'.

dx V« V 71(7

10. X* + Ai/'' = 2ay ; singular solution, 2/ = 0.

11. r = a cosh n^ - -^ sinh ?i^ + -^ sin n«.
-^ 2n2 2n2
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82. 1.

2. -rr = - 600ic, x in cm. ; complete oscillation in —= sec.
dt^ V600

3. About 2550 sees. 4. Complete oscillation in - sec.

_Wo2

6. p = Po^ ^0 •

7. Actual height of barometer should be 290023 inches. 9. -17.

40
10. ^, .0.0 (8 cos 50nt + 5n sin izt - 8e-80«).

64 + 257r*

11. Because 1^ = - g{y - 1)/Ay. - 12. ^Vl + Scos^O.

83. 1. 9-12 inches from the centre. 2. Volume = a^.

3. Resultant = 4Pa2 ; moment about Ox = - fPa^.

4. r cos cp 6^9 dO ; 2izr'^{\ - sin a).

[•tt pa cos

Jo Jo
5. 4 rVa» - r^ dr dQ.

I ijsec QdrdQ;

limits of r from equation r^ - 2br cos Q + h^ = a*

,

those of 0, ± sin-i -; 2v:{b - Vb^ - a^).

7. Volume = Ja3{\/2 + log (1 + V2)}.

9. Tzca^{\ - e"^); 0; Vtt.
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